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PREFÀCE

Singapore had been expelled from the Federation of
Malaysia becorning an independent state in August j 965.

After that time, Singapore had to join the international
community. Ib faced great pressures from her hostile
neighbours - Malaysia and Indonesia; and from other world
powers such as China and the United Kingdom. Singapore's
first Prime Minister after independence, Mr Lee Kuan ye¡,¡,

made several policy announcements calling on the people of
Singapore to stand up and unite for lhe struggle of national
survival. He decLared that Singapore would be f riendJ.y to
aII nations and would follow a foreign policy of ',non-align-
ment" designed to identify itself r¡ith the Afro-Asian
nations.

Àt the time of independence, Singapore had to face a

series of both internal and external problems. Economic

development deserved the main attention. Its industrializa-
tion program had just begun. The probtem of unemployment

had long been a primary concern of the Singapore government.

Moreover, communist influence Has strong in this tiny island
state of merely 225 square miles, particularly among t.he

Chinese community which consisted of 76>" ot the about 2 ¡nil-
1i on populat i on.
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Singapore is a highly vulnerable state with no natural
resources. It has a strategicalJ.y important position, lying
betvreen the Indian Ocean and the pacific Ocean, at the

Southern tip of the St.rait of Malacca. She had no armed

force except a battalion infantry commanded initially by the

British, and transferred to the Singapore government at the

time of independence. Externally, Singapore faced an eco-

nomically and politically hostile Malaysia to the North and

the East, and Indonesia to the South. Both countries were

governed by the Malay race, which were highly anti-Chinese
racially and politically. The British played a roLe in
maintaining the balance of power during and after the sepa-

ration of Singapore and Malaysia, so as to maintain politi-
caI, military and economic st.ability in this region.

Singapore had been a British Far East military base for
several decades, being used by the British to rnaintain peace

and security in this region. Since the early 1960s, it
served as British Far Eastern Military Command Headquarters.

The contribution of the British rnilitary bases to
Singapore's defense and domestic economy was far reaching.

Hor.¡ever, due to economic difficulties at home, the British
Labour Government decided !o withdraw from its mi1ítary com-

mitments from areas east of Suez. By October 1971, the

Singapore base was completel-y withdrawn under the new

British Conservative Government Hhich suggested a new Five

Power Defense System in which Brítain, Àustralia, New
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Zealand, MaJ.aysia and Singapore were included as foundinq

membe r s .

The new Defense Arrangement came into being on November

1, 197 1. Under this arrangement, an integrated ÀNZUK

(Àustralian-New Zealand- United Kingdom) defense force was

!o be established for the maintenance of peace and security
in the Malaysian-Singapore area.

Since independence, Singapore advertised it as a non-a-

ligned state. Had the capacity of Singapore to implement

and to impress others that it was nonaligned been inhibited
by the foreign military presence? Was Singapore realIy non-

aligned during that period of ti.me? If it Ìras not, r,ras

Singapore pro-Western or pro-communist? These are the prob-

lems which this thesis is going to explore. The reason I
choose the period of. 1965-19?1 is that Singapore gained its
independence in 1965. The Anglo-Malaysian Ðefense Agreement

(ÀMDA) expired in October 1971, and it was replaced by the

Five Power Defense Arrangement in l¡ovember 1971. Since this
thesis mainly deals with the effects of the AMDÀ on

Singapore's foreign policy, I have chosen the period
.1 965-1971 as the basis of study.

The discussion will be divided into five chapters.
Chapter One is the introduction analyzing the dilemma

Singapore was facing. It examines the effects of British
colonial rule in Singapore and the poJ-itica1, economic and
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social developments during that period of time (1919

197 1), Economic, political and security conditions required
Singapore to adopt a non-aligned foreign policy. Ho!¡ever,

it was a two-edged sword as the sarne conditions forced
Singapore to adopt a policy that was to certain degree a

pro-Western one. Chapter Two will discuss. the background

and the factors which led to the formulation of a 'non-a-
ligned' policy for Singapore, and the definition of non-

alignment. Chapter Three wiII examine the importance of t.he

British bases to Singapore economically and rnititarily, and

the nature of the Five power Defense Àrrangement in which

Singapore v¡as a founding member. Chapter Four examines the
proposition that Singapore advertised itself as a nonaligned

state, but its capacity to implement such policy and to
impress others that it was nonaligned have been inhibited by

the British military presence during the period of
1965-197 1. Chapter Five argues that, in terms of several
criteria of nonalignment, Singapore was not a non-aligned
state, but was pro-Western during the period of. 1965-1971,
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION: HISTORICÀL INFLITENCES ON
SINGÀPOREI S FOREIGN POLICY

This sbudy will attempt to test a proposition that
Singapore had advertised itself as a nonaligned state, but

its capacity to implement, and to impress others that it was

nonaligned, had been inhibited by the foreign military pres-

ence firstLy of the British military bases from August 1965

to October 1971, and then through the Five power Defense

Arrangement which carne into force on November l, 1971. In

this study, nonalignment refers to a policy of a state that
declares itself aloof from bloc conflicls and proclaims

itself free from alliances, notabì.y nititary entanglements

with any bLoc or great power anywhere in the world. It is
not an absolute term, however. A nation may describe its
policy as nonaligned, while in practice it may be aligned
with great powers.

During the last three decades, most of the colonies and

dependencies in Àsia and Africa became independent. Many of

them proclaimed a foreign policy of nonalignnent. In order

to strengthen their international status lrithin and outside

the U.N. I the Àfro-Àsian nations met to express their common

views on world affairs, and attempted to promote a spirit of

Àfro-Asian solidarity. In 1955, 29 top political leaders,
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representing nearl-y one-haIf of the !¡orId population, met in
Bandung, Indonesia, to condemn colonialism and to demand

that aII coLonial people should be freed from colonial rule
as soon as possible. The second Àfro-Asian Conference which

was to be held in Algeria in 1964 failed because a military
couÞ d'etat erupted in Algeria on the eve of the Conference.

Since then, a number of interstate disputes and internal
disorders disrupted several Àfro-Àsian nations, and no plans

were made for another Afro-Àsian Conference. Às Lee Kuan

Yew, Prime Minister of Singapore, has pointed out:
It is no longer true that Afro-Asian solidarity -the unity, the sense of togetherness - of all lhe
subject peoples who suffered at the hands of White
European colonizers would last. for a long time andprovide a rallying force on a broad wõrld scaleagainst the former colonial powers. In fact,
t.here was much feuding, intriguing and a constantprocess of contest for power between tribes,
between nat ion groups. r

In the 1960s, the lask of promoting the solidarity of the

Third World Has dependent upon the nonatigned countries. In
1961 , 25 Leaders of nonaligned nations from Àfrica, Àsia,
Europe and Central America, met in Belgrade, yugoslavia.

They called for the eradication of colonialism in aIl its
manifestation and for the acceptance and practise of a pol-
icy of peaceful coexistence in the worId.2 The Belgrade

AIex Josey,
1957 , P. 484.

"Commun ique
Countries in
Burton ( ed. )
P. 20.

[,ee Kuan Yew,. Singapore: Donald Moore Ltd.,

of the Summit Conference of Nonaligned
Be1grade, Yugoslavia, 1961", quoted in J.W.
Nonaliqnment I London: A. Deutsch Ltd., 1966,
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Conference, later known as the First Summit Conference of

the Nonaligned Countries, had crystallized and articulated
the principles of nonalignment.3 In 1964f the Second Summit

Conference of Nonaligned Countries was heLd in Cairo, Egypt.

1t reaffirmed and elaborated upon the principles enunciated

by the Belgrade Conference and declared a program for peace

and international cooperation. The Third Summit Conference

of Nonaligned Countries was held in Lusaka, Zambia r on

September 8, 1970. The nonaligned group had doubled its
membership since the 1961 Conference. The Lusaka Conference

reaffirmed its belief in the principles of peaceful coexis-
tence. It condemned the apartheid policy in Southern Àfrica
and Portuguese coloniaL ruLe in Àngola and Mozambique. It
encouraged economic cooperation and expressed its deep con-

cern with the threats to peace in the Middle East and

I ndoch i na .

Singapore was invited to take part in the Third Summit

Conference of Nonaligned Countries in 1970. This invitation
had great significance for Singapore because it was recog-

nized by the majority of nonaligned countries as a nona-

ligned nation. Indeed, since its independence in 1965,

Singapore's leaders had on many occasions declared that
Singapore was pursuing a foreign policy of nonalignnent.
For instance, the Prime Minister declared ',a foreign policy

3 Comment of T. Razak, Deputy Minister of Malaysia, at the
Lusaka Conference on September 9, 1970, in Journal of
Foreiqn Affairs, Malaysia, vol. 3, Dec.1970, p. 82. -
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of nonalignment, offered to work with all the countries that
would recognize her territorial- integrity and sovereignty

and advertised to trade Ìrith any body',. a Thus it was clear
f rorn hhe outset that Singapore declared a foreign policy of

nonal ignment of f icially.

Prime Minister Lee's fundamental belief in foreign policy
could be summed up in his remark that ,'half the problems of
international survival is to win friends who understand and

sympathize v¡ith us".5 As a neH independent state, it was

understandable that Singapore wanted to win friends and to
gain recognition from as many countries as possible.
Besides, at the time of independence, a confrontation with
Indonesia, coupled with the hostility of Malaysia and the

Philippines, drove Singapore's Leaders to seek support from

the Àfro-Asian nations. Singapore declared a nonaligned

foreign policy in as much as most of the Afro-Àsian nations
were pursuing nonaligned foreign policies. In addition,
nationalist feeling against colonialism was strong in
Singapore so that íts leaders wanted to project an image of
being a fully independent state. The pursuit of a nona-

J.igned foreign policy served this function. Moreover , for
the sake of its security, it was necessary for Singapore's

leaders to declare a nonaligned position in order to wipe

out its irnage as a "third China', due to its majority Chinese

Strait Times,

Straít Tines,

Àug. 1965, p.12.

Jan. 1964, p.8 .

20

20

4

5
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population.

However, the declared foreign policy of a nat.ion does not

necessarily mean that it pursues such a policy in practice.
In the case of Singapore, there are several background fac-
torS that complicate and conpromise its nonaligned posibion.

EconomicaLly, Singapore has no natural resources except hav-

ing an excellent harbour located on the strategic Straibs of
Malacca. Its economic survival was dependent upon entrepot
trade and foreign investment. It had to attract foreign
inflows of capital and to provide confidence for the foreign
investors. The British military had maincained bases in
Singapore since the colonial period and their contributi.on
was two-fold. On the one hand, it provided job opportuni-
ties for t.he Singaporeans, and it spent a considerable
amount of money in Singapore. Another positive side-effect
was that it provided confidence for the foreign investors to
invest in Singapore because the potitical stability was

guaranteed. On the other hand, the British military could
provide security for Singapore to check communist influence
in Singapore and to prevent attacks from Malaysia and

Indonesia. Communist influence was strong in Singapore and

it posed a serious challenge to the moderate leadership.
Indeed the communists had organized several riots in
Singapore because they were pursuing the strategy of street
democracy. Ethnically, 76>" of the Singapore population vrere

Chinese, and the largest minority in Singapore was the
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Ma]ays. Hovrever, the Malays constituted the main race in
the area surrounding Singapore. In other words, the Chinese

of Singapore lrere surrounded by the hostile Malays of

Ma1aysia, Indonesia and the Phitippines. Singapore had

of t.en been accused of being a "third China", and the Chinese

were invariably the scapegoats and victims of racial riots.
Economic competition and political rivalries were also the

causes of strained relations between Singapore and its
nearby neighbours: MaIaysia, Indonesia and the philippines.

Singapore itself had a very smaI1, limited self-defense
force. In terms of its security and its domestic economic

well-being, Singapore had to depend on external foreign pow-

ers.

It is important to look at the historicaJ., political and

economic developments of Singapore in order to assess the

background factors that inftuence Singapore's foreign pot-
icy. The political developments of Singapore can be divided
chronologically into 6 stages: (1) British coLonial rule
1819-1941 ¡ (2) Japanese occupation 1941-1945; (3) British
return 1945-1959; (4) SeIf-government 1959-1963; (5)

Malaysia 1963- 1.965; (6) Independence 1965-1971. Each stage

has reflected specific features of the political, economic

and social- developments of Singapore. Ànd most important of

aII, each stage explains the elements that compromised

Singapore's nonaligned position from 1965-1971.



1.1 SINGÀPORE I,'NDER BRTTTSH COLONIÀT, RI'I.,E 1819-1941

In the 19th cent.ury, trade with China became more ímpor-

tant to the British Indian Empire and was regarded by the

Bribish as a source of wealth. The privation of the China

trade v¡oul-d provide a more severe calamity to Great Britain
than the loss of India.6 The gateways to the South China

Sea, to China and its trade, !¡ere the Straits of Sunda and

Malacca. The former r¡as within the Dutc.h sphere of influ-
ence, but the most direct route by sea betnèen India and

China, the Strait of Malacca between Malaya and Sumatra, was

not yet under Netherlands control .7 Sensing the potential
threat of the Dutch to British trade and trade routes

through the Strait of Malacca, Sir Raf f l-es was authorized to
establish British influence at the Strait, and to fix upon

some stations that might equally command the southern

entrance. s It was in response to this request that Raffles
took up his post at Singapore.

In 1819, Raffles concluded five "preliminary Àrticles of
Agreement" !¡ith the Chief of Singapore in which the East

India Company (u.f .C.) was granled the right to set up fac-
tories at Singapore. fn 1824, after few years of pressure

exerted by the British, the E.I.C. received the island of

N. J. Ryan, ft
Singapore: Ox ford

rbid. , P.13.

Ibid., P.35.

Mahinq of Modern Malaysia and Sinqapore,
Univ. Press | 1969, P.10.
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Singapore in ful1 sovereignty by a treaty in consideration
of which the Chief of Singapore received monetary compensa-

tion.s In the meantime, an Anglo-Dutch Treaty was signed in
London. According to bhe Treaty, Ho].land ceded to Britain
the town and Fort of Malacca and all its dependencies, and

Britain on the other hand surrendered Bencool-en to the

Dutch.10 The Malay Peninsula now became a British sphere of
influence. The three Strait Settlements, penang, Malacca

and Singapore, became residences under the administration of
the E.I.C.. ln 1858, the E.I.C. was abolished, and alL iÈs

territories passed to Lhe control of the India Office. In

1857 | the Straits Sett.lements were transferred from the

India Office to the authority of the Colonial Office. The

Malay Peninsula became a Crov¡n Colony, with Singapore as its
capitaI.l l

During this period, Singapore's economic growth was

rapid. According to one observer, .J. Kennedy, by 1820 the

revenues of the port were meeting the cost of administra-
tion.r2 It had considerable trade with Siam and the east of
Malaya I and also with Java and the islands of Southeast

Àsia, east of Sumatra. It also had an increasingly impor-

s J. Kennedy, A History of Malaysia, London: Macmillan Ltd.,
1970, pp.91-98.

ro Ibid., P.99.

N. Ryan, The Makinq of Modern Malaysia and Sinqapore,
Singapore: Oxford Univ. Press | 1969t P. 114.

Kennedy, 9p cit, P.97.12
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tant trade with China, especially through the larger vessels

which came to use Singapore in preference to penang.

Singaporer s economic as welt as communication progress

was stimulated by Malaysia's economic deveÌopment, mainJ.y of
mining and agricultural production. During the second half
of the 19th century, the main mining products were goJ.d,

coa1, iron ore, aìuminium and tin. However, goi.d production

was exhausted by the end of the 19th century. CoaI had not
proven to be an export commodi!y, and its production had

gone down. Iron ore had been worked by Japanese enterprise
since shortly after the First world !,ta r for export to Japan.

By 1938, the shipments represented about half of Japan's ore

imports. Bauxite mining had a large output and was also
originally in Japanese hands, with nearly all production

destined for the Japanese market. Tin mining made up nearly
90s. of mine industry in Malaysia . In 1904, Ma1aya was pro-
ducing about 50,000 tons of tin, more than half the worLd's

output, The repercussions of tin mining and processing,

according to Kennedy were many. It was responsible for a

very substantiaJ. Chinese immigration. It led to improve-

ments in transportation between mining towns and ports. For

example, railways were built up to link the two. It was the
rnain reason for the growth of towns which served the many

needs of the mining areas, and it became a very important
source of government revenue which was derived from Iicences
for prospecting and rents for 1and, but above all, from a
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heavy export duty. 1 3

Another successful venture was rubber which was first
brought into Singapore in 1877 from Ceylon and was mass pro-

duced from the early 1900s. By 1920, bhe exports of rubber

from Malaya had reached an annuaL total of about 200,000

tons, over half of the world supply at that time. Since

then, rubber exports of Malaya made up a J-arge proportion of
the world market.l4 As mentioned above, bhe exports of tin
and rubber had contributed considerably to MâLaya's annual

revenues. More than lwo thirds of such exports passed

through Singapore harbour, which has been run by the author-
ity of the Singapore Harbour Board since 1913. Às facili-
ties for storage and shipment had been J.argely improved and

modernized since the early 1900s, the usefulness of the

Singapore harbour became more and more apÞarent. It not

only assisted the exports of Malayan tin and rubber, but

also contributed in several ways to the economic development

of Malaya, and also helped to modernize this smaLl island.
For instance, British merchant capital was used directly or
indirectly by establishingsingapore merchant-houses for
investment in Malayan mining and agriculture. Roads and

railways vrere built up to link Singapore and Ma1aya.

Communication systems were aLso modernized. Modern process-

ing industries for the milling of rubber r coprâ oi1 and palm

r3 Ibid., pp.195-196.
r4 Ibid., pp.208-209.
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oi1, the refining of sagof and the smelting of tin, were set
up in Singapore for re-export to other parts of the world.
Some of these processing industries dealt with raw materiaLs
which came from other parts of Southeast Asia. In addition,
Singapore had an important trade in the collection and dis-
tribution of mineral oit in Southeast Asia. Lasl but not

Ìeast, hundreds of thousands of Chinese immigrants were

"exported" and "traded" in Singapore to meet the labour
demands of Malayan t j.n mining and rubber farms. This
increased the local popuJ.ation and made Singapore a predoni-
nantly Chinese island city.

In conclusion, the econonic acbivities during the colo-
niaJ- period had bwo importanb irnplications for Singapore's
foreign policies. First, they increased the vulnerability
of Singapore's economic development since it traditionaLì.y
had depended on its neighbours and foreign countries. As a

middleman for imports and re-exports, Singapore's economy

was stimulated by Malaya. Moreover, it had to attract for-
eign investment to this tiny island for economic and sociaL

developments. Thus, economic factors were very important in
the formulation of Singapore's foreign policies. It had to
adjust its policies in order to survive economicalJ.y.

Second, Singapore became mainly a Chinese community as a

result of the immigration of Chinese to meet the labour
demands of Malayan tin mining and rubber farns. Singapore

was always regarded as the "third China" or the "lackey of
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China" by Malaysia and Indonesia which were composed of

mainly the Malay race, and which were highly anti-Chinese.
Thus Singapore was surrounded by two hostiLe, anti-Chinese

neighbours. Since Singapore had only small defense forces,
its security had to be guaranteed by a foreign power - the

sritish.

On the domestic scene it is commonly said that, up to
1942, Singapore had no politics. But it is not quite true.
By the late 1930s, Malay nationalism had arisen, and Indian

nationalism and Chinese potitical activities (either nation-
alist or communist) were directly Iinked with the political
movements of their homeland. Malay nationalism was divided
into lwo groups, The first group leaned to the right and

was led by the upper class Malays who were English educated.

Its main organization was the Pan-Ma1ayan Ma1ay Association.
Its ideology was based on the principle of 'rMalaya for
Malays". The second group formed a political party called
the League of Malay Youth (KMM). Its main aim was indepen-

dence for Malaya but within the framework for Greater

Indonesia. Realizing that the aims of the KMM threatened

their position and interests, the British colonial govern-

ment arrested most of the KMM's leaders in 1940. These

leaders were released by the Japanese shortly after the lat-
ter occupied Ma1aya. The Indian nationalist movement led by

the Malayan Indian Congress (uIC) had little interest in
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Malayan and Singaporers local politics during this period.r5
The MCP, which had an overwhelming Chinese membership and

received directions from the Chinese Communist party (as

weII as from the Communist International), had changed their
aim of struggJ.ing for a "People's Republic of Ma1aya.,'16

The Kuomintan (KMT) of China formed their own school

boards and set up their own school system which ¡yas main-

tained until the mid 1950s. In the mid 1g2os, several

Chinese schools were infiltrated by Malayan communists who

acted either as teachers or members of the KMT in the school

boards.rT Between 1924 and 1927, the Malayan Communists

joined the KMT as individual members. ShortLy after Chiang

Kai-shek purged the KMT of its communist wing in 1927 on the

mainland, the Malayan communists were also purged by the

Malayan KMT. The communists then formed the Nanyang

communist Party (Ncp) with the help of the Comintern in
1928, r8 In 1930, the Ncp changed its name to the Malayan

Communist Party (MCP). Despite several attacks and reverses

rs The MIC joined the Malayan Alliance party, which was
formed in 1952 by the United Malays National Organization(U¡¿co, formed in 1946) and the Malayañ Chinese
Association (MCÀ, formed in 1949) in 1955.

r6 L. Clutterbuck, The Lonq tonq War, N.y.i praeger, 1966,
PP.13-18.

l? The Chinese KMT under the leadership of Ðr Sun yat-sun
carried out a policy of allowing the communists to join
the KMT in 1924. Under the instruction of the Chiñese
Communist Party, the Malayan Communists also joined the
Malayan branch of the KMT.

l8 G. Means, Malayan Politics, N.y: N.y. Univ. press, 1970,
P. 68.
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from the colonial- police, the MCp's membership had increased

from 1,500 in 1931 to 37,000 on the eve of the Second World

War. 1s In the 1930s, the Malayan Communists concentrated

their activities on fomenting strikes and political distur-
bances against the Aritish and raised funds to support the

Chinese government in the mainland. The communists had been

active in Singapore. Thus the communist. factor is one of

the inportant elements that play an essential role in
Singapore's politics.

1.2 SINGAPORE T'NDER iIÀPÀNESE OCCUPATION 1941-1945

On February 15, 1942, General percival, the British
Commander in Chief in the Far East, surrendered to the

Japanese Commander. The Japanese occupied Malaya and

Singapore for about 3 three years and eight months. Shortly
after the falL of Singapore, at least 5000 Chinese were exe-

cuted by the Japanese.20 Malayan people, mostly Chinese

under the leadership of the MCp, organized guerilla and

resistance activities against the Japanese military regime.

A resistance army caIled the Malayan people's Àrmy (MpÀ,lA)

under communist controL Ìras set up and expanded its strength
to over 10,000 men in 9 regiments by the end of the vrar.2t

21

rbid. , P.68.

V. Purcel-1, ÞteJê, Communist or F.ree, Stanford: Stanford
Univ. Press, 1954, P. 45.

E. O'Ballance I Malaya: The Communist Insurqent Eê!,London: Faber Ltd. , 1966, p. 66.

t9

20
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In order to unify actions against the common enemy r the

MPÀJÀ established direct contact v¡ith the Al1ied Forces and

received arms and foodstuffs from the British. The MPAJÀ

became the only real force in Malaya, fighting against the

llapan e se occupat ion.

There were several- immediate effects during the Japanese

occupation. First, Japanese military rule had stimulated
political awareness of the occupied people. Besides several
thousands of Chinese, Europeans and Eurasians having been

arrested and executed, there were tens of thousands of peo-

pi,e who were sent to the Tha i land-Burme se border to build
the 'rDead Railway", and very few of them survived. Many

people began to realize that they had to fight vigorousLy in
order to escape from the ruthlessness of foreign rnilitary
ruIe. Many of them, particularly those l¡ho were immigrants,

realized that Malaya was their land and that they had to
struggle for its survivaL. This change was so important

that after the war, many people, indigenous and immigrants,
joined together in the struggfe for an independent Malaya.

Second, the ruthless rule of the Japanese military admin-

istration had given an opportunity to the MCp to expand its
influence and strength. Before the Japanese invaded Malaya,

the MCP had deeply engaged itself in the communist struggle
on the mainland. For instance, it organized activities
against the Japanese in Northeastern China beginning in
1931, and launched a series of campaigns such as boycotts of
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Japanese goods, and fund-raising in Ma),aya in support of the
Chinese people fighting against the Japanese invasion, The

MCP failed several times to get support from comnunities
other than the Chinese society. During the Japanese occupa_

tion, the resistance war in MaLaya allowed the MCp to absorb

nen blood from the Malay as weII as the Indian communities,
At the time of Japanese surrender, the MPA,JÀ, under the
J-eadership of the MCpr set up hundreds of people's Councils
to control nost of the cities and villages.22 These became

political as welI as military centres for the MCp to prepare

its armed struggLe. Thus, the Japanese invasion had indi-
rect effects on Singapore's foreign policy during the period
of 1965-1971 because it increased the strength and influence
of the commun i st s.

Third, Mal.ay nationalism was largely encouraged and stim-
ulated by the Japanese. During the occupation period, aII
those Malay nationalists who had been arrested by the
British were released by the Japanese and most of them coop_

erated with the Japanese military administration. The Malay

Sultans had also been used by the Japanese to expand their
military rule over the Ma1ay subjects. Morêover, the
Japanese had encouraged these Malay leaders to prepare for
the estabLishment of an independenÈ "Greater IndonesiaÍ
(incJ.uding Malaya, Indonesia and Borneo) under the umbrella
of the Japanese "Great East Àsian Economic Coprosperous

22 Ryan, gp cit, p.225,
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Sphere".23 After the war, these Malay leaders became politi-
cal1y active in demanding self-government for Malaya from

the British.

Finally, as the Japanese executed different policies
to$¡ards the Mal"ays and the non-Malays, racial differences
between racial groups intensified and these effects were

felt immediateLy after the war. Since that time, race has

been an important factor in Malayan politics. It also con-

tributed to the racial conflicts between the Chinese in
Singapore and the Malays in Malaysia and Indonesia. part of
the reason for thè expulsion of Singapore from the

Federation of Malaysia were Chinese-Malay racial conflicts.
Thus Singapore was constantly threatened by its Malay

neighbours - Malaysia and Indonesia.

't .3 SINGAPORE IJNDER THE BRITISH COIIE-BÀCK: 1945-1959

There was a great opportunity for the MCp to take over

immediately after the Japanese surrender as "peoples
Councils", under the control of MPAJÀ, had control in most

of the cities and villages. Hor.rever, the MCp lost its
chance, partly because the Japanese tvere totd by the British
to retain their weapons waiting for the British troops'
arrival, and partly because the MCp Central Committee

decided against taking over immediately.2a Knowing that the

23 Means, 9p cit, pp.88-90.
2a o'Ballancêr 9.p g!!, p. 67.
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communists were strongly opposed to the Malayan Union

Scheme, the Aritish were weII prepared this time vrhen they

introduced a new plan for establishment of the Federation of
Malaya. In February 1948, shortly after the new Federation

came into force, the colonial government banned all commu-

nist activities and outlawed the MCp. In June 1949, a

"state of emergency" was declared by the Federal Government

of Malaya. The communists Ìrent underground and started
their armed struggle,

Àn insurgent army was formed by the MCp in February I948.

This was known as the Mal-ayan peoptês ' Anti-British Àrmy

(MPÀBÀ). A year later, it changed its name to the Malayan

Races Liberation Army (MRLA). In the beginning, the MPABA

was barely 3,000 strong, most of whom lrere ex-MpÀJA veter-
ans. Supporting this army was the clandestine Min yuen -
popular, mass movernent - an underground organization that
provided money, food, intelligencè and communication.2s In
1948, the number of armed guerillas lras 4,OOO-5,000. It
rose to 8,000 by the early 1950s. At the height of the

anti-communist campaign, the government forces deployed

against them comprised some 40,000 conscript and regular
soldiers, supported by aircraft, artillery and naval ves-
selsr some 70,000 police and a quarter of a million village
"Home Guards", plus whatever administrative or technical
services of the local governments were required. The cost

2s rbid.
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of these operations to the Federation government alone was

of the order of 20,000 pounds per day for several years.26

The MCP was finally defeated after a 12-year insurgent war.

Àt the present time, the communist guerillas have been

forced to retreat to the Thai-Malaysian border.

There r¡ere many factors leading to the communist failure.
However, t¡ro of them seemed to be of considerable impor-

tance. The firs! factor was that the MCp had faiLed to
receive significant support from the Malay community which

was the major mass base in the rural area. The purge of the
Malay collaborators shortly after the war had frightened the
Malays and most of !he Malays considered the insurgent war

as a rebeLlion against Ma1ay interests. The second factor
for the MCPts defeat was the effectiveness of government

policy which destroyed aIl the possible communist infil-
trated areas by setting up thousands of r,new villages',,
kinds of concentration camps which !¡ere to concentrate a11

rural Chinese into bigger units for the convenience of con-
trol. Thus, the communist supply lines were cut off, paving

the way for the government forces to destroy the guerilla
bases.

Besides armed struggle, the MCp had also organized sev-
eral united fronts or infiltrated cert.ain ',open" organiza-
tions such as teft-wing political parties, trade unions,

C. TurnbuLl, I'ConstitutionaL
Ooi and Chiang (eds.) Modern
of Singapore Þress, 196tÞl

Development, fI19-I968" in
Sínqapore, Singapore: Univ.

187.

26
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womenr s associations, peasant associations, cultural organi-
zations, and old boy's associations, to carry out communist

propaganda and policies. ÀII these organizations had previ-
ously joined with, or supported, other nabionalist movements

or nationalist political parties in the struggle of national
independence. In addition, another underground organization
called the Malayan Anti-British League (MABL) was set up to
absorb young activists who were to be trained and sent to
those open organizations in order to take over their leader-
ship. In these areas¡ the MCP had much more success in
Singapore than it did in Malaya.

AnoLher indication of the communist influence was its
refusal of the MaJ-aya Union Scheme. Under the pressure from

both the nationalists and the MCp, the British attempted to
carry out certain constitutionaL ref orrns. In .January 1946,

the British issued a White paper on the proposed arrangement

for a Malayan Union and for Singapore. It proposed a more

unified and centralized government in a union which was to
include all the MaLay States plus the former settlements of
Penang and Malacca. At the same tirne Singapore was to
remain a Crown Colony, z7 The reason for not including
Singapore in the new union was that it was the centre of
large scale entrepot trade and had economic and social
interest.s distinct from those of the rnainland. First, in
Malaya itself the Malays constituted just half of the total

27 Means, 9p cit, pÞ,265-267.
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population and outnumbered the Chinese by only a smaLl

margin. If Singapore had been incorporated into Mataya I the

Chinese would have outnumbered the Malays, The second rea-
son for keeping Singapore separate was undoubtedly Britain's
firm intention to retain sovereignty over her base and

installations r¿hich she then considered vital to her inter-
ests. Obviously, it was in Britain's interest.s to keep

Singapore as a primary base from which to safeguard British
economic interests in the area. Hov¡ever, the Malayan Union

Scheme was strongly opposed by the communists. They

rejected the scheme because they considered that it was a

colonialist arrangement whose purpose was to restore British
colonial ruLe in Mataya and Singapore by a poJ-icy of

"divide-and-ruLe". The Malayan Union Scheme f aiJ.ed, and the
British ColoniaL Office agreed to the substitution of a fed-
eral form of qovernment for the Malayan Union. The new con-

stitution was finally approved in 1948. It represented a

substantial concession to t.he communists' demands, while at
the same time Singapore was formally separated from MaLaya

and remained a British Crown Colony.28

Constitutionally, the most important innovation in the
neH arrangement for the Crown Colony of Singapore was the

introduction of an unofficial majority into the Legislative
Council. The Council was to be composed of 13 unofficial
and 10 of f icial- members. Of the unofficial members, 6 were

28 Kennedy, sp cit, pp.267-269,
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to be elected directl-y by all British subjects over the age

of 25 | 3 were to be recommended by the Chamber of Commerce

and appointed by the Governor General, and 4 lrere to be

appointed by the Governor General. In 1953, a Commission

led by Sir George Renda1 was set up to make recommendations

for a new constitution for Singapore, The Report of the

Rendal Commission (1954) became the basis of the new

Constitution of 1955. The most important content of the

Rendal Constitution concerned the enlargement of the size of

the eLecborate and the constitution of the two Councils: the

Legislative Assembly and the Council of Ministers. There

would also be a considerable increase in the number of vot-
ers through automatic registration. There would be a

Legislative Àssembly of 32 members (25 el-ected, 3 ex-offi-
cio, together with 4 nominated by the Governor who would

also nominate the Speaker. ) There would be a Council of
Ministers composed of the same 3 ex-officio members and 6

members from lhe majority party in the Assembly. The latter
wouLd take charge of particular departments and the Council

would be responsible to the Àssembly.2e

The first election was won by the Labour Front led by

David Marshall who was asked to form a government and became

the first Chief Minister of Singapore. within a few months

after becoming Chief Minister, Marshall faced a series of
political and constitutional crises. His failure to deal

" S-b Chew Jit þþ, Singapore, May 13, 1955, p.5.
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with the yrorkers' strike in 1955 peacefully, and to demand

internal self-government from Britain led to his resigna-

tion. The Chief Ministership was now turned to Lim

Yew-hock. In September 1956, Lim' s government started a

series of police operations to suppress the leftist move-

ment, Hundreds of leftist leaders were arrested. Several

Ieftist organizations were banned. A f eÌ¡ months Iater, Lim

led a constitutional delegation to London and successfully
concluded a new constitutional agreement with the British.
Under the new agreement I the British agreed to grant partial
self-governnent to Singapore by 1959. At that time, the

Singapore government would have complete power over its
internal affairs except internal security which was to be

the responsibility of an Internal Security Council composed

of 7 members (3 nominated by the British government, 3 by

the Singapore government, 1 by the MaLayan government. ) In

addition, a Singapore citizen would be named as the Head of
State. The Legislative Assembly would be enl-arged from 32

members to 51 completely elected members. The new elecLion
was won by the People's Action party (pÀp) led by Lee Kuan

Yew who became the first prime Minister of the self-govern-
ing state of Singapore.



1.4 SINGAPORE IJNDER SELF-cOvERNtirENT : 1 959-1 963

Facing an increase of communist influence within and out-
side the party, Lee Kuan yer¡ and his colJ.eagues had to look
for some way to save the moderate regime and also the party.
The chance came when the Tungku, prime Minister of Malaya,
proposed on May 27, 1961 to build a new Federation of
Malaysia out of Ma1aya, Singapore, Sarawak, British North
Borneo (then Sabah) and Brunei. The pAp ¡,¡elcomed this pro-
posal and on June 2, the Depuly prime Minister of Singapore

issued a statement to support the Malaysian Scheme, and

announced that the PAp government would make every effort to
realize the proposal, However, the communists did not agree
with the new plan as they knew that their infLuence would be

weakened if the anti-communist, Malay-dominated governnenL

in Kuala Lumpur took over the police povrer in Singapore.
Thus on June 10, Lim Chin-siong, under the instruction of
the MCP, issued a stalement opposing the Malaysian Scheme.

A month later¡ they withdrew their support of the pÀp candi-
date in a by-eIect ion.

Às a result, the PAp lost the by-election. In mid July,
the cabinet submitted a resolution of confidence in the gov-

ernment to thè Assembly. It won the confidence vote,
although 13 out of 39 pAp members abstained. In Seplember

1961 , those I3 pAp members resigned from party membership

and formed with leftist trade unionists a new party cal1ed
the Barison Sociatist wit,h Lim Chin-siong as its Secretary
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General. At the time of the split of the pÀp, nearly 30 out

of 51 PAP's branch executive committees were fully control_-

led by the pro-communists who simply changed the name of the

branch from PAP to Barison Socialist.

Facing heavy communist pressure internally, the Lee Kuan

Yew Government worked hard to push forward the Malaysian

Scheme. Agreements on the establishment of the Federation
of Malaysia betÌ,reen the governments of Britain, Malaya and

Singapore were reached at the end of 1961. Due to strong
opposition from the opposition party (Barison Socialist)
over the issues of state autonomy and citizenship, a refer-
endum was held in Singapore in September 1962 ín order to
give a chance to the people of Singapore to choose one of
the folJ.owing alternatives: (a) the government proposal,
claiming Malaysian citizenship for alI Singapore citizens,
and reserving autonomy on matters of education and labour,
at the price of reduced representation in the new Federation
Parliamentt (b) merger on the same terms as any other state
in the existing federation; and (c) merger on terms no Less

favourable than those offered to the Borneo lerritories.
The Barison Socialist rejected a1l three alternatives and

caIled the people to cast blank ballots for protest.ation.
The first alternative received 71.1s" of the vote.30 The pÀp

hailed these results as evidence of overwhelming support for
its merger policies.

30 Means, gp cit, p.298.
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In December 1962 ì an armed revolt i-ed by the people's

Party of Brunei, erupted against the British domination of
Brunei and the Malaysian Scheme. The rebellion received

fu11 support from bhe Indonesian government under Sukarno.

However, the British troops crushed the revolt in a few

weeks. This incident reminded the Singapore Ieaders that if
there was another communist revolt in Singapore, they would

have to rely again on the British forces to curb the commu-

nists.

In order to wipe out the communist influence in
Singapore, t.he Internal Securit.y Council decided to carry
out a police action to destroy the strong communist bases.

On February 2, 1963t more than 300 leftist activists
(inctuding lim Chin-siong) tyere arrested and several influ-
ential leftist trade unions and cultural organizations v¡ere

dissoi.ved by the government. This poJ.ice operation cleared
the way for Singapore t,o enter Malaysia. The original date

for the establishrnent of Malaysia was scheduled for August

31 , 1963, but it \.ras postponed to September 16 because of
strong opposition from both the philippines and Indonesia.

The f or¡ner claimed that Britain had no right to transfer its
authority of North Borneo to Malaya, while Indonesia consid-
ered the formation of Malaysia to be a neocoLonialist
arrangement designed by the British against the nat.ionalist.
interests of Indonesia.3l However, the Singapore governrnent

3 1 Ibid. , pp.31 4-322.
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declared that from SepLember 1 until September 16, aLt
federal powers over defense and foreign affairs would be

reposed in Singapore's Head of State.32

On September 21, 1963, a General El-ection was held in
Singapore. The PAP polled 47,4ea of. the votes and won 3?

seats. The Barison Socialist po11ed 32.1s. and won 13 seats.
À couple months later, I out of 13 Barison's Mps were

arrested by the Federal Government, and another t!¡o escaped

from the police search and Hent to Iive in exile in
I ndones i a.

1.5 SINGÀPORE IJNDER THE FEDERÀTION OF MAIJÀYSIÀ: 19G3-1968

During the armed revolt of the people's party in Brunei,
the Sukarno Government had given moral as welL as materiaL

support to lhe rebellion. ÀIthough British troops had com-

pletely suppressed the revolt in Brunei, the guerilla war-
fare spread to Sarawak and Sabah. Severe armed conflicts
broke out along the Indonesian-Malaysian border in Borneo.

Shortly after the establishment of Malaysia, hundreds of
Indonesian troops landed on the Malay peninsula and

Singapore. All !¡ere either captured or kilLed. In
Singapore, several bombs delivered by Indonesian infiltra-
tors exploded and either killed or injured several dozen

people. On the international scene, Malaysia seemed !o be

isolated, while Indonesia's offensive diplomacy had made

32 Josey, 9p cit, pp.307-309.
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considerable gains, At the second Summit Conference of
Nonaligned Countries held in 1964, Malaysia was not invited
despite its professed nonalignment policy.33 It was aJ.leged

that Malaysia was a product of neocolonial-ism. At that
time, Singapore v¡as under the threat of Indonesian invasion,
It confirmed the Singapore Government in its vier,¡ that its
security was protected by foreign po!¡er, namely Britain.

Shortly after the formation of Malaysia, differences
between the PAP government in Singapore and the Federal

Government in Kuala Lumpur became apparent. One of
Singapore's objectives for joining Malaysia was to seek the
establishment of a "Common Market", free of import-export
taxes among member states. HoÌ,rever, no agreement was

reached, and customary taxation was stilL imposed by

Singapore and other states. politicatty, the efforts of the
PAP to replace the MCÀ in the Federation aLso failed. In
1964, a General Election was held in Ma1aysia. The pAp sent

9 candidates to take part in the election. However, the MCA

as well as the UMNO considered the pAp's move as a confron-
tation against the Federation since the Federation was con-

testing in aII constituencies. Àlthough the pAp finally
withdrew from 9 constituencies, the relationship between the

PAP and the Federation became more and more hostile. Many

Malay extremists considered thaL the Chinese dominated gov-

ernment in Singapore was chaJ-lenging the Malay privileges

33 Boyce, sp c&, p.42.
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There was a deterioration in racial
relations. On Jul-y 10, 1964, racial riots erupted on the

island, and spread out to other states. Hundreds of people

were killed or wounded. The Singapore Government blamed the

Malay racists within the UMNO as resposibLe for the riots.3a

In the meantime, disputes betv¡een the Federal Government

and lhe state governments of Sarawak and Sabah Here no less

acut.e than they were betv¡een KuâLa Lumpur and Singapore. In
early 1965, a new organization called the Malaysian National
Solidarity Convention (MNSC) was formed, with the pAp and

four ot.her Malaysian opposition parties as its founding mem-

bers. The main objective of the MNSC lras to fight for a

Malaysian Ma1aysia.35 À mass ralIy was successfully held in

Singapore on May 9, 1965 and many ot.her rallies were planned

to be held in other cities of Malaysia. Many racial extre-
mists !¡ithin the UMNO considered that this new alignment of
the opposition parties as a potential threat to the Atliance
regime in the coming election. Some of them demanded that
the Tungku dissolve and take over the Singapore Government

and have Lee Kuan Yew and some of his colleagues arrested.36
However, these demands were rejected by the Tungku.

Instead, the Tungku found no other option but to expel

Singapore from Mal-aysia. On Àugus! 9, 1965, the Singapore

Josey,

rbid.,
r bid. ,

ep cit, pp.307-309.

P. 96.
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government accepted the Tungku's proposal and declared the

independence of Singapore. Shortly afterwards, the British
government announced recognition of Singapore, In a few

weeks, the U.S., and the Commonwealth countries recognized

Singapore as an indeppendent state. On September 21 , 1965,

Singapore became the 117th member of the United Nations.

1.6 SINGAPORE T'NDER INDEPENDENCE

Until the Last moment, almost none of the Singaporeans

had ever expected that Singapore would become an independent

state. The PAP, for instance, had from the very beginning

committed it.self to the merger with Malaya as one of its
ultimate aims. The inmediate reaction of the main opposi-

tion parÈy, the Barison Socíalist, l¡as "nonrecognition of
Singapore's independence. " On December 8, 1965, when the

Parliament heLd its first session since independence, the

Barison Socialist Party issued a statement announcing the

decision to boycott the Parliament. It considered the

"independence'r as a phony one and that the separation of
Singapore from Malaysia was a neocolonialist plot to divide-
and- rule.37 In October 1966, a1I Barison's Mps resigned in

"protest against undemocratic acts of lhe government.rr The

accusation of "phony independence" by local leftists had

been repeatedly broadcast by Radio Beijing, although the

Beijing Government had never forrnally disclosed its attitude

37 Ibid., P.433.
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towards Singapore.

The lndonesian Government under the Sukarno regime, too,
did no! recognize Singapore untiJ. 1966 when the Suharto

Government v¡ithdrew its confrontation policy and signed a

peace agreement with the Malaysian Government. Furthermore.

the decision of the British Labour covernment to withdraw

its military commitments East of Suez in 1967 deeply

affected Singapore's leaders who had already faced a series
of internal and external problems. Singapore's industriali-
zation planning was reLatively inexperienced. ÀIthough the

rate of population growth had fallen sharply from 4.3% for
1956-1957 to 2.2ç" for 1966-1967, the population increase was

stiII considerable. More significantly, about 60c. of the
total population were under Èhe age of 21 . Obviously,
Singapore is a predominant Chinese state and it is sur-
rounded by nearly 120 milLion people of Ma1ay race from

Indonesia, Malaysia and the philippines, where anti- over-
seas Chinese sentiment is relatively strong. As a country
without any raw material resources, Singapore is Iargely
dependent upon its neighbours as an entrepot as weLl as a

service centre. Every effort made by Lee's government is to
fight for survival, economicalJ.y and poIitically.

In terms of the formulation of its foreign policy,
Singapore faced two basic problems. On the one hand, its
foreign policy had to serve the demands of economic develop-
ment, narnely, the demands of i ndus t r i a I i sa t i on . Of these,
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the problems of attracting foreign investment, expanding

foreign markets and ensuring raw material supplies were

among the main concerns. On the other hand, from the very

beginning, Singapore's independence Ìras not recognized by

the main opposilion party, the Barison Socialisl, and some

principal Àsian nations such as Indonesia and the pRC. It
had to show that it was real.Iy a sovereign, independent

state. Às to the first probJ-em, Singapore has sought bo

establish close relations ¡,¡ith the western countriesr pâr-
ticularly Irith Britain, so as to attract foreign investment.

As to the second problem, Singapore declared that it was

executing a nonaligned foreign policy.38 Lee Kuan yew said
that in any competition, or conflict between the power

blocs, Singapore should prefer to stay out or be nona-

Iigned.3e He expressed the vie¡r that Singapore wanted to
Iive and trade with Russia and China as well as with Britain
and other Western countries. He said:

I think the Americans no¡r realize tha! in certainparts of the world, nonalignment may be a good
thing for them, because it saves them the cosa ofinvol-vement, And it is not atI t.hat far-fetched
that the Russians, and eventually others as welI,
may decide that nonaligned countries, i-ike
Singapore, and even Malaysia, may be in their tong
term interests. And that wilL suit us fine.4o

P. Boyce I Malavsia 43! Sinqapore,
Press, 1968, P. 40.

Josey, 9p cit, p.608.

Ibid., P,426.
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Singapore's Foreign Minister announced in 1966 that
Singapore would pursue a policy of nonalignment. He

explained that Singapore's policy was to be friendly with
all countries. The Singapore governmen! also confirmed its
policy of nonalignment in offical documents and pubLica-

tions. For example, one such source included the stat.enent

that :

The Republic seeks to make as many ner¡ friends aspossible, while pursuing a policy of nonalignment
and avoiding entanglement in !¡hat are essentially
power and confl icts. a 1

In practice, like Malaysia, Singapore was not, and never

sought to be, a member of the South East Asia Treaty

Organization (SuarO). In rhe U.N., it identified itself
with the Àfro-Àsian group. Moreover, it established cLose

reLations with such Afro-Asian nonaligned nations as Indial
Egypt, Àlgeria, Ceylon and Cambodia (unti1 prince Sihanouk

was ousted). It vras also invited to attend the Third Summit

Conference of l,Ionaligned Countries held in Lusaka, Zambia in
1970. From these contacts, it hoped to win sympathy and

support from its Àfro-Asian friends, aJ.though the British
military bases were stiII in this island republic. However,

the presence of British bases created difficulties for
Singapore's efforts to persuade the Afro-Àsian world to
believe that Singapore could carry out its nonaligned pol-
icy.

a1 slnqapore¡ Facts and Fiqures, 1968,(Ministry of Culture, Singapore), p.20.
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In the past, the British military bases in Singapore,

built in the 1930s, played an important role in preserving

British coLonial rule in t.his area, During the period of
Indonesian confrontation, from 1963-1966, British soldiers
fought actively aJ-ong with Malaysian troops agai.nst the

Indonesian military invasion in Eâstern Malaysia, and in
Brunei against the local rebellion supported by Indonesia.

Since 1965, when Singapore was expelled from the Federation

of Malaysia and became an independent state, the British
bases had helped this small isl-and state maintain its exter-
naJ. security. This protected British interests in Southeast

Àsia and provided a communication link beÈween India and the

F ar East.

As an important link between the East and the West, it
has a strategically important position at t.he southern tip
of the Strait of Malacca. It is also an internationalLy
famous free port, possessing an excellent natural deep vrater

harbour. It has long served as an entrepot for the exchange

of industrial products for raw materials between economi-

cally advanced countries and Southèast Asian nations, par-
ticularly Malaysia and Indonesia. Singapore has no natural
resources. Before the industrialization program was

launched in the early 1960s, Singapore's national revenue

was nainly derived from its import-export trade. More than

20% of. its gross national income stilL came from the entre-
pot trade which was estimated to be 40% to 50% of its total
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trade. About 33e. of Malaysia's imports passed through
Singapore. Moreover, it had increasingly re-exported a

large amount of industrial products which originated from

industrially advanced nations for Indonesian consumers. In
return, about 50% of Malaysia's raw materials, mainly rubber
and tin, and nearly one third of Indonesia's raw products,
were exported through the Singapore harbour to other parts
of the world.a2 From all these, as a middJ.e man, Singapore

made a sufficient profit to mainLain a high standard of liv-
ing for its large population. In the past decade, an indus-
trialization program had been grafted onto Singapore's eco-
nomic planning so as to reduce its dependence on the
entrepot trade and to increase employment. Consequently,
the need for foreign investment, the search for foreign mar-

kets, and the demand for raw materials were among the cru-
cial issues i.n the formulation of Singapore's foreign and

domestic policies.

Po1itica1ly, Singapore had long suffered from the turmoil
of racial. disturbances and communist conspiracy. These were

related to the composition of its popul-ation and differences
among ethnic, cultural and religious groups. With the sup-
port of Chinese-educated Chinese, who consisted of approxi_
mately one half of the Chinese race (the other half being
the English educated), the communists had been a major
politica]. force betÌreen 1959 and 1963. Although their

42 Means, gp cit, p,265.
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strength had been reduced under the Lee Government, their
influence still existed and their front party, t.he Barison

Socialist, r.ras believed to be able to attracl at least one

third of the electoraL vote in an election.a3

In her recent history, Singapore had suffered at least
three times from racial riots. Of its total population,

about 76co are Chinese, 12>" are Mal.ays, and 8e" are Indians.
Since they have different religions, languages and cul.tures,
social communications between these three different races

are difficult. As the people of Singapore (particularly the

3 main races) are closely related to those of Malaysia

racialIy, racial disturbances in one part have aLways

affected the other part. Singapore obtained its indepen-

dence because of political conflicts between t.he FederaL

Government in Kuala Lumpur and the state government in
Singapore, or more correctly, between the MaLays in Malaya

and the Chinese in Singapore. Under such circumstancesr the

struggle for political survival emerged as one of main tasks
which Singapore had to face Ín the earLy years of its inde-
pendence, as it faced a politicaLly and economically hostile
Malaysia to the north, and Indonesia to the south. The

British, with preponderant military strength, rnaintained t.he

balance of power in this region to ensure Singapore's polit-
ical surv i va l "

43 Ibid., P.334.
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Singapore had only one infantry battalion, which was

originally under the British command, and was hransferred to
the Singapore government soon after independence when she

separated from Malaysia in 1965. After certain efforts at
military expansion, Singapore had only several battalions
formed into t¡.ro infantry brigades, an armoured brigade armed

Ì¡ith AMX-13 tanks, a small air force v¡ith a hundred or so

men and a few training aircraft, and a few hundred naval
personnel with a few training ships. if military reserves
were not taken into account, the defense forces of Singapore

consisted of no more than 7,000 men plus another five to six
thousand policemen who possessed sufficient strength only to
maintain internal order and security. There was apparently
no r¡ay for such limited forces to deat with an external.
attack, either from the south, or the north, or from any-
where in the region. In other !,rords, Singapore's external
defense had to rely on British forces.

However, the British Labour government (1964-1970) con-
ducted a series of defense policy reviews which were carried
out in order to relax the strain imposed on the British
economy by the defense program which it had inherited from

the past, and to shape a new defense posture for the
1970s.44 The Labour government pointed out in the Ðefense

White PaÞer oÍ. 1966 that the first purpose of their armed

forces would be to defend the freedom of Sritish people and

the Defense Estimates, 1966, London:
P.1 .

4 4 statement on
H.M.S.O. 1966,
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that the security of those islands sti11 depended primarily
on preventing Har in Europe.45 It considered that the onty

direct threat to British survival- would be a major nucLear

war arising from a direct conflict betveen East and West,

and that a direct t.hreat to their survival seemed less

likely outside Europe,aG It came !o the conclusion that
British military commitments east of Suez were no longer

vital to British national interests and it decided to with-
draw from Singapore. Upon these assumptions, the Labour

government decided in 1966 to carry out the following meas-

ures so as to reduce the military expenditures of the nation
from 2,400 million pounds for 1965-1966 to 2,000 million
pounds tor 1969- 1970¡47 (a) to keep the military contribu-
tion in Europe at roughly the 1966 level; (b) to make sub-

stantial savings in the Mediterranean, but to discharge com-

mitments in the area, including those to Libya and the

CENTOT (c) in the Middle East - to give up the base at Aden

and disengage themselves from this area when obligations to
the states in the Persian GuIf are fulfilIed; (d) in the Far

East - to play a substantial and constructive role in keep-

ing peace, in coll.aboration with alIies and CommonwèaIth

partners, but limitations were to be applied to the scaLe

and nature of the military effort there.

I bid. , P. 5.

Ibid., P.6.

Ibid., P.14.

45

46

47
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Following the end of Indonesia's confrontation against
Malaysia and Singapore in 1966, the Labour government.

decided to speed up the process of withdrawing its armed

forces from the Malaysia-Singapore area. This policy was

announced in the 1967 Supplementarv Statement on Defense

Policy. According to the new plan, it was decided to make a

reduction of about one half of the forces deployed in
Singapore and Malaysia during 1970-1971, It was expected

that by thab time, the number in this area woul-d drop to
40,000 from 80,000. The reductions would be phased so that
by the 1970s, British forces stilI stationed in this area

wouLd consist largely of naval and air forces, and there
r,¡ould still be some Gurkha units in Malaysia. Corresponding

cuts would be made in base facilities. It also indicated
that t.he British planned to r¡ithdraw altogether from their
bases in Singapore and Malaysia by the middle 1970s. The

precise tirning of their withdra¡,¡aI would depend on progress

made in achieving a new basis for stability in Southeast

Àsia and in resolving other problems in the Far East. In
1968, the Labour government decided to put forward the date

of complete withdrawaL to mid-'1 970, but later on postponed

it to the end of 19?1 at the request of, and under pressure

from, the Singapore government.

Immediately after t.he British Conseivative party came Èo

power in June 1970, the new government announced that the

date of complete r,¡ithdrawal from the Malaysia-Singapore area
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would be extended Eo 1975, At the same time,it decided that
Britain would not take sole responsibility for defending

this area. The government suggest'ed that the defense of
this region in the future should be undertaken collectively
by five nations3 Britain, New Zealandf Australia, Mataysia

and Singapore. Àfter an effort of several months, a Five

Power Defense Àrrangement was announced in a Communique

signed by these five nations on Àpril 15, 1971. It declared
that "in the event of any armed attack externalJ.y organized
or supported or the threat of such attack against Malaysia

and Singapore, their governments would immediateLy consult
together for the purpose of deciding what measures r,¡ould be

taken jointly or separately in relation to such attack or
threat. " a I

There is no doubt that lhe Labour poticy of military
¡vithdra¡val from east of Suez deeply affected Singapore's
internal and external affairs. Although the Conservative
government had decided to allow British troops to stay on

Singapore for a longer period, the impact of withdrawal had

already rnade itself fe1t, as nearly one third of British
military expenditures in Singapore had already been cut
under the original schedule of withdrawal before 1970. The

presence of British bases was very irnport.ant to Singapore

for domestic and foreign policy reasons, particuJ.arly after
Singapore's independence. Their cont.ribution to Singaporers

48 "New Five Power Defense Àrrangement', in Mirror, May 3,
1970, p.12.
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nationaL !¡elf are was far-reaching. politicaIly, they pro-
vided a cLose link between Britain and Singapore, which

helped the latter to maintain its political stability.
FinanciaIly, a complete v¡ithdra¡{al of British armed forces
would mean a loss of S $450 million â year in Singapore's
annual income, The S $450 milLion revenue not onLy helped

Singapore financially, but also provided tens of thousands

of jobs for Singaporeans. Furthermore, the British military
presence ensured that foreign investment woul-d come in with
confidence to help the economic development of Singapore.

Moreover, the British withdrawal would force Singapore to
spend a large amount of money on its own military forces.
For example, af.Eer 1967, Singapore's defense expenditures
increased rapidly and in the 19?1-1972 budget, it consisted
of approximately 37e" of the total. governmental expendi-
tures. 4I

In terms of foreign policy, the Brit.ish military presence

had also caused a series of debates. As a member of
Afro-Asian developing nations, Singapore's desire to carry
out an independent., nonaligned foreign policy might be

understandable. Nevertheless, severalhistorical influ-
ences, namely, its need for economic development, its pre-
dominantly Chinese immigrant societyr its cornmunist insur-
gencies and historical Malaysian and Indonesian hostilities,
made Singapore compromise its foreign policies. It was also

4s sin Chew Jit poh, March gt 1971, p.g.
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hard to justify a nonaligned policy, given the presence of
British mi 1i tary bases.



Chapter II
NONÀLIGNIIENT: THE DECLÀREÐ FOREIGN PoI,IcY oF

SINGÀPORE

2.1 NONÀLIGNMENT: IIIIS DEFINITONS ÀND MEANINGS

The lerm "nonalignment" has been used since 1950s to
describe an attitude to international potitics. Todayl

there are more than 90 nations which have identified their
foreign policies as "nona1igned". However I the term itself
Iacks a single, coherent definition. Sometimes it is
defined in a negabive sense and sometimes in a positive
sense. In the former case, nonalignment is thought to be

the expressed desire to remain al-oof from bloc conflict. In
the latter case, it is sometimes replaced by the lern ',neu-

tralism" or "positive neutralism', which involves a positive
attitude towards bloc conflicts.5o In this chapter, the dis-
cussion wiIl deal with Singapore's declared policy of nona-

Iignrnent.

In his study of nonalignment in Sout hea s t
CaldwelI suggests that nonalignment is simply

appropriatèd to describe the foreign policy of
which tries to preserve its independence and

Àsia, M.

the name

any power

secure its

s o M. Brecher , !.bÊ. New States
tondon: Oxford Un ivers i ty

of Àsia, e Þolitical anal-vsis,
Press, 1963 , P.112.
Á.? -
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internal stability without adhering to a military bloc and

without relying upon the armed intervention, at need and by

prior agreement, of one of the major pot¡ers. s1 Although this
definition ref lect.s the general characteristics of nonalign-
ment, it does not differentiate clearly the specific fea-
tures of nonalignment from those of neutrality. Às another

studenb of the subject, R. OgIey, suggests: ',conternporary
neutralism or nonalignment is a peculiar form of neutrality.
It is neutraL solely with respect to the CoId War.',s2 K.,.1 .

HoIsti has made clear the distinction between t.he terms

"neutrality" and "nonalignment". In one sense, he contends,
they aII signify the same type of foreign poJ.icy orienta-
tion, one in which a state vriLl not commit its mititary
capabilities, and sometimes its diplomatic support, to the
purpose of another state. Nevertheless, differences are

still apparent, since

Neutrality. refers to the "1eg61" status during
armed hostility. Under the iniernational lar+s oineutrality, a nonbelligerent in war time has cer-tain rights and obligaiions not extended to thebelligerents. A neutralized state is one which
must observe these rules during armed conflicL butwhich , during peace I must alio refrain from mak-ing military alliances with other states. The
major difference between a neutralized state and anonaligned state is that the former has achievedits_position by virtue of the actions of others;while the latter chooses its orientation by itseti
and has no guarantees that its position -wiII 

be
honoured by others. 5 3

5t Y. CaldweLl, rNonalignment in S.E. Àsia', in J. Burton(ed. ) Nonaliqnment, London: Deutsch Ltd., 1966, p. 39.

R. . Ogley, The Theorv and practice of Neutralitv in the2oth Century, N.y: S. Nob1es inc. J 970,-p:Zr--
52
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UsualIy, a state is neutral-ized when the great powers

agree to guarantee its nonaligned position through a mulLi-
Iateral treaty. Under neutralization treaties,

the state in guestion binds itself not to allow
foreign troops on its soil or in any way to com-
promise its status by making military agreements
or giving military priviJ-eges to other states on
its territory. In reLurn, the guaranteeing powers
undertake not to violate the territoria). integrity
or rights of the neutral in both v¡artime and peacã
time. sa

For instance, the neutrality of Switzerland has been a part
of the national tradition of that country for hundreds of
years. It first gained int.ernational recognition at the
Congress of Vienna in 1815 and was reaffirmed by the Treaty

of Peace of Versailles in 1919, Às a consequence of these

legaI developments and from continuous practice, Switzerland
accepts the duty to observe the legal rules of neutrality in
alL wars between other states. Even during peace-time it
may not accept obligations which might land it in a war. In
returnf the other Powers guarantee the integrity of its ter-
ritory. Nonalignment, on the other handr is guite differ-
ent. It is not based on international, 1egal treaties. It
instead is a foreign policy strategy of those states which

"on their own initiative and wilhout the guarantee of other
states, refuse to commit Èhenselves militarily to the goals

and objectives of other states.',5s Although they lend dipJ.o-

K..1 . Holsti, International politics, N.J.:Inc., 1967, P,103.

r bid.

l. þ1Cl .
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matic support to bloc leaders on particular issues, they
refrain from siding dipJ.omatically with any bloc on all
i ssues .

Brecher considers nonalignment to be a political- status.
He cÕntends that

Nonalignment refers to a state that decLaresitself aloof from bLoc conflicts; nothing more.It procLaims itself free .from alliances, ñotablymilitary entangLements with any bloc or Greai
Power anywhere in the wor1d. It asserts that itwill judge all policy issues on their merits.s6

However, he argues that this is not neutralism. It is,
rather, the passive, first stage of neutralism. Neutralism¡
according to him, assumes an obligation to help reduce ten-
sions between bi.ocs with a view to maintaining peace or
bringing about peace, and more particuLarly to prevent the
outbreak of war. Hence, nonalignment is the policy guide of
lhe neutralist state, bu! neutralism represents an attitude
and a policy which are much more activist than nonalignment

as such.sT Neutralism not only rneans an absence of alliance
with either of the major power groups in a cold war context,
but also involves a further commitment not to participate in
war issues, to play leading roles in neutralist conferences,
to offer advice to the great poteers, and to exert influence,
diplomatic, psychologicaL and especially moraL.5s

Brecher, 9p cit, pp..f 11-112.

rbid., P.112,

T.L: Shay, "Nonalignment Si, Neutralism No",
Review of Politics, Àpril 1968, p.228.
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Although there had been severaL summit conferences of the

nonaligned countries in the past, policies agreed upon by

the Conferences did not bind the individual nations'
actions. As a matter of fact, nonal-ignment l¡as considered

mereJ-y as a "moral. force" and as an instrument of world
peace. 5 s Historicali,y, the origins of Àsian neutral ism or

nonalignment could be traced back to the bipotar configura-
tion of international politics afEer 1947. Multilateral and

bilateral military alliances were eventually formed by both

the United States and the Sovie! Union, each seeking to out-
pace the other through the acquisition of new allies. Thus,

the new states were faced with the choice of joining one of
the blocs, or to stand aside, express friendship with each

b1oc, and attempt to prevent both blocs from interfering in
one's domestic and foreign policy. From the first, nona-

lignment involved the deLicate balancing of the weight of
one bloc against the weight of another.

Perhaps the most striking event in the 1950s, from the
perspectivê of the development of nonalignment, eras the

Afro-Àsian Summit Conference held at Bandung, lndonesia in
ÀpriI, 1955. The Bandung Conference was sponsored by India,
Indonesiâ, Burma, CeyIon and pakistan. With the exception

of Pakistan, all of those states rrere at the time carrying
out official nonaligned foreign policies. More signifi-
cantly, the main theme of Bandung - peaceful coexistence -

5e M.- Brecher, India and World peace, N.y.3 praeger | 196g,
P.7 .
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was first enunciated in the Trade Agreement on Tibet signed

by the Prime Ministers of India and the people's Republic of
China on april 28, 1954, Àppended to the Sino-Indian
Àgreement, five principles were laid down as the basis of
peaceful coexistence. These Here! (a) mutual respect for
each other's territory; (b) nonaggression; (c ) noninterfer-
ence in internal affairs; (d) equatity and mutual benefits;
and (e) peaceful coexistence. At the Bandung Conference,

these principles were expanded to ten and were included in
the final communigue.60 The five principles of peacef ul- co-
exist.ence thereafter became the basic principles of nona-

Iignment.

Although the majority of participants were nonaligned

nations, the 1955 Bandung Conference was obviously not

exclusively a conference of nonaligned nations, as there
$tere also aligned countries attending the conference. 6 t

Until the end of the 1950s, "nonalignment" had not yet been

established as an umbreLla term to describe the poJ.icies

among the Afro-Àsian nations. For instance, Sukarno of
Indonesia, Nasser of Egypt, and Nkrumah of Ghana often pre-
ferred to use the phase "independent, positive neutralism"
to describe their nations' foreign policies. It lras not

60 See t.he Final Communique of the Bandung Conference, 1955,i! C. Romulo, The Meaninq of Bandunq, Chapel HiIII Univ.of N. Carolina Press, '1 956, pp.101-102.
6l Thailand, Pakistan and the philippines were members ofthe SEÀTOi China and Japan were bilaterally aligned with

the USSR and the USA respectively; Iraq, pakistan and
Turkey were members of the Baghdad Treaty Organization.
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until the first Summit Conference of Nonaligned Countries
held in 1961 at Belgrade, yugoslavia, that the term ',nona-
I i gnment Í became estabtished.

The Belgrade Conference was the first international mee!_

ing which brought together a large group of heads of states
from those nonaligned countries to deal with current inler_
national issues ranging from anti- colonialism to economic

and social cooperation. Tlrenty five states sent delegations
to attend the Conference. Regarding the membership qualifi_
cation, Burton made t.he f oì-lowing observations:

Membership was on the basis that the participant
bei-onged to neither the communist nor the wesiernmilitary bloc; that it had no bilateral military
arrangement with a bloc countryi that it eithe;had no foreign military base on it.s soil or r,¡a s
opposed to those which were therei that it sup-ported Liberation and independence movements; añAthat it pursued an indepãndent poticy based on
"Peaceful coexistence. "6 2

In addition to these features, internal policies and

political systems were not considered to be a reLevant con-
sideration - they could be communist, capitalist or some-

thing between.6s However, it seemed that the Conference was

mainly a nonaligned conference of Afro-Asian countries as

only Yugoslavia and Cuba were invited from outside Africa
and Àsia.64 The final communique strongly condemned coloni-

62 Burton, 9p cit, P.21.
6 3 Ibid.
6a Countries which attended this Conference were: India,Indonesia, Burrna, Àfghanistan, Nepal, CeyIon, Egypt,Cuba, Saudi Arabia, Ghana, Algeriã, ethiãpia, Süâãn,
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aIism, imperialism and neo-colonialism as the prime sources

of the threat of world peace, It decLared that all people

and nations had to solve the problem of their own political,
economic, social and cuLtural systems in accordance with
their own conditions, needs and potentialities.65

The Second Summit Conference of Nonaligned Countries was

held in 1964 in Cairo, ESypt. This time the representation
was greatLy expanded as 47 states sent delegations. This
Conference reaffirmed and elaborated the principles enunci-
ated by the Belgrade Conference and declared a program for
peace and international cooperation. Again, colonialism,
imperialism and neocolonialism were regarded as the main

threats to world peace.

The Third Summit Conference of Nonaligned Countries was

held on September I to 10, 1970 in Lusaka, Zambia. The

Conference ¡,¡as at.tended by heads-of-state from 53 countries.
By this time, many J.eading figures of the nonaligned nations
had departed. Sukarno, Nehru, Sihanouk and Nkrumah were

either dead or ousted. Malaysia and Singapore vrere for the
first time invited and sent delegations to attend the

Conference. The international situation had also changed.

The cold war had greatly abated as it was succeeded by a
growing detenLe between the two superponers - the United

Yemen, Lebanon, Congo, Iraq, Cambodia, Cyprus, MaIi,
Morocco, Somalia, Tunisia and yugoslavia.

6 5 Burton, oÞ 9,j1., p.121 .
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States and the Soviet Un-ion. The world was no longer
bipolar, It vras multipolar with the rise of China and Japan

to the rank of major powers onto the international stage.
Colonialism had receded as a prinary concern of interna-
tional politics as more countries attained their indepen-
dence. South Àfrican apartheid policy stiLl remained, but
it was more isolated diplomaticali-y. Liberation movements in
South Àfrica, Rhodesia, Mozambique and Angola received
attention from the Conference. The L,usaka Conference, how-

ever, was more concerned about the wars in Indochina and in
the Middle East. Its final communique urged aIl parties
involved to seek immediate, more effective, and peaceful
v¡ays to end lhese wars so as to prevent further disasters
for mankind. Perhaps the most significant development at
the Lusaka Conference was that most of the conferees had

paid rnore attention to the struggle to Iiberate man from
poverly, illiteracy, and disease. They sal¡ an urgent need

for economic, social and technical cooperation among them-

selves. By and large, world peace and internatíonal cooper-
ation were the main themes that dominated the 1970 Lusaka

Conference.



¿.¿ ÀND OBJECTIVES OF SINGÀPOREIS FOREIGN

There were two basic principLes which guided Singapore's

foreign policy decisions, The first was lhe principle of

'radaptation and adjustment". policy makers of Singapore

often emphasized the changing nature of the worLd and stated
that the Singapore governrnent would adjust its policy from

time to time in order to adapt to new realities. In a

speech on Singapore's foreign policy at the University of

Singapore on October 9, 1966, Mr Lee Kuan yew observed that
certain factors of a nation's foreign policy changed over

time and some did not, He said:
Firstr nothing is pre-destined. The second is *
whilst your geographic and natural resources and
other factors are by and large unchanging, your
human factor is capable of change and it does
change with very important and significant conse-
quences. 6 6

In a review of recent development in Beijing-Washington

relationsr Mr Rajaratnam, the Foreign Minister of Singapore,

observed that facts changed because the world had changed at
an even more rapid pace than ever before. He warned that
this had a disturbing and upsetting effect, but far more

disturbing and upsetting than if we did not make the effort
to âdjust ourselves to new realities.67 He said it was

because Singapore could adapt to ne¡v realities that she had

achieved tremendous progress in t.he past decades

66 Josey, gp cit, P.510.
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(1959-197.1 ).0e 
"" 

then cited the facr that Singapore had

achieved the highest living standard country in Southeast

Àsia, with a real cDP grovrth of 8.9% - the highesc in the

reg ion during this period,6s

The second principle in the formuLation of Singapore's
foreign poLicy was to secure the long term national inter-
ests of Singapore and at the same time, to promote the spe-

cific and specia]- interests of the pAp regime.To Mr Lee Kuan

Yew once said:

Two things which had Èo be kept in mind when talk-ing about the foreign policy òf a particular coun-try! first that lhe foreign policy pursued at anytime is . designed primarily for - the long terirnational interests of a group of people orlanizedinto a nation; and secõnd that tire policy is
designed for the specific and speciat inieres-ts ofthe type of regime, or the type of political lead-ership which for the time being is in charge ofthe destiny of that country.?r

while the term "national inLerest" was a vague concept, it
was frequently regarded as an element in the making of for-
eign policy to which, however it might be defined, statesmen
profess to attach great importance. T 2 GeneraIIy, racial har-
mony, economic prosperity, political and social stability
constituted the main contents of Singapore's national inter-

68 sin cheH Jit poh, August 23t 1970, p.12.
6s r bid.
7o Josey, 9p gjl., p.sog.

7 r rbid., p.5og.

72 J, Frankel_, National Inlerest, London: pall MatI press
Ltd. , 1970, PP. 20-24,
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Based on these two principles, two basic objectives were

laid down by Singapore's policy makers. The first was to
create and promote "the right political cLimate,'. The sec-

ond ¡,¡as "power".73 In the first case, the prime Minister of
Singapore expla i ned:

A foreign policy for Singapore must be one as to
encourage first, the major powers in the worLd tofind it - if not in their interests to help us -at Least in their interests not to have üs g.t
worse. The second point is: we nust always ofierto the rest of the world a continuing intèrest inthe lype of society we project.Ta

Perhaps the following example illustrates what he means by

"right political cIimate", Decision ¡nakers of Singapore had

Iong perceived that the possible threat to Singapore's sur-
vival would probably come from her neighbours, the pAp lead-
ers considered that if the threat of Singapore's survival
came from the great po¡{ers, then it vrould not only be faced

by Singapore alone bu! every country in this region. They

maintained that Singapore had to make every effort to avoid
such danger. As Lee Kuan yew put it:

when you taLk about foreign policy, unless you area big power like the Uniied Statãs and the SovietUnion, you are.really talking about your neighb-ours. Your neigl'bours are not your bèst frieñds,
wherever you are.7 5

73 Power here means not only nilitary, economic but alsopolitical and moral strength. See Josey, 9p cit, p.509.
74 Josey, qp cit, p.510.

7 s rbid.
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Thus, besides estabtishing friendly relations with her

neighbours, decision makers of Singapore had sought foreign
capital from the biS Dowers such as the United States,
Britain and Japan so as to make Singapore an "interest area,'

and at the same time create the right ',po1iticaJ. climate" in
preventing any possibJ,e threat from her neighbours. They

hoped that Singapore's security would be ensured by these

countries which had vital interests in Singapore, and that
Singapore would be able to ask for military assistance from

them when necessary.

Moreover, by professing a foreign policy of nonalignment,

Singapore's leaders hoped to get moral and political support

from other nonaligned nations. Mr Lee Kuan ye!¡ had said:
If we can identify ourselves with the mass of ne¡,¡nations, then the risk we run of being used as a
pawn and destroyed is thab much diminished. But,in the lasb resort, it. is "power" which decideswhat happens, and therefore it behoves us to
ensure that we always have overwhelmi.ng power inour side.7 6

In addition to economic and foreign policies which were

designed to increase Singapore's economic and political
poeer, Singapore had also maintained a close miLitary link
v¡ith Britain, Australia, Ne¡l Zealand and Malaysia so as to
increase her military povrer.

76 Ibid., P.511.
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2.3 SINGÀPORE'S EXTERNÀ!¡ POLICIES! 1959-1965

Singapore's commitment to nonalignment had been gradually
developed since 1959 when the pAp came to power.

Constitutionally, the government of Singapore between 1959

and 1963 had no authority over external- affairs, nor did the
state government in Síngapore possess such authority during
the period 1963-1965 whiJ.e Singapore stiII remained a part
of Malaysia. Nevertheless, because of the foLlowing three
factors, the Singapore government did enjoy, and sometimes

skillfully exercised, certain powers on external affairs
during this 6-year period. The bhree factors, according to
P. Boyce, were (1) t¡re specific circumstances of Singapore;
(2) the political techniques of Singâpore's political Iead-
ers; and (3) the constitutional and adminisLrative channels
during the self-government and MaJ.aysian periods, specifi-
call-y, there were certain ambiguous provisions of the con-
stitutions and governmental media through which the govern-

ment claimed its power on external affairs.?7

In terms of specific circumstances, the ethnic background

of its citizenry, the island's strategic Iocation for both
defense and commerce, the high literacy rate and ease of
political communications were factors which had predisposed

Singapore poJ.iticians, trade unionists and students to be

sensitive to the currents of international politics. Even

77 P. -Boyce, "PoIicy without Authority: Singapore's ExternaLAffairs Power", i! Jgg[nal of Southeasl Asian Historv,
September 1965, pp.87-103.
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during the 1930s and 1940s, J.ong before Singapore became

self-governing, external affairs were the particular concern

of at least 3 political organizations - in as much as the

KMT and MCP were each trying to cuLtivate Nanyang ì.oyaJ.ties

to t.he Chinese homeland, and the peninsula MaLay Union was

advocating merger with all or part of lndonesia.Ts According

to Boyce, Singapore had assumed a special importance for
foreign governmenls as a centre for intelligence services
and as a diplomatic window on the Southeast Àsian region as

a whole on the eve of the merger with MaJ.aya. There were

over 30 consular offices with senior diplomatic personnel

functioning on t.he is1and.7s In addition, Singapore was the

headquarters of the British Far East Mitibary Command and

Èhe British Commissioner-General for Southeast Asia, and of
ot.her Commonwealth Commissioners ¡,¡ith similar areas of
jurisdiction. Singapore was also a freguent place for for-
eign political leaders to stop over during their visits to
other countries in Southeast Asia.

Às far as political techniques lrere concerned,

Singapore's poLitical leaders had skillfulty ut.ilized every

opportunity to meet foreign political visitors or they had

paid friendly visits to several foreign countries so as to
promote better understanding and establish closer relatÍons.
On severaL occasions, the Singapore governrnent expressed

78 Ibid., P.BB.

7e Ibid., P.87.
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sympathy and support to certain independence and liberation
movements so as to identify itself with the mass of the
newly independent nations.

ConstitutionaJ. ambiguity aLso provided Singapore opportu-
nities to utilize its power to the advantage of relation-
ships with some countries over others. During the period of
self-government (1959-l963), Singapore possessed powers over

trade and culture, Based on this authority, the pÀp govern-

ment often used the weapons of parliamentary debater offi-
cial tours and receptions and the nuance of public state-
ments to support favourite causes. so In addition, the
Singapore government was also provided with hwo constitu-
tional instruments to exert influence on the British Office
of Commonwealth Affairs in relation to Singapore affairs.
The first was the Singapore Internal Security Council in
which three members were appointed by the Briti.sh govern-

mentf three from Singapore and one from Malaya. The other
lras an intergovernmental committee for continuous consulta-
tion and discussion between the British and Singapore gov-

ernrnents on any matter affecting Singapore. During the
Malaysian period (1963-1965), Singapore retained autonomy

with respect to labour and education, and a limited power

over trade.sl These had given Singapore opportunities to

80
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rbid., P.88.

Because of the difficulty for the Singapore and Malaysian
Federal governments t.o reach agreemeni ón future ecoiomicrel-ations, the Singapore govèrnment inferred that theauthority of trade was in the hands of Singapore.
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extend iLs activities in external affairs, such as the con-

trol over the technicaL assistance program, participation in
international- conferences on economic, educational and

Iabour matters. In addition to utilizing cautiously and

skillfulIy all these limited powers, Singapore's political
Ieaders exercised even more externaL affairs powers than

they had been provided in the Constitution.

From the time when the PÀP took por.¡er in 1959t the pAp

Ieaders had shown their politicat activities in many fields,
internally and externally. One of the striking examples

which reflected skii.1f ul political techniques was in the

very early days of the PÀP in office, Immediatety after the

election results revealed that the pAp had ¡{on the election,
the British Governor General invited Mr Lee Kuan yew to form

the next government. Lee promptly made his request t.he

release of eight politicat detainees, failing ¡,¡hich he would

refuse to form the government. This would probably have led
to a constitutional crisis if the British government had

rejected Lee's requeSt. Reluctant to face a crisis, the

Governor agreed on June 2 that the detainees wouLd be

released on June 4. With a victory in the first constitu-
tional fight with the British, Lee formed his government on

June 3. Immediately after forming a government, Lee quickly
turned his attention to Singapore's relations with other
governnents.
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On June 13, Lee and four of his colleagues paid an offi-
cial visit to Kuala Lumpur. They met the Tungku, prime

Minister of MaIaya, and his colleagues. They finally issued

an official communique which gave special emphasis to the
need for communal harmony.s2 Returning to Singapore, Lee

declared on June .l I that ',we moved forward into the future
confident that we wouLd advance the cause ne alI stood for,
a more just and equal society in an independent, democratic,
noncommunist, socialist Malaya". He considered that hhe

"merger with Malaya" would be Singapore's only hope of com-

plete freedom from colonial tíes,83

After establishing good relations with Malaya, Mr Lee

turned his attention t.o Indonesia. In January 1960, he vis-
ited Jakarta to show Singapore's qoodwill to the
Indonesians. During his visit, Lee assured Sukarno that
Singapore vrould not aLlow anything detrimental to the secur-
ity of Indonesia to be committed in any territory over which

it had control. He also t.endered Singapore's support for
Indonesian claim to r.rest Irian. Following Lee's visit, the
Indonesian government sent a cultural mission to Singapore

in early '1 960. Within a few months, the Chief of Staff of
Indonesian army and the Indonesiân Foreign Minist.er also
paid a brief visit to Singapore.

I 2 .losey, 9p ç_!!., p. 1 05.

83 Ibid., P.118,
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During the early years in office, Singapore had close
relat.ions with other Commonweal_th countries. Lee's personal

reputation among them was high as the following examples

illustrate, On Àpril 8, 1960, the prime Minister of New

Zealand visited Singapore and was accorded a state banguet

by Mr Lee. In his speech of welcome, Lee expressed the view

that Ne!¡ Zealand was an example of ,,the successful working

of the system of parliamentary democracy,'. He hoped that
the tlro countries would have better and cooperative rela-
tionships in the future. I a on July 21 , 1961 | the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association Conference of Malaya,

Singapore, Sarar¡ak, British North Borneo and Brunei met in
Singapore. The conference set up a Malaysia Solidarity
ConsulLative committee to promote the establishment of
Malaysia. Singapore had played an active part in the com-

mittee.85 In September 1962, Mr Lee v¡as invited to attend
the Commonwealth prirne Ministers' Conference held in London

as an "advisor". During the conference, Lee !¡as weLl

received by the other participên!s.

In its early years in office, the pAp government seemed

to strive for an identification with the nonalignment poli-
cies of Àfro-Asian states.86 The pÀp's emphasis on anti-co-
lonialism provided a framework for lhe government to iden-

84 Ibid., P.144.
85 rbid., P.210.
86 H. Chan, "Singapore's Foreign policy, 1965-196g',, inJournal of Southeast Àsian Historv, March 1969, p.179.
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tify itself v¡ith two Àfrican national-ist movements through
1960 and 1961. It supporred the Ieftist government of
Lumumba in the newly independent Congo Republic and blamed

Western conspirators for the prime Minister,s deat.h in ApriJ-

1961 , In the Assembly, the prime Minister moved a resolu-
tion expressing adhorrence at the "cold-blooded murder" r

called upon the U.N. to bring the murderers to justice, con-
demned the presence of Belgian troops and agents in Congo,

and supporled the proposal to expel from the Congo aII for-
eign troops not under United Nations command. s?

Giant raLlies denouncing intervention in the Congo by

Western governments were organized by the trade unions sup-
porting the PAP and were attended and addressed by Cabinet
ministers. In March of the same year, despite the protest
of the British Commissioner, the pÀp government organized a

mass raIly on the Singapore padang to welcome the prime

Minister of the provisional, governmen! of Algeria, and a

relief fund was collected to support the struggle of the
people of Algeria for nationaÌ independence. ss

In order to promote better understandings amongr and to
gain moral support from, the nonaligned nations for the
Mal.aysian Scheme, Mr Lee Ìrent to Burma, India, Egypt and

Yugoslavia in april and May 1962. He met the leaders of
these countries and explained to them why Singapore had no

The g.N. Year Book, 1961, Vot

Boyce, sp cit, p. 98.

8?

88

1, p.76.
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other alternative but to merge with Malaya so as to be free
from colonial ru1e. In September, Lee visited Cambodia and

renewed his acquaintance ¡,¡ith prince Sihanouk and until
1970, when Sihanouk v¡as ousted, he maintained close rela-
tions with the Cambodian Head of State. These trips were

all made independently of consultation with Kuala Lumpur. se

Àlthough Singapore's autonomy was Iimited during this
period, the personal political skill of the pAp leaders
allowed the government to play an active part in increasing
their control over external affairs. The same skiIl and the
new federal constitution which vested more power in the
state government of Singapore during the Malaysian period
made the Lee Kuan yew government more active in external
affairs than it was during the self-government period.

In this respect, perhaps one of the most dramatic
Singaporean appearances in international politics was Mr

Lee's statement that totaL responsibility for Singapore's
external affairs, defense and internaL security reposed in
the Head of Statê for safe keeping until Malaysia Day

(September 16, 1963).eo According to the Malaysian Agreement

signed by the governments of Britain, Malaya and Singapore
in London on JuIy 8, 1963, Malaysia was to have come into
being on August 31, 1963. Due to indonesian interference
and opposition by the philippines, the date was postponed

8e Ibid., 9p.97-98.
so .losey, 9p cit, pp.264-265.
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to September 16, 1963, To mark the occasion, the pAp gov-

ernment organized a Malaysia Solidarity Day Mass RaIIy on

the Padang on September 1, 1963. In the rally, Mr Lee

announced:

All Federal. pov¡ers over defense and external
affairs will, as from today and until September16, be reposed in our Head of Stale. We Ioòk upon
ourseLves as trustees for lhe Central Government
of Malaysia during these 15 days. we wiII exer-cise these powers in the interests of Malaysia.sr

This action lras apparently designed to strengthen

Singapore's bargaíning position in the final round of tense

negotialions wiLh Kuala Lumpur on the financial terms of
merger. Thus it was strongly opposed by the Malayan govern-

ment. On the other hand, the Singapore government had no

wish to act further. No attempt was made to interfere with
the British miJ.itary command or to enshrine the declaration
of independence in J-egal process or ceremonial.s2

Immediately af t.er the Malaysia came into being, Singapore

sent its representatives to join v¡ith the Malaysian delega-
tion to take part in the 1963 U.N. General Assembly and thus

had officially established a precedent for Singapore to take

up partial r e spon s i b i I i t i e s in Malaysian external affairs.
Since independence in 1957 | the Malayan government had

rarely paid attention to external. affairs, and IittIe effort
had been made to establish close relations with other

s1 Ibid. I P.264.
e2 Ibid., P.9l.
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Afro-Asian nonaligned nations. In order to promote better
understanding of Mal-aysia, Mr Lee ¡ on behalf of the
Malaysian government, Ied a delegation from Singapore,
Sarawak and Sabah to visit 17 Àfrican countries. After
Lee's return from abroad, the prime Minister of MaJ.aysia

considered the trip successful and asked Lee to go to lhe
U.N. at the next General Assemb1y. However, due to the
political conflicts beth'een the Federal Government and the
Singapore government r Tungku cancelLed his invitation to Mr

Lee to lead the Malaysian delegation to the U.N. General-

Àssembly a few months later.s3

Mr [,ee also actively took part in several international
socialist conferences during the Malaysian period. In
August 1964, Mr Lee attended the Centenary of the Socialist
International in Brussels. Às a representative of Asian
socialism, he delivered two speeches at the Council's debate
on East-West Relations on September 3 and at the Socialist
International Congress on September 5, 1964. In his
speeches, he drew the attention of European socialists to
the difficulties and achievements of Afro-Asian socialism.sa
ïn Àpril - May 1965, during an of f icial,i"ia ,o New Zealand

and Australia, he conferred with the Australian Labour party
which already had plans to l-iaise with Àsian socialist par-
ties. Basic agreement on the fulure cooperat.ion among
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rbid., P.293.

Lee. Kuan Yu*i, SocialisÈ SgJution for Àsia, Singapore:Ministry of Culture, pjS-zg. 
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Australian-Àsian social-ist parties vras reached during their
meetings.ss On May 6, 1965, Mr Lee attended the Asian

Socialist Conference in Bombay at which he analyzed certain
current problems facing Àsian socialists in the context of
the current international and domestic situation. Shortly
after the conference, it was planned that a permanent secre-
tariat of Asian socialist parties was to be set up and Mr

K.C. Lee, then Organizing Secrelary of the pÀp, was sent to
Tokyo to confer vrith the leading officers of the Japanese

Socialist Party in connection $'ith this matter.e6 Although

Singapore was a state of the Federation of Mal.aysia for less
than two years, its activities in external affairs were sig-
ni f icantly active.

2.4 NONAL¡IGNMENT: À THEORETICÀL
INDEPENDEì{CE (T965:¡E ]I-

COMMITMENT ÀFTER

During the battle for merger with Malaya, pAp leaders had

repeatedl.y insisted that Singapore could not survive as an

independent state. Once independence became a reality,
leaders of this tiny state immediately realized the diffi-
culties which they were going to face and decided that their
primary task ahead was to safeguard the national survival of
Singapore. They realized that separation would not elimi-
nate basic differences between the governrnents in KuaIa

Lumpur and Singapore. On the contrary, they had reasons to

s5 rbid., P.53.
e 6 Nanvanq Sianq $, February 29, 1972, p.6.
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believe that racíaI extremists wit.hin the Malaysian AIIiance
wouLd not like to see an independent Singapore survive and

succeed.eT Moreover, Indonesia still remained a threat to
Singapore's survival. Thus, according to Singapore's lead-
ers¡ the successful conduct of external affairs was a matter
of national survival. The fundamental- economic and defense

needs demanded a major thrust on the foreign.front. The pÀp

leaders looked upon foreign policy as an instrument to safe-
guard and promote the stâte's territorial and economic

interest. s 8

During the Malaysian period, the pAp Ieaders had often
criticized the Alliance government for lack of initiaÈive in
foreign diplomacy and Lack of sympathetic identification
v¡ith the Àfro-Asian world. As Mr Lee had once declared to
the Malaysian Parliament,

External affairs are a matter of Life and death.Isolation from the growing body of Àfro-Àsianopinion and identification Ì¡ith imperialist andcolonialist nations must in the enã mean death.For us, life must mean a growing identificationwith the hopes and aspirations oi lhe political
attitudes of Àfro-Asian countries. ss

He also argued that "half the problems of international sur-
vival was to win friends who understood and sympathized with
,rê" 100

s? For detail, see Chapter 3, Section B.

e I chan, 9p g!!., p. 178.

es rbid. , P,178.
ioo rbid.,
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Immediately after separationf these arguments vrere put
into practice. The Singapore government declared a foreign
policy of nonalignment and stressed that Singapore woul-d

make friends with all the countries that would recognize her
territorial integrity and sovereignty. The prime Minister
announced that Singapore desired to trade v¡ith anybody.

incLuding the Soviet Union, China and Indonesia.lor On many

occasions, before and afher independence, Mr Lee had

expressed his admiration for Cambodia's foreign policy of
neutrality. He told prince Sihanouk during his offical
visit to Cambodia on April 12, 1966 Ehat

I have always held. the policy pursued by the Royal
covernment of Cambodia as laudable in its objãc_tives and adrnirable in its methods. In " i"rydifficult situation you have been able to uphõfåthe integrity, the honour and independence, 'both
of the thinking and act.ion of your government. I
now find myseli placed in u pãuitión not dissimi-Lar to yours. I o 2

Singapore's policy of friendship, cooperation and expand_

ing trade h'ith all countries soon received noticeabLe reac-
tions from other nations. Singapore's commitment to nona_

lignment was grounded in her desire to further trade
interests. The Finarìce Minister of Singapore told in the
Parliament on December 13, 1965 that

Our policy of neutraLity, nonalignment between thetwo power blocs together with an active identifi_cation with the. Àfro-Àsian world gives us u gðõastart with the gror+ing consumãrs' world- inAfro-Àsia. Trade missións will soon be sent to

Josey, 9p cit, p.424.

rbid., P.460.
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these markets.lo3

In the first month of independence, however, Iess than

half of the Afro-Àsian nations recognized Singapore. ro a

There rrere 2 basic factors which caused many of the

Afro-Asian nations to take a ]onger period to recognize the
island state. The first was based on the ambiguity of
Àrticle V of the Separation Agreemenb signed by the
Malaysian and Singapore governments on August 7, 1965.

Àccording to Èhis ÀrticIe, both governments would enter into
a treaty on external defense and mutual assistance providing
that! (a) a joint defense council would be established for
purposes of external defense and mutual assistance; (b)

Malaysia wouLd accord to Singapore such assistance as may be

considered reasonable and adeguate for external defense; (c)

Malaysia wouLd have the right to maintain the bases and

other facilities used by its military forces withín
Singapore and to make such use of these bases and facilities
as the government of Malaysia may consider necessary for the
purpose of external defense; (d) each party would undertake
not to enter into any treaty or agreement with a foreign
country which may detr imental lo the independence and

defense of the territory of the other party.lo5 Although the
Àgreement did not mention the future of the Brit.ish military

Chan, gp cit, P.179.

rbid. , P.182.

Boyce, 9p ù, p.32.

103

104

lo5
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bases stationed in Singapore, it was soon clear that the
Anglo-Malaysian Defense Agreement also covered the Singapore

area, and that the separation of Singapore from Malaysia did
not affect British bases in Singapore. r0 6 This gave the
false irnpression to other countries !hat Singapore vras not
realIy separated from Malaysia, because Singapore still had

considerabLe military Iinks with Ma1aysia.

The second reason for the delay in recognition was the
hostile attitude of Indonesia towards Singapore's indepen-

dence. Àn early recognition of Singapore might be consid-
ered as an unfriendly action against Indonesia which

regarded Singapore's independence as another neocolonialist
move against Indonesia. Since Indonesia under presidenL

Sukarno still maintained high prestige among many of the
Afro-Àsian nations, some of these countries preferred not to
take the risk of damaging their relations with Indonesia and

decided to delay their recognition of Singapore.

HoÌrever, the clouds cleared both after a series of
friendly policy announcements made by Lee who clarified
Singapore's attitude towards British bases, and more signif-
icantly, after the failure of the communist couÞ d'etat in
Indonesia on September 30, 1965. The coup attempt acceler-
ated the downfall of Sukarno and paved the way for the new

Indonesian government t.o end its confrontation pol-icy in

10 6 Mr Lee Kuan yew
1965. See Josey,

had clarified this poin! on Àug. 30 
'
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Àugust 1966. Regarding the British bases, Mr Lee said that
Singapore was in fact the owner of the bases. He added that
he could give the British 24 hours' notice to guit. lf they

did not do so, they would be committing an act of aggres-

sion. He sbressed that the sritish would have to consult
him before they could use the bases for any purpose. This
seemed to imply that the presence of ¡ritish bases did not
affect Singapore's sovereignty over her territory.loT

In order to identify more closely with the Afro-Asian
Horld, Mr Lee made an angry statement directed against the
British and the Americans on August 30, 1965, 3 weeks after
independence. First, he accused the British government of
not putting piessure on the Malaysian leaders to stop their
racist poLicy against Singapore. Then he accused the United
States Central Intelligence Agency (CIÀ) of trying to sub_

vert his government in 1960. Àt the end, Lee commented that
the Àmericans Lacked the experience and wisdom to understand
Àsian leaders and warned that he would not tolerate an

American foothold on the island if the British withdrew
their forces. ro8

ALthough Leers accusation did not affect Singapore's
relations with Britain and the United States, it r.ra s

designed to prove to the world, particularly to the Third

ro7 Josey, .op cit, p.427.

lo8 Lee accused the CIA of
a Singapore governnent
See Josey, gp cit, pp.

having attempted in 1960 to bribe
off icer for secret information.

416-418.
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l,lorId, that the leaders of this tiny island state were not
committed as aLlies of the West. Às one study observed, the
verbal attack see¡ned to have been prompted by Lee's concern

about the slorv response from the Àfrican nations to
Singapore' s independence. 1 os

Àl-though many of the Àfro-Asian nations heLd a ',wait-and-
see" attitude towards the problem of granting diplomatic
recognition to Singapore, lhey did not attempt to btock

Singapore's application for the U.N. membership. t lo On

September 21 , 1965, Singapore became the 117th member of the
world organization. À month later, it was admitted as the
22nd member of t.he Commonwealth.

During the early months of independence, Singapore had

underlaken several diplomatic actions to show its professed
nonaligned position, which on some occasions also indicated
its independence from Malaysia in foreign affairs. The

first was marked by its support in 1965 of seating the
Beijing representation in the U.N. by the eipulsion of
Taiwan. This action was in contrast to the Malaysian posi-
tion, which voted against Beijing's representation. On

October '1 4 and November 12 , 1965, during the General

Assembly Plenary Session, Singapore's U.N. Ambassador

expressed his government's view that the Beijinq government

ros chan, 9p gi!, p.192.
I Io In fact, Indonesia

from the U. N. in
Mal.ays ia to the U. N.

had withdrawn its representatives
1964 in protesting the election of
Security Counc i 1.
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was the lawful government of China. He considered that the
U.N. should be composed of all the sovereign nations, Iarge
and smalL, v¡hatever the colour of their peoples. He con_

cluded Lhat there were many problems which could not reaLly
be solved without the participation of the p.R.C. in such

discussions. r 1 1

Efforts to promote trade and diplomatic relations with
communist states (except China, Albania and North Vietnam)

and non-communist Afro-Asian countries aLso i. llustrated a

nonaligned stance. Some of these actions, in dealing with
the communist states, for example, were in constrast with
Malaysian foreign poticy. During the early years of inde_
pendence, the PÀp leaders continued to apply lheir past tac-
tics in utilizing personal contacts with 1eaders of other
nations in order to dispel "any false image of Singapore as

an anti-communist bastion and armed stronghold of British
imperialism". r t 2 In mid-1966, Mr Lee visited Cambodia,

Thailand, t.he United Àrab Republic, Britain and Sweden,

where he expressed the view that the best way to maintain
peace and security in Southeast Asia would be for the major
povrers !o agree to leave Southeast Asia as a neutral area.
No major power would be allowed to use any of the small.er
countries in the area as an extension of its own might. It

Speeches in the U.N.
ing (oct. 14, 1965)
1965) , The United
Session, 1965. p.86.

Josey, ep cit, p.440.

General Àssembi-y, the 1962nd meet-
and the 1376th meeting (Nov. 12,Nations General Àssembly plenarv
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was also necessary to guarantee the integrity of each of
these smaller nations against encroachments by the oth-
ers. I I 3

Later, he paid official visits to the Soviet Union,
Bulgaria, Poland, Hungary and Romania and signed trade pacts

with these communist countries. In Septenber 1966, he vis-
ited India on his way to London for the Commonwealth prime

Minister's Conference. The main objective of this visit was

t.o enlist India's support for a regional defense organiza-
tion for the maintenance of peace in this area.rra Though no

agreement on defense ¡,¡a s reached at this meeting, the two

Prime Ministers reiterated in their final communique their
faith in nonaì.ignment and agreed that the countries of South

and Southeast Àsia had to increase their economic coopera-
tion in order to raise their tiving standards and give
greater substance to their poJ.itical independence.rl5

Perhaps the most striking example which might identify
Singapore as a nonaligned country was !he invitation of
Singapore to the Summit Conference of Nonaligned Countries
in Lusaka, Zambia, on September I t.o 10t 1970. This was the
first internationaL conference of this kind to which

Singapore had ever been invited. To be invited to such an

international conference meant a recognition of a nation's

rbid., P.476.

Chan, 9p cit, p.189.

Josey, 9p ç_i!, p.502.
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nonaligned status by other nonaligned nations. Thus,

despite the British mil.itary presence on the island state.
Singapore had been recognized by the majority of the Third
World as a nonaligned nation.

In the U,N., besid.es supporting Beijing's representation.
Singapore joined with many other Àfro-Asian nonaligned coun-

tries to vote for such resoLutions as anti-colonialism and

anti-SouLh African racial discrimination and apartheid poli-
cies. The delegation also voted for resolutions supporting
the struggJ.e of nationaL liberation and independence in the
developing areas. For instance, Singpore voted in 1965 for
the resolution which condemned the policies of racial dis-
crimination and segregation practised in Southern Rhodesia.

Official policy also called on alL states to refrain from

rendering any assistance whatsoever to the minority regime

and urged the member sbates to use all their powers against
a unilateral declaration of independence made by the Smith
regine.rl6 In the same year, Singapore voted with 90 other
countries for a resolution to extend until June 30, 1969,

the mandate of the U.N. Relief and Works Agency for
Palestine refugees in the Near East.l i7 She also joined with
29 other nations in a draft resolution expressing deep con-
cern at the serious situation arising from colonial policies
and foreign intervention by the U.K. in Oman. The resolu-

I f 6
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tion, passed by the General Assembly on December 17, 1965,

recognized the inalienable right of the people of the terri-
tory and calLed on the British to cease all repressive
actions againsb the people, to withdraw its troops, to
release political prisoners, to a11ow the return of politi-
cal exiles, and to eliminate British domination in any

f orm, 1 18

In 1966, Singapore and 54 Afro-Asian nabions submitted a

draft resolution to the ceneral Assembly, reaffirming the
inalienable right of the peopJ.e of Southwest Africa to seLf
determination, freedom and independence, declaring that
South Africa had failed to f uIf il-1 its obligation and that
its mandate was therefore terminated, and recommending that
a U.N. Administrating Authority should be set up to assume

direct responsibility for the mandated territory. r 1s

Moreover, Singapore's representatives also took part in the
U.N. debates on such issues as economic deveJ-opment and

cooperation in the developing countries, the Middle Eastern
situation, and Vietnam as weLl as such other issues as

social, cultural and technological cooperation. GeneraJ.J.y,

they expressed their deep concern with international ten_
sions and urged that all disputes should be solved by peace-

fu1 means. They urged all states to ¡vork for world peace
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through international cooperation. 1 2o

Mostly, Singapore's position in the U.N. was in Iine with
that of the large nonaliÇned nations. However, she did not
f ollow them in atI issues. For exampJ_e, Singapore ¡,¡as

absent when the General Assembly voted on Ðecember 21, 1965

on the ResÕIution of economic sanction against South

Africa's policies of apartheid. i21 She abstained on December

18, 1965 on the Resolution denouncing the violation of the
fundamental rights and freedoms of the people of Tibet.122
Another example was demonstrated on the Indo-pakistan War in
1971. Singapore abstained on the resoLution which calLed on

India and Pakistan to bring about a ceasefire and v¡ithdrav,

their troops to their ovrn borders.123

ln his maiden speech in the 1962nd plenary meeting of the
General Àssembly on October 14, 1965, Singapore's permanent

representative to the U.N. declared that Singapore's poLicy
was one of nonalignment. He reiterated on November 12, 1965

tha t
We do not wish to be drawn into alliances. But it
does not mean that. my counlry's nonalignment poL-icy wiIl make it indifferent to basic- issueè ofwhat is right and what is wrong.l24

r 20 U.N. ceneral Assembly, Official Records, 1965, Vol . i,p.90.
t2tU.N. Year Book, 1965, Vo1 . 1, p.l05.
122 Jbid., pp.193-194,
r 23 The Globe and Mail, Dec. 19, 1971, p.3.
r24 U.N. General Àssernbly, Officiat Records, 1965. Vol. 1,
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Singapore's desire to pursue a policy of nonalignment ¡,¡as

understandable. As Burton has suggested, post-vrar national-
ism and anti-coloniaIism, and the pressing problems of eco-
nomic underdevelopment, were the background circumstances in
r¿hich nonaLignment flourished,l2s Singapore had gone through
the struggle of anti-coLonialism and independence during the
1940s and 1950s. Nationalism was strong during this period,
Since the economy Õf Singapore relied heavily upon her
entrepot trade, it made Singapore dependent more upon her
neighbours than other countries in Southeast Asia. The geo_

graphical position of Singapore as a centre between the
Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean had also great impact on

Singapore in pursuing a policy of nonalignment. Às the 1955

Afro-Asian Summit Conference was held in nearby Bandung, the
Bandung Spirit had had a strong impact on the peoples of
Singapore, since rnany of the Afro-Asian leaders had stopped
over in this tiny\ island before or after the Conference.
Moreover, Singapore recognized that lhose countries v¡hich

decided to enter into alliances with the West or the East,
had been facing increasingly a series of internal and exter-
nal troubles and had to seek foreign assistance in order to
maintain internaL.security. Singapore's leaders, who were

quite familiar with these phenomena, had f requentJ.y main_

tained t.hat a small country like Singapore should stay aside

P.68.
'I 2s ¡r9¡ a detailed discussion, see J. Burt.on, International

Eglatj-94e1_À cenefel Theorv, Cambridge: camE;lãgã úT-Press, 1 965, pp. 186-194.
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from power conflicts so as to save the cost of involvement,
Moreover, communist influence v¡as still strong in Singapore,
and as the majority of the population were sensitive to
alignment, the persuasive alternative in foreign affairs was

to pursue, at least at a declaratory 1evel, a policy of
nonalignment. This was why the Singapore government was in
the past so keen to commit to such a policy.

Hor¡ever, .such commitment had been demonstrated more in
theory than ín practice. In the next chapter, we shall dis_
cuss the role of the British military bases and the nature
of the Five power Defense Arrangement so as to assess
Singapore's miì.itary link with its western allies.



ChapÈer III
THE ROLE OF THE BRITISH MILITARY BÀSES ÀND THE

FIVE POT{ER DEFENSE ÀRRÀNGEIIENT

British bases in Singapore !¡ere construc!ed in the
1930's. They suffered heavy damage during the Second world
War and were subsequently reconstructed by the British. By

the end of October 1971, Britain completed her military
withdrawal and all of the base sites were transferred to the
Singapore government. Since November 1t 1971r the external.
defense of Singapore has been covered. by lhe Five poeer

Defense Arrangement. This chapter vrill discuss the roLe of
the British bases in the past and the nature of the new

Ðefense Àrrangenent so as to examine the military and eco-
nomic contributions of the British bases to Singapore and

the significance of the new Defense Arrangement.

3.1 THE ORIGTNS AND HISTORICÀIJ ROIE OF THE BRITISI{ BÀSES

The strategic imporÈance of this smaII island became

obvious shortLy after the ¡ritish signed the Naval Treaties
with the United States and Japan in Washingon ln 1922. The

main treaty Iimited the building of battleships by Britain,
the United States, and Japàn to a rat.io of 5:5:3. This
Treaty rdas regarded as an agreement in favour of the
Japanese position in the pacific Ocean. According to N.

Ryan,

80 -
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On paper this ratio appeared unequal. Japan infact was able to conceñtrate her attention än t¡réFar East whereas Britain and the United States hàãships throughout the world. Às part of the .gr"è:ment, Britain agreed not to consiruct a naval basein -Hong Kong or anywhere east of 110 dãgiee-i";;i:tudei the Àmericans said they would ðonstrucË abase no nearer to Japan thañ pearl Harbour inHawaii; and the Japaneèe agreed not to build basèson any of the former German colonies. r26

Ryan, a long-time British colonial officer in Malaya,
observed that since Singapore was outside the area of Iimi_
tation, it could house a naval base. Therefore Britain
decided to begin the construction of the main British Far
Eastern base there as soon as possible after the Washington
decision.127 The first sums of money were allocabed ln 1923

but the construction was slow at that time. The economic
depression of the rate 1920's and early 1930's affected the
progress of base construction. However, the Japanese inva_
sion of northeastern China in September 1931 forced the
British government to reassess its military st.rength in the
Far East and accelerate the construction of the Singapore
base. Nevertheless, it h,as not until 1936, when the
Japanese refused to renew the Washington Treaties, that the
British colonial administration in Singapore was finalty
instructed to speed up the base construction. The base was

finished not rong before the outbreak of the second world
War and by that time S 9500 million had been spent on ít.

t 26 I: Ryan ' The Making of .lrtodgrn Malqyqia and Sinsapore,singapore: oxford university pressl- I geÐ p¡gB.-'
r bid.127
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However, as mentioned before, the base did not provide much

protection as Britain, already committed in the European

War, had only a few warships to put in it. By January 1942,

Singapore had Iitt1e chance of being able to prevent its
capture after the sinking of the tHo British battleships,
the Prince of Wales and the Repulse, then stâtioned in the
Strait of Johore, norhh of Singapore.

At the end of the War, the British colonial administra_
tions faced strong communist and nationalist movenents in
British dependencies in South and Southeast Asia. Two years
laterr it had to give up India, pakistan, Burma and Ceylon.
Àlthough Malaya, Singapore, Sarawakr North Borneo, Brunei
and Hong Kong remained as British colonies, their colonial
governments faced sLrong communist armed revolts in the
Malayan-Singapore area from 1948 onward. Reconstruction of
military bases in Singapore seemed necessary and the work

was completed by the early 1950s.

In the Iate 1950s, the influence of communist-oriented
Ieftist movements in this region had increased rapidly. In
Singapore, the Leftist pAp took over power from the right
wing Lim Yew Hock government in .1 959. In Ma1aya, the 1ef-
tist Socialist Front, a coalition between the Labour party
(with mostly Chinese and Indian membership) and thè partai
Ra'yat. (the eeople's party, with predominantly Malay member-

ship), gained increasing support among the Chinese popula-
tion in the cities and established some strongholds in the
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Malay villages. In Sarawak, the United people's party,
which had already been penetrated by the communists, r 2I

started a national independence movement in 1960. In order
to deal with these increasing leftist pressures, Britain
established her Far Eastern Mititary Command Headquarters in
Singapore ln 1962,

The military bases in Singapore played an important role
in crushing the Malayan communist armed revoLt betv¡een 194g

and 1960.r2e The usefuLness and effectiveness of the bases

had also been displayed during the Brunei revolt towards the
end of 1962 and during the Indonesian military confrontation
with Malaysia bet¡veen 1963 and 1966. Within the first f e¡v

hours of the Brunei Revolt, the rebellion led by the pro-
communist Peop1e's party of Brunei had capt.ured most of the
local police stations. Soon after the rebellion erupted,
British troops stationed in Singapore were sent to Brunei
and crushed the rebellion in a few weeks. During the
Indonesian confrontation, Britain committed herself fulLy
and without hesitation to the support of Maì.aysia. In fact,
as D. Hawkins suggested, I'despite the presence of three ilI-
prepared Malaysian battalions, most of the fighting was

being done by non-Malaysian troops, mainly the British
forces".l3o The total number of British servicemen ki11ed in

r 28 Josey, 9p cit, p.208.

t" Iot the.British perforrnance in this insurgent war, seePurcelI's g.p ç;i!., pp.56-70.
130 D. Hawkins, "Brit.ain and Malaysia - Another View¡ l.tas
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Borneo ( incì.uding Brunei, Sarawak and Sabah) | 1963-1966, was

sixty four while eighty nine were wounded.l3i During this
3-year period, Britain spent 5 million pounds a year in
these operations against Indonesia. In the same period,
Britain provided 22.5 million pounds to Malaysia in economic

aid and another 'l 2.7 mitlion pounds in military aid. r 3 2

By June .1 966, the number of British troops stationed in
the Malaysian-Singapore area was 42,800 (incJ,uding Gurkhas).
Àccording to Healey, Secretary of State for Defense in the
Labour Government.r the number of British troops (excluding
the crews of the Far East F1eet) in Malaysia and Singapore
by this dat.e were as folLows¡ r3s in Malaysia, there were 900

Royal Navy, 19,300 Army and 2,900 Royal Air Force; in
Singapore, there were 2,500 Royal Navy, 9,.1 O0 Àrmy and g,200

Royal Àir Force. lf those servicemen stationed ashore and

ships' companies on sea service in the Far East, together
vrith both U.K. and locaLly entered civilians, were added to
this figure, the total number was close to g0,OOO.i3a

131

132
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134

the Decision to Withdraw Entirely voluntary or wasBritain Pushed a Little?" in Asian -Survey, Vo1-. 9, .luly1.969, P.551.

9tê!ement-on the Defense Estimates, London: H.M.S.O.,1968, P. 10.

Boyce, gp cit, p.144.

rbid., P,143.

_g!Pp+s+en!gå!_ Ste t.enen t on pefense policy, .1 967, London:H.M.S.O., 1967, P.5.
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By the time that the British government decided to with-
draw militarily from this region, Britain had two naval

bases, three air bases, one army eguipment store, and an

army headquarters in Singapore. These bases Located on dif-
ferent parts of the tiny island state¡ had a t.otal surface
area of 15,500 acres. The biggest naval base was located in
Sembawang area, north and northeast of Singapore. It con-
sisted of an area of four square miles, with a dockyard of
250 acres and 30 workshops, Ànother naval base was located
at Loyang area, on the island's east coast. The three air
bases were distributed in Changi, Seletar¡ and Tengah. The

Seletar Air Base Í¡as affiliated with the Sembawang Naval

Base. The army equipment store lras located in the
ÀIexandra-Pasir Panjang area with more than 40 workshops.

The British Far Eastern Àrmy Command Headquarters tras

located in Tanglin area, at the centre of lhe island. In
addition, the British also used a small istand ca1led pulau

Blakang Mati for military training and recreational pur-
poses. I 3 s

Unt.iI the separation of Singapore from Malaysia, the
British bases in this region played a prominent role in the
defense of Malaysia and Singapore. After Singapore became

independent, the British continued to act as Malaysia's and

Singapore's defense partner under the Ànglo-Malaysian
Defense Agreement.

135 sin Chew Jit poh, october 19, 1970, p.4.
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BÀSES TO SINGÀPORE'S

The contribution of sritish bases to Singapore's security
between 1965 and 19?1 can be divided into two parts. First,
they played an indirect role during the separation of
Singapore from the Federation of Malaysia. Secondly, they
helped Singapore to maintain her independence since 1965.

As mentioned in the past chapters, Singapore became inde_
pendent largely because she was forced to do so, by way of
being expelLed by the Federal government of Ma j.aysia.
Neither the government nor the people of Singapore were well
prepared for independence. As a matter of fact, several top
Leaders of the UMNO urged Tungku to take the following meas_

ures against Singapore in order to deaL with the disputes
between the F.ederal government in Kuala Lumpur and the state
government in Singapore: to abolish the state constitution
of Singapore; to t.ake over the Singapore government by the
Federal authority; and to arrest Lee Kuan yew and his prin_
cipal coì.leagues.136 Had all these measures been adopted by

Tungku, there would have been a great danger to parliamen_
tary democracy in Singapore as well as in Malaysia as a

rchole. The end result would probably have been the estab_
lishment of a government in exile led by the remaining pAp

leaders in Phnom penh, Cambodia, followed by chaos in
Singapore and a constitutional crisis in Kuala Lumpur. i3T

t36 Josey, g! ç.j.!., p.415.
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Representing a former colonial povrer which still maintained
close economic and military relations Hith both Singapore

and Malaysia, the British government, obviously, wouJ.d not
support Lhe KuaLa Lumpur government in the crisis, On the
other hand, the Tungku's government seemed to be unable to
predict exactly the reaction of the British government once

the crisis occurred. It seemed that the Tungku, who was

still in London untiJ. August 6, 1965, was reluctant to take
the risk. Although sritish bases did not directly play a

part in solving the crisis, the presence of the bases had an

indirect impact on the final decision of the Malaysian
Federal government as the British had apparentì.y sided with
Mr Lee Kuan Yew before and after separation. For instance,
British nevrspaper reports and articles of the time had

almost unanimous sympathy for Singapore. Britain had been

accused, by Malaysia's Finance Minister in 1966, of "with-
holding increased financial aid to Malaysia to try to force
her to come to lerms with Singapore".i3s Hence, it might be

inferred that British bases in Singapore played a tacit, if
not an explicit, role in solving the political crisis in
August 1965. Às D. Har¡kins observed,

Had the Singapore cabinet been less united, had
!h: PAP government lost a vital by-election inJuly 1965, had British forces not been inSingapore, direct intervention might well fravã

137

t38

Mr Lee Kuan Yew disclosed on August 14, 1965 that phnom
Penh was the place in mind for establishing a Singapoiegovernment in exile. Josey, gp cit, p.420.

Hawkins, 9p cit, p.554.



been tried with unthinkable consequences. I 3 s

On the second aspect, the British provided Singapore's
principal military protection from the date of independence,

until the Five power Defense Àrrangement came into force,
Prior to Septenber 1963, the responsibility for Singapore's
defense was sole1y in the hands of Britain. During the
Malaysian period (1963-1965), Singapore's security nas pro-
tected by the Malaysian defense forces with British mititary
support under the ÀngIo-Malaysian Defense Agreement. r4o The

Separation Agreement between the Malaysian FederaL govern-

ment and the Singapore government provided that the govern-

ment of Malaysia would provide sufficient assistance ho

Singapore on external defense. la 1 Statements made by the
British and Singapore l-eaders after independence indicated
that British military commitments to this new state would

remain unchanged untit further arrangements were made

between the two governments, although the Singapore govern-

ment stressed that it had final authority over the future of
the bases. 1 4 2 I t h'as also understood that the

13e Jbid., p.553.

la0 According to t,he Anglo-Malaysian Defense Àgreement, JuIy1963, the Agreement on External Defenõe and MutuaiAssistance between the Government of the United Xingilomand the Govêrnment of the Federation of Ma]-aysia ofOctober '1 2, 1957 | would apply to all territ.õries ofMalaysia.
l4l Boyce, gp cit, p.32.

la2 According to Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs inthe British Labour covernment, ',the IeqisIãtion coverinothe separation of Singapore state sfecifies that thé
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Anglo-Malaysian Defense Arrangement would still apply to the
Singapore area. 1 4 s

FoLlowing the conpLete withdrawal of British bases in
Singapore on October 31, 1971 and at the same time the end

of the Anglo-Malaysian Defense Agreement, the externaL
defense of Singapore rvas now covered by the Five power

Defense Àrrangement which became effective on November 1,

197 1. (The nat.ure of this new Defense Àrrangement wiII be

di scussed later ).

After gaining independence, the Singapore government

started to build its own national armed forces. At the
beginning, there was only one battalion which had been

estabLished in Èhe 1940s under British command and then
transferred to the Singapore government upon independence.

The second battalion of the Singapore people,s Ðefense Force
Has estabfished in early 1966 on a vol-untary basis. In July
1967, when the British government announced its intention to
¡,¡ithdraw completely its niJ.itary forces from the
Singapore-Malaysian area by rnid-1970s, the process of

Government of Singapore will permit the Government ofthe.United Kingdom to make such use of these bases anãfacilities as the Government may conside, n"""=sãiy iãithe purpose of assisting in the ãefense of singalorê ãnãMal.aysia and for Commonwealth defense and for-tire preJ-ervation-of peace in Southeast Asia". Boyce, 9p-èit,pp.140-141.
ra3 The_ Anglo-Malaysian Defense Àgreement provided that itwould not only cover the defense of Ma-laysia, but aLsothe defense of Singapore and the security of sritiihtroops in Southeast Asia. Boyce, op cit, pitfe.
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Singapore's military expansion ¡,¡a s accelerated and the first
National Service BiIl was passed later by fhe Singapore

Parliament. Under the new National Service Act, aII male

citizens on reaching the age of eighteen had to serve

actively in the military for a certain period of time.
Service in the Arrned forces was on a full-time basis,
whereas services in the Vigilante Corps and the police
Special Constable Force were on a part-time basis. In addi-
tion, aIL. those r¡ho entered government service and lrere
under the age of thirty aLso had to serve in any of the
above units on a part-time or fulL-time basis.

During the 1960's, the Singapore government noved a long
way in its effort to create a modern defense force adequate

to its security needs. By 1971, defense and internal secur-
ity accounted for nearly 37>. of. Singapore's annual budget.
By October 31, 1971, r.¡hen Britain withdrew fron the bases,
Singapore had six infantry BattaLions organized into two

brigades, together with the supporting elements of artiIl-
êry, engineers and armour. The navy and air force were

still being organized.

The Singapore Defense F,orce was a young force which had

IiÈti-e or no experience in practical combat. To compare

with its counterparts in Malaysia and Indonesia, which had

already had more than two decades of experience in actual.
warfare against communist guerrillas and rebellions,
Singapore's armed forces, according to its Defense Minister,
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were insufficient to defend Singapore against a determined
assault.laa Quantitatively, the total number of Singapore's
armed forces was only a quarter of that of Malaysia and

one-twentieth of that of Indonesia.ras StrategicaJ.ly,
Singapore was pJ.aced in a vulnerable position, even in a

defensive war. In war time, there would be no distinction
between "rear,' and "f ront'r. There were two potential
threats to Singapore's security, one from direct military
conf l-icts betv¡een great powers and the other from its imme_

diate neighbours. However, it possessed certain resources
to avoid possibLe threat from its neighbours. One of the
important resources was the British military commitment. If
British military strength was not tâken inbo account, there
was a military imbalance in this region. Regarding the pur_
poses of retaining the British military presence in the
Singapore-MaJ.aysian areâ, Hawkins suggested that there
seemed to be only two valid reasons. The first was to main_

tain the indirect economic assistance (through employment

and purchases) which the military presence involved. The

second possib].e reason for staying was to deter Malaysia and
Singapore from fighting each other. He said:

À better case would be made for retaining a pres_ence in Singapore to deter an attack trom-f,falãyãiathan for keeping troops in Malaysia to defenå it

laa lhg_Mirror, Singpore: Ministry of CuLture, Àugust , 1970,Þ tE

ra5 Malaysia had 1B battal-ions of rand forces and her navaland air forces were established since l gil . i;ã.;;;i;had al least 300,000 troops in her land, navat and ãiiforces.
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The British bases in Singapore had in fact acted as a

balancer in keeping the balance of power in this region. The

presence of British military bases had considerable military
value in the safeguarding of Singapore's independence and

security. Às mentioned above, one of the potential threats
to Singapore's security might come from her neighbours.
Singapore has lwo immediate . neighbours, Malaysia and

Indonesia. The ehilippines and Thailand are quite far away

from Singapore. Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore had been

at one time or another hostile to each other. There were

two kinds of possible opposicion in this regJ.on. The first
was between Indonesia on the one side and Malaysia and.

Singapore on the other, as it was during Èhe Indonesian con_
frontation. The second was between Malaysia and Singapore
before and after sepâration. In both instances, the scales
were widely imbalanced. Thus, a third eLement had to be

added on the Heaker's scale so as to maintain the bal-ance

and to withhold the status quo for the stabitity of this
region. This eLement s,as what Morgenthau ca1led ',the holder
of the balance" or ,'the balancer". In this region, the
"balance" ¡{as held by Britain which from 1963_65 had
invested approximately 700 million pounds or .1 3 to j4y" oi.

her totaL overseas investments in Malaysia and Singapore.l4?

ta6 Hawkins, gp cit, p.561.
tot !g" Kuan Yew, tÀ View of Britain and the world', TheMirror, Singapore: Ministry of Culture, N"uãrUå, iËi
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However, Britain's role as a balancer in this region had a

special nature, As far as ',baIance of power', was concerned,

she had to consistently put her weight on: (i ) the
Malaysian-Singapore side to deter Indonesia, and (Z) the
Singapore side !o deter Malaysia. Hence, as long as Britain
still retained her military presence there, Singapore would

be in a favourable posiLion.

T-_SE-ECONOMIC CONTRIBTXFION OF THE BRITISH MILITÀRY
BÀSES

3.3

The contribution of the Br

economy was far-reaching. The

the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s not

sands of jobs for local people

prosper i ty ,

itish bases to Singapore' s

construction of the bases in

onì.y provided tens of thou-
but also stimulated economic

Às the contribution of the bases to Síngapore's economy

was never assessed in exact terms in past official records,
we can only real.ize the import.ance of the bases in
Singapore's economy in a negative sense, lhat is, to examine

the economic effects of the British military withdrawal so

as to realize the extent that the British had contributed to
S i ngapore ' s economy.

Àccording to K. coh, then the Finance Minister, thè eco-
nomic effects of the British military r¡ithdrawal would mean

"not only an increase in the number of unemployed peopJ-e in

197 1, p,20.
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Singapore, but also a reduction of their expenditure',. He

considered that these effects in Singapore's economy would

be "severe and protracted".I48 In terms of reduction in the
IocaJ. expenditure which the base facilities generated, the
British spent S 9281 million in 1961 and had almost doubled

it (S $450 million) by 1966. These expenditures included
not only payments to civilian and J.ocaIl-y-enlisted personnel

but also expenditures by British military personnel and

their families. It should be noted that the toÈal local
expenditure of the British forces in 1966 amounted to no

less than 14r" óf Singapore's gross domestic expenditure.r4s
By the time of t,he complete withdrawal of the British, the
total local expenditure of the British armed forces per

annum were reduced to between S 95 to g10 million which

wouLd be used for the support of British forces under the
new Five Pov¡er Defense Arrangement. r 5o

Unemployment, according to Goh, had always been the cen-
tral problem of Singapore; and the military withdrawal would

obviously make it even morè acute than it had ever been

bef ore. r s r If the ef f ect of t.he British military ¡,rithdraÌ,¡aI

was not taken into account, the number of unemployed in 1967

amounted to 52,630 against a working population of. 524,025.

K. .Goh, -Two Years of Economic proqress, Singapore:Ministry of Culture , p.7.-
I þ1d,

* tO* Jit Poh, october 29t 1971, p.6.
Goh, 9p cit, p.8.

i 49

f 50

t5l
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This gave an unemployment rate of 9.1eo. rs2 In addition,
there rvere 25,000 or so teenagers entering the labour market
each year. In April 196g, when the British st,arted to dis_
charge local civiLians and locaì.ly enlisted personneL, there
were about 30,000 local peopte working in the bases, nearly
75% of whom were Singapore citizens.rss Each year (untiI
197 1), there were 12,OOO base employees who lost their jobs.
In the first year, 1969, and discounting job creation, if
the number of those al-ready unemployed (52630) and that of
those teenagers who would enter to the labour market
(25,000) were added to the number of the base employees who

would be discharged each year, the totaL number of peopJ.e

looking for jobs would be 99,630, or approximate Iy 17% of.

the total working population. r s4 1n terms of job creation,
between 1963 and 1967, there was only an annual net increase
of 5,000 to 6,000 jobs each year. r s s I f thi s were used as
the projected figure f.ot 1969, then there would be roughly
84,000 unemployed.

The reduction of British military expenditure and the
j.ncrease in the number of unemployed persons were direct
effects of the BriLish military withdrawal. There were aLso
several- indirect effects which had to be taken into account.

rs2 rbid., p.11.

153 Sin Chew Jit poh, May 7, 1971, p.6.
1s4 Ibid., Nov. 8, 1969, p.3.
lss Goh, gp cit, p.16.
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For insÈance, there were tens of thousands of people who

engaged in business and were indirectly employed in support
of British base facilities. people like truck drivers, bus

drivers, shop-keepers, house caretakers, and launderers,
faced financial difficulties when the British military ¡,¡ith_
drawal was carried out. Furthermore, as a result of the
withdrawal of the bases, the government, already engaged in
industrial expansion, had to pay major attention to solve
the problems created by lhe effects of hhe British military
v¡íthdrat¡al, in lhe military as well as economic sphere. In
addition, the confidence of foreign investment would also
become a major problem if there h'as no other reliable mili_
tary arrangement to replace the British role.

Às mentioned above, whether or not the new Five power

Defense Àrrangement couldeffectively provide sufficient
assistance to Singapore's security, the burden of defence
would largely rest on Singapore's Defense Forces. Since
1968, the amount of Singapore,s military spending had been

drastically increased. In 1971, one dollar out of three in
the annual. budget was going to defense and internal secur-
ity. The burden was so heavy that lhe Singapore government

had to reduce its expenditures on social welfare and cul-
tural affairs.

Last but not least, since an increase in the number of
unemployed persons as a result of the British military with_
drawal was expected and did occur, the Singapore government
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took a series of strict measures against non-Singapore citi_
zens, mostly from Malaysia. For instance, restrictions on

the entry of Malaysian citizens who wished to come to
Singapore to look for jobs was imposed by the Singapore gov-

ernment. work permits were requi.red for those who aLready

l¡orked in Singapore, Maì.aysian citizens who worked in
Singapore without work permits were arrested and deported by

the Singapore government. Temporary re-êntry passports were

needed for Singapore citizens r,¡ho wished to go to Malaysia.
On the other hand, the Mataysian government had taken simi-
lar measures against the Singaporeans. Àll these had dam_

aged Singapore-Malaysian reIations.ls6 In sum, the economic

contributions of the British bases had far- reaching effects
on Singapore' s economy.

3.4 TIIE FIVE POTIER DEFENSE ÀRRåNGEME¡IT

The Defense Arrangement of five Commonwealth countries -
Britain, Australia¡ New Zealand, Malaysia and Singapore -
Has a confirmation of the continuing presence of British,
Australian and New Zealand's troops, mainly of air and naval
forces, in the Singapore-Malaysian area, although on a rel-a-
tively smaller scaLe. For the past decade, the Royal

Australian Air and Naval. Forces and the Royal New Zealand

Àir and Naval Forces had been stationed in this area. Their

156 T.S. Lau, "MaIaysia-Singapore Rel-ations: Crisis ofAdjustment, 1965--1968',,- in Journal of Southeast ÁsianHistorv, March 1969, p.33.
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Àir Forcesr together with the British Roya1 Àir Force, were

part of the Commonwealth Far East Air Force. Their naval
ships were attached to and operated v¡ith the Brilish Far

Eastern Fleet. 1s7 During the Indonesian confrontation, both
the Australian and Nev¡ Zealand forces were also engaged in
the fighting in North Borneo and shared the contribution of
the British troops in the defense of Eastern Malaysia,
After the British government decided to withdraw its bases

in t.he Singapore-Malaysian regionf negotiations for a new

five power defense arrangement. were initiated and agreement

¡vas reached at the end of the five-nation defense talks held
in London on Àpril 15 and 16, 1971. The ne¡,¡ defense
arrangement came into force on November 1, 19?1.

The basic nature of the Defense Àrrangement ¡.ras rconsul_

tation" which had implications for the military alignment of
the countries concerned. In the final communigue of the
London Defense TaIksr the Defense Ministers of Britain,
Australia, New Zealand, MaLaysia and Singapore declared that

In the event of any form of armed attack exter_nalLy organized or supported or the threat of suchattack against Malaysia or Singapore, the govern-
ments of the five nations would immediately con_sult together for the purpose of deciding- what
measures would be taken jointly or separately inrelation to such attack oi threãt. r 5B

157

t58

El.+Eg¡! _g!' the Defense Estimates,
H.M.S.O.,1968, P.11.

"New Five Power Defense Arrangementrl
Singapore: Ministry of Culture, May 3,

1968, London:

in The Mi rror .tgtt, l]s,-'
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There were at least three things which the Defense

Ministers did not clarify in t.he communique. First, there
was no provision for future military action, jointly or
separately, even after consultation. In other words, the
use of force was fLexible and was up to individual govern_

ment to decide. Second, the ministers agre.ed bhat ,'the

defense of Malaysia and Singapore was indivisibLe,'. This
could create confusion in the future. F.or example , if.
Malaysia regarded Singapore as a threat to Malaysia's secur_
ity, and requested the other three nations to take a joint
action in relation to such threat, what should these nations
do in such a delicate situation? To inject a hypotheticaL
proposition, if singapore invited the ussR to build a miti_
tary base there, whereas Malaysia considered the Russians
move as a threat to Malaysia's security and inferred that it
was a threat to both Malaysia and Singapore _ because the
defense of Malaysia and Singapore was indivisible _ what

should Britain, Australia and Ne¡+ Zealand do? Obviously,
Singapore would not agree with Malaysia's view. Third, the
communique also did not mention another possibility; that
is, a possible attack or threat of att.ack by Singapore
against Malaysia, or vice versa. Apparently, the Defense
Ministers had assumed that both Malaysia and Singapore would
never attack or constitute a threat of such attack against
one another. However, military conflict between Malaysia
and Singapore in the future might be possible, since rela_
tions between the KuaIa Lumpur and the Singapore governments
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thewere quite unfriendly for many yearsr especially during
early years of separation.l5e

According to the comnuniquer the British, New ZeaLand and
Àustralian forces would continue to be stationed in the
Malaysian-singapore area after the end of. 1971. There wourd
be an Àir Defense Council, comprising one senior representa_
tive of each of the five nations, to be responsible for the
functioning of the integrated air defense system, and to
provide direction to the Comrnander of the integrated air
defense system on matters affecting the organization, train_
ing and development and operabional readiness of the system.
A five-power naval advisory working group had been set up to
deal with naval affairs. The Defense Ministers also decided
to set up a joint consuttative council to provide a forum
for regular consuLtation at the senior official level on
matters relating to the defense arrangement. r6o

Although the five power Defense Àrrangement came into
force on November 1, 1971, the Five power Àir Defense System
began functioning on September 1, 1970. Under this systemf
the air forces of Malaysia and Singapore would still remain
under separate command, whereas the British, Australian and
New Zealand forces would put under the conmand of ÀNZUK
(Àustralian-New zealand-United Kingdom) Joint F,orces

r s s Lau, gp. cit, p. i 7.
r6o Thg^Mirror, Singapore: Ministry of Culture, May 3, 1971,p.22.
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Headquarters. The first Commander-in-Chief was an

Australian generaI.l6l Under the new arrangement, there was

to be 7,000 ANZUK troops stationed in the
Malaysian-Singapore area.

Under the Five power Defense Àrrangement, there would be

no particular identification of a "potential enemy". No

country had been regarded as a real target which might
extend a threat to this area.l62 However, Mr Lee Kuan yew

implied that the Five polrer Defense Arrangement would become

"a powerful cornerstone of Àustralia I NeH Zealand and

American security arrangements". He thought that ',the
Americans had depended upon the British and Britain's allies
to look after the persian GuIf, the Indian Ocean and the
Straits of Ma1acca". Hence, he considered that "the tran-
sition between this sma1l ANZUK presence and some future
arrangement would depend Iargely upon whether the American

regained their self-confidence and took an interest in the
outer worLd beyond the immediate vraters washing her
shores''. I 6 3 According to his analysis, t.he Five poHer

Defense Arrangement was in fact a military alliance which
was to defend the Malaysian-Singapore area undèr the system

of Western defense. Mr Lee also considered thaÈ the main

purpose for stationing British, Àustral-ian and New Zealand

r61 sin Chew Jit poh, october 29, 197 1, p.11.
r62 rbid. I october 17, 1971, Þ.6.
ttt 

TI€:_Mirr9f, Singapore: t'tinistry of Culture, November 29,1971, p.10.
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troops in Singapore and Malaysia was for psychoJ.ogical rea-
sons. He said:

I believe in this thing called the psychological
impact more than the realities of thè -five-põwer.
And the psychological impact of a smal-L ANZUKpresence there wiIl deter any adventurism. Thereal danger is this graduaJ, build-up of guerrilla
insurgency v¡hich was a technigue ¡lhiãh wa! pursued
in South vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, and Thaiiand is
now under pressure. Ànd if they go under, then itwill go south into peninsula t'lalaya. Ànd, infact, in t.hat situation, the troõps won't make
much of a difference. But it's going to take along time for them to come doÌrn, even-if they do.But, in the meanwhile, acts of piracy, acis ofadventurism are Iess Iikeì.y to hapþen.16a

This meant that the purpose of the five porrer Defense

Arrangement was to provide Singapore and Malaysia with pro-
tection from a direct military threat as well as from commu-

nist infiltration.
foreseen that the

occur in thi s area

It meant that Singaporers leaders had

tragedy of Indochina might in the future
and Singapore might now prepare for the

future. Singapore's joining the nev¡ Defense Àrrangement

indicated that t.he Singapore government vras dependent upon

Britain, Australia and New Zealand to deter a threat to its
sec ur i ty.

r64 r bid.



3.5 coNcLusroN

From the foregoing analysis,
may be drawn:
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the fol lowi ng conclusions

( 1 ) Singapore became a British miLitary base in the
1930s. The bases did Iittl-e to defend Singapore during the
Second world war, but they did make a profound military and
economic contribution to the security and stability of the
Malaysian-Singapore area during the post-sar period.

(2) During the Malaysian period (j963-1965), Britain was

a Malaysian defense partner under the AngIo_Malaysian
Defense Àgreement which provided the continued presence of
British bases in Singapore.

( 3 ) Àfter Singapore became independent,
Anglo-Malaysian Defense Àrrangement stilL covered
defense of Singapore.

(4) The new Defense ÀrrangemenÈ was viewed by Singapore,s
leaders as a "powerful cornerstone of Australia, New Zealand
and Àmerican security arrangements and as a military
arrangement to rook after the straits of Malacca on which
the Americans had pJ.aced some importance. Its purpose was

to provide Singapore and Malaysia with protection from a

direct military threat as werr as from communist infiltra-
tion.

the

the
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In conclusion, the British military bases pi.ayed an

important role in maintaining peace and security in this
region. Their military and economic contributions to
Singapore were far-reaching. The new defense arrangement

was taking the place of the British military role in pro_

tecting the Singapore-Malaysian area. The next chapter wiII
examine the validity of the proposition as set for t.his
study.



Chapt,er IV

NONÀLIGNMENT: REÀL OR COMPROMISED?

This chapter will examine the validity of the proposition
that Singapore advertised íhse1f as a nonaligned state, but
lhat its capacity to implement and to impress others that it
was nonaligned was inhibited by the presence of foreign mi1-
itary forces. Compared v¡ith neutraLity, nonalignment is a

more descriptive termr since it corresponds with ¡vhat its
advocates say they are doing, even if their policies reveal
inconsistencies.l6s In other words, a nation may describe
its policy as nonaligned r¡hiIe in practice it may be aligned
with great powers. Thus nonalignment is not an absolute
term. It refers to a strategy of the nonaligned nations in
reLations with major powers of the two blocs: namely, aloof
from bloc conflicts, free from miLitary alliancesr and

refraining from siding diplomatically Ì¡íth any b1oc.

In order to test the validity of this proposition, we

must answer two import.ant questions. The first vras whet.her

the presence of the British bases and the Defense

Arrangement were a part of the Western alliance sysÈem

against international. communism in Southeast Àsia. If it
was sor Singapore should be regarded as a Western aligned

r6s R. Rothstein, Alliances
un iver s i ry preãEl-l 9¡-Ð

and Snall Powers, N.y.: Columbia
P.245.

10s -
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country. Then a second question arises: Was Singapore's
foreign policy compromised through such a military link? In
answering these questions, we have to examine various
aspects of Singapore's external policies. Several indica-
tors wiIl be dealt with. First, did Singapore have any miI-
itary alignment with any great powers? As a nonaligned
country, it should not have any military alignment with any

country. Second, did Singapore have any linkage with the
Southeast Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO) ? As a nona_

ligned country, it should not have any tinkage with it
because SEATO was mainty a pro-Western organization to com_

bat communism in Asia. Third, did Singapore support or try
to persuade the British military to stay in Singapore? As a
nonaligned country, it should not permit or ask foreign
troops to stay in its territory. Fourth, did Singapore sup_

port the United States in the Vietnam War? As a nonaligned
country, it shoul-d not have had any involvement in the East
West dispute. Fifth, did Singapore support neutralization
of Southeast Asia? As a nonaligned state, it should support
and try to carry out the proposal. FinalJ.y, did Singapore
fu1fi1l the criteria set by the First Summit Conference of
Nonaligned Countries? As a nonaligned country, it shouLd

satisfy aI1 the criteria and conditions. FinaIJ.y, the exam-

ination should include Singapore's votes and behaviour in
lhe U.N., its diplomatic recognition patterns and diplomatic
visits.



4,1 MILITÀRY ÀLIGNMENT

ÀIi-iances, according to Morgenthau, are a necessary func-
tion of the balance of power operating within a multiple
state system. He states that

NaÈions À and B, competing with each other, have 3choices in order to maintain and improvå theirreLative power positions. They can inèrease their
oÌrn power; they can add to their own power thepower of other nations; or they can !¡ithhold thepower of other nations from the adversary. Whenthey choose the first choice, they embar-k upon anarmanents race. When they choose the second andthird alternatives, they þursue a policy of alli-
ances, 1 6 6

Were the Anglo-Singapore military relations a type of "sec-
ond choice" for Singapore as described by Morgenthau? If
the answer is positive, then Singapore indeed pursued a pot_
icy of alliances.

At the time of independence, Singapore faced the confron_
tation of Indonesia and a strong potential threat to her
security from Malaysia. The Local communists also main_

tained a highty organized underground network in Singapore.
Singapore's smaIl, inadequately equipped rnilitary could not
cope with these pressures. Traditionally, Singapore's
defense and security had been based on British military pro_
tection. During the coLonial period, Singapore was pro_
tected directly by the British colonial government and also
by the organization of ÀNZAM (Australia, New Zealand and

Malaya). The coordinating arm of ANZAM Þras the ÀNZAM

'" f;oofi'?38åi'Ë:rråPe @ Nations' N'Y': Àlrred
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Defense Committee and the Chiefs of Staff Committee of
Britain, AustraLia and New Zealand. During the Malaysian
period, the Ànglo-Malaysian Defense Agreement (AMDÀ) also
covered the defense of Singapore. Àfter independence,

Singapore's security was stiIl protected by the AMDÀ. In
197 1, a new defense agreement was reached. In the new Five
Power Defense Àrrangement, Singapore aJ.igned militarily with
Britain, ÀustraJ.ia, Nevr Zealand and Malaysia. Thus

Singapore added to her own poÌrer the power of Britain by

permitting the continuing presence of the British bases.

From Singapore's independence in 1965 until 1971 , the
AMDA covered the defense of Singapore. The formaÌ adjust-
ments to Singapore's status as a defense partner were embod-

ied in Àrticle v of the Separation Àgreement.167 In para-
graph 2 of the ArticIe, Malaysia agreed to give ',reasonable
and adequate" assistance for the external defense of
Singapore on the basis of a reasonable and adeguate contri-
bution by Singapore's own armed forces for the same purpose.

Paragraph 3 allorsed Malaysia to retain bases and other
faciLities used by its military forces within Singapore and

to use such bases and facilities for the purpose of external
defense. These two paragraphs formalized ',the concept of
the indivisibility" of Malaysia-Singapore defense. This was

reinforced by paragraph 4 in which both governments pledged

to refrain from entering into any treaty or agreement with â

r 67 "Separation Àgreement t',
Gazette r VoI. VII, Àug.

in State of Sinqaoore Government
9, 1965, p.16.
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foreign country detrimental to the independence and defense
of either government. The mutuality of their defense inter_
ests nas institutionalised by a Joint Defense Council for
the purposes of external, defense and mutual assistance,

Àrticle V preserved the defense status quo bet¡,¡een

Malaysia and Singapore which had provided the originaL stra_
tegic basis for the military assistance rendered by the
ANzAM partners within the extended AMDÀ ¡,¡hire nevertheless
adjusting to Singapore's new status. r6s The status quo was

maintained by Annex B of the Separation Àgreement which sti_
pulated that "any treaty or agreement entered into before
Malaysia Ðay between Malaysia and another country wouLd,

where it applied to Singapore, be deemed a treaty or agree_
ment between Singapore and that countryr,. with AMDÀ in
mind, Annex B further stated that Singapore vroul-d continue
to grant Britain the right !o maintain the bases and facili_
ties occupied by British service authorities and would per_
mit use of these bases and facilities for the "purpose of
assist.ing in the defense and for the preservation of peace

in Southeast Asia'..16s This appeared to preserve a British
interest in the use of the Singapore bases within the SEATO

context. Britain's position was expressed in a statement
issued after discussions on 15 August at Culdrose. The

1: Chin, Eh-e. Pefenge .of Malavsia and Sinqaoore,Singapore : University ot singapõ;ãT;Es,-l ge¿;-Þ::iõã:'
uSeparation- Agreement", in +!g of ginqapore covernmentGazette, Vol. VII, Àug. 9, 196, p.lg.

.l68

t 6s
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statement acknowledged that the Malaysia-Singapore

decl"aration bhat "facilities accorded to British forces
¡,¡ould be unchanged", provided an assurance that 'rwe shoutd

be able to continue bo assist both countries in their exter-
naL defense".lTo Hasluck, then Australian Defense Minister,
indicated in Parliament on 18 Àugust 1965 that the essential
feabures of the situation r¡hich provided the context to
Australiars association with the extended AMDA still
existed. In Hasluck's opinion, t.his constant factor was

reinforced by the existing system of ',combined defense". On

17 Àugust, MaJ.aysia and Singapore announced the establish-
menl of a Combined Defense Council for their common defense

as provided for in paragraph 1 of Àrticle V.

The doctrine of indivisibility had not been affirmed
merely for the consumption of the external powers. r z r

According to Chin, apart from the fact that Malaysia's
external defense was stiIl dependent on the British presence

which was centred on Singapore, neither state's defense

could be seen in complete isolation from the other. He con-
tended that if Singapore became a party to action that jeop-
ardizèd Malaysian security, it would be placed in a position
where its own security would be threatened. In this sensel
Malaysia could no more be defended without Singapore than

Singapore could be defended without Malaysía. In short,

r 7 o Quoted

"1 ¡è_!3.,

in Chin, 9p cit, P.109.

P.111 .
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continuity was emphasized in that part of the Separation
Agreement extending British commitments to Singapore after
1965. Separation left intact. ÀMDÀr s pre-existing struct.ure.
Thus, even after independence, Singapore aligned wiLh

Britain and Malaysia miLitarily through the Separation
Àgreement and the ÀMDA.

In the above analysis, the AMDÀ covered the defense
Singapore after separation in 1965. In this .Agreement,

was stated that

In the event of an armed attack or a lhreat ofarmed attack against any of the territories orforces of the Federation Malaysia or any of theterritories or protectorates óf the u.K. in lheFar East, the governments of Malaysia and of theU.K. would consult together on the measures to betaken jointly or separately to enlist the fullestcooperation between them fór the purpose of meet_ing the situation effectively. r 7 z '

The key word here was 'rconsultation". Did the provision of
ficonsultation" di st i ngui sh the ÀngIo-Mal-aysian miJ.itary
relations from a military alliance? It is doubtful that
there vras much difference. As K. Holsti has pointed out,
"some alliance treaties only spelled out vaguely the type of
response the treaty partners vrould make". For instance, the
ANZUS pact which tied Australia, New Zealand and the United
States into a defense alliance system provided onLy that
each party would ',act to meet the danger in accordance with
its constitutional processes". This treaty contained no

precise military commitments, nor did it prescribe any

of

ir

t72 Boyce, cp cit, p.134.
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course of action to which the parties committed themselves

if one of them was attacked, Similarly, Lhe

.Iapanese-American security treaty of 1960 provided only for
"consultations" between the parties if Japan waS

attacked.rT3 Neither of !hese provisions disqualified the
ÀNZUS pact nor the .lapanese-American security treaty as an

alliance treaty. Hence, the provision of "consul-tation', for
future actions in the AMDA did not disgualify it as a mili-
tary alliance since the Agreement provided mutual military
assistance when necessary, 1? 4 7n summary, the AMDA was a

military alliance. Since Singapore was included in the AMDÀ

as a defense partner, Singapore did engage in military aIIi_
ance with Britain and Malaysia after independence.

After independence, Singapore not onty permitted the
British government to maintain and use its military bases

but also tried to keep the British military presence there
for self defense. It is certain that the Singapore govern_

ment indeed pursued an alliance policy. In June 1967, with
the imminent announcement of a final withdra¡val date, IJèe

Kuan Yew and the prime Ministers of Malaysia, Àustralia and

New Zealand arrived in London to discuss the natter. IJee

himself admitted, f olJ.owing discussions on 27 June, that
Singapore could onJ.y hope to influence the British decision

t73 Holsti, S cit, p.113.

1?a ¡, Burton had listed Malaysia in the category of westernaligned countriès. See Burton, ep cit, pó.9Þ-100.
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marginally.rT5 There was no doubt that Lee wanted to per_

suade his British counterpart to change the withdrawal deci_
sion or to aÈ least delay a complete withdrawal. By

October, when Lee arrived for further discussions in London.

he was still hoping for a token British force in Singapore
by 1975. He envisaged some British personnel remaining to
operate the earLy warning system, and the basing of amphibi_
ous forces being based closer to Singapore than to
Australia.l76 In ,January 1969, Commonwealth Secretary
Thomsonrs visit provoked a sharp response from Lee l¡ho

threat.ened retaLiat.ion including the removal of Singapore's
sterling reserves if sritish forces were ryithdrawn by 1970.

Lee said that he regarded the ¡vithdrawal tinetable as final
and that Singapore had since geared a1t its economic and

military planning to cope with the ¡.¡ithdrawal terminating in
the mid 70s,17 7 Àccording to Thompson, there could be no

reversal of the July announcemen! on withdrawaL by the mid
70s. Nor did ltilson mention any changes when they met in
Decenber 1967. Lee bluntly refused to accept Thompson's
proposals and, in an attempt to reverse the British deci_
sion, decided to see Wi1son personalJ.y. Lee counter pro_
posed a rrNÀTO-type" arrangement whereby Malaysia and

Singapore woul.d provide the ground elements, AustraLia and

New Zealand the support units and the British, perhaps, the

r75 St.rait Times, June 28, 1967, p.6.
176 The Times, Nov. 10, j967, p.10.
1 7 7 St ra i t Tirnes, Jan. 9, 1969 , p,7 ,
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commander-in-chief.17I Lee v¡ent to London once more in 196g.

In London, he emphasized the need for adequate defense
against "a rapacious piratical attack,, and sufficient time
to "develop muscles of my own', so as to assure investors of
continuing security. t7s In summary, al1 the above evidence
shows that Lee not only permitted the British mititary pres-
ence in Singapore, but also tried to insist on the continued
presence of the British military in Singapore. There was no

doubt that Lee wished the British to stay. Às he put it,
"it so happened that I courd not survive without the bases

so I was as keen about the bases as I was keen about the
survival of my countrymenrr. 1 8o

The nabure of the Five power Defense Arrangement was sim_

ilar to that of the AMDA, ¡vith its membership extended to
five nations. Singapore was adjusting to changed circum-
stances. It tended to view regional stabitity as a function
of the invoLvement of the great powers in the region, rather
than as a function of their exclusion. r s r In Singapore's
conception of a balance of povrer system, the five_power
arrangements were relevant since they institutionalized a

certain sphere of commonwearth interest. The three external
poners could also provide a counterweight to Malaysia. They

178 Strait Times, Jan. 10, 1968, p.9.
r7s The Tines, Jan. 15, 1969, Þ.12.
180 ¡u" Statesman, 20 Aug. 1965, p.16.
r8r chin, S cit, p.174.
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agreed to establish an air defense council responsibJ-e for
the functioning of the Integrated Air Defense Syslem (iADS).

In naval and ground operations, the five powers would effec_
tively function as three: MaLaysia, Singapore and the com-

bined ÀNZUK forces. The external forces would have a single
command, and the air component wouLd also be subject to a

five-power command. The shift from the ÀMDÀ to the Five
Pov¡er Defense Arrangement had accompanied the transition of
Malaysia and Singapore from dependence on Britain to their
de facto partnership with the external powers,is2 The fact
that Bri!ain, Australia and New Zealand still stationed
their armed forces in the Singapore-Ma1aysia area ¡ras suffi_
cient to indicate that this defense arrangement was an

extension of the ÀMDÀ, and that it was a military alliance.

It should be noted thaÈ the purpose of each partner to
enter this new alliance was not the same. For instance,
Singapore wished to preserve a minimum presence of the
British, Àustralian and New ZeaLand forces so as to maintain
a porver balance in this region and to prevent any possible
threat to its security from its neighbours. ÀÈ the sane

time it wanted to regain confidence in its economic develop_
ment after the withdrawal of the British bases. For the
British, the new alliance would reduce their heavy burden on

overseas military expenditure and at the same time permit
continuation of their military presence in the

r82 rbid., p.179.
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Singapore-Malaysian area so as to protect its economic

interests. Àlthough the threat of security in this area v¡as

not imminent to Australia and New Zealand, both countries
were taking a greater interest t.here. By joining the new

defense arrangement, they hoped to increase their influence
in this region. For the Malaysians, the defense arrangement
was considered an extension of the AngIo-Malaysian alliance
designed to protect them from communism and any threat to
Malaysia's security. There was another factor which made

the Five Power Defênse Arrangement possible. Às Singapore
and Malaysia had expressed that they had no desire to ally
themselves with the United States, the only possibj-e alter_
native of creating a Western alliance was to bring Britain,
Àustralia and New Zealand into the new military pact.

Given that Singapore was an aligned country wifh military
links with Britain, Àustralia, NeH Zealand and Ma]aysia,
were the military links between Singapore and Britain and

the Five Power Ðefense Arrangement a part of the Western

alriance system against internationar communism in southeast
Àsia? This guestion was largely related to U.S. Àsian
strategy. The basic rationale for American involvement in
Southeast Asia in the post-war period - what Later came to
be called the Domino Theory - was first clearly enunciated
by the U.S. NaÈional Security CounciL in February 1950, when

it decided Èo extend military aid to the French in
I ndochina. The council said



It is important to U.S. security interests, thatqIl practicable measures be taken to prevent
futher communist expansion in Southeast Àsia.Indochina is a key area and is under immediatethreat. The neighbouring countries of Thailand
and Burma could be expected to fall under commu-nist do¡nination if Indochina is controlled by a
communist governnent. The balance of SoutheåstAsia wouLd then be in grave hazard.rs3

Concerning the importance of Malaya and Indonesia, a

Statement of Policy by the same Council stated in early .l 952

that

Southeast Asia, especially Malaya and Indonesia,is the principal world sóurce o-f natural rubbei
and tin, and a producer of petroleum and otherstrateglcaLJ.y important commodities. The Loss ofSoutheast Asia, especially Malaya and Indonesia,could result in such economic anà political pres:
sures in Japan as to make it extrème]y difficultto prevent Japan's eventual accomodatioñ to commu_nism. i8a

The Council concluded that communist domination of alI
Southeast Asia would seriously endanger short term American

security interests. The security risk would escalate in the
longer term.

In the 1960s, a considerable number of top Àmerican offi_
cers accepted the Domino Theory - that all of the countries
of Southeast Asia, from Cambodia to Malaysia, would tumble
automat j.ca1ly into the communist. canp if the Iinchpin, South
vietnam, were knocked out, and that the U.S.'s position in
the rest of the Far East, from Indonesia through the
Philippines to Japan and Korea, would also be irrevocably

.l84

The Washinqlon Post, Feb.9, 1950 , p.20.
Ibid., pp.27-28.

f83
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harmed.l ss As Mr Nixon maintained in 1967 "whatever one

might think of the domino theory, it was beyond question
that without the Àmerican commitment in vietnam¡ Asia would

be a far different ptace".r86 However, he considered that
"the central pattern of the future in U.S,- Àsian relations
might be American support for Asian initiatives". In other
words, he contended, ',to ensure that a U.S, response wouJ-d

be forthcoming, if needed, machinery might be created that
was capable of meeting two conditions: (a) a collective
effort by the nations of the region to contain the threat by

themselves; and , if that effort failed, (b) a colLective
request to the U. S. for ass i stance " . r I7

The formation of the Five power Defense Arrangement,

coincidently if not purposely, suited the Amerícan inter_
ests. Britain was a founding member of SEÀTO. She was a

traditional atty of the United States, atthough both have

refrained from concluding a formal bilateral alliance with
each other. Yet, as Morgenthau observed,

from the proclamation of the Monroe Doctrine in1823 to the attack of pearl Harbour in 1941, ih;thad act.ed, at least in relation to the othei
European nations, as if they were allied.rsB

r85 Ibid. I p.2s4.

r 86 R. Nixon, "Àsia Àfter Vietnam',,
October , 1967 | P.26.

187 rbid., p.l1s.
t88 Morgenthôur 9Þ c it, p.175.

in Foreiqn Àf f airs,
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Both Àustralia and New Zealand were also founding members of
SEATO and both concluded the ÀNZUS pact with the U.S.,
According to Teune and Synnestvedt's finding, Bri!ain,
Australia and New Zealand were respectively the second,

third and fourth ',most aì.igned" countries with the U.S. in
rank order . I 8 e According to the ÀMDA and the Separat ion
Àgreement, the British bases would not only be used for the
defense of Singapore, but also for the defense of Malaysia,
for Commonwealth defense and for ',the preservation of peace

in Southeast Àsia',. Coincidently, "the preservation of
peace in Southeast Àsia,' was also the main purpose of the
SEATO in which Britain and her two Commonwealth partners,
Australia and New Zealand were founding members.

Casey, then Australian External Affairs Minister, indi_
cated that the Àustralians ¡,¡ould still be part of SEATO's

strategic reserve.l90 Since Malaya was the one place with
Àustralian and New Zealand forces, this coordinated shift in
emphasis enhanced perceptions of the significance of a

sEATo-oriented Maraya. The New Zearand Externar Affairs and
Defense MinÍster stated that their Malayan-based battalion
wourd play "a fine brigade rore in t.he case of communist
aggression anywhere in the arear' . i 9 r Menzies r then

l8e Teune and Synnestvedt, in Friedman (ed. ),Intgfnational politics, Boston: AIly and
p .324 ,

r e o The Times, March 20, 1 956, p. g .

rsr Quoted in Chin, gp cit, p.30.

Allianceb in
Bacon Inc. ,
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Àustralian Prime Minister, in turn forthrightly declared
that Australian forces deployed in Malaya would be "con-
stantly related to SEATO defenser.1s2 Menzies' remarks

reflected attempts to demonstrate Australia's good faith in
SEÀTO in containing communism in the region. Article III of
the AMDÀ refLected the r+ider strategic interests of the
Commonwealth partners by stating that in return for the
U.K,'s assistance in external- defense (ArticIe I) and in the
training and development of the Federation's armed forces
(¡rticle Il), the Federation would grant the U.K, the right
to maintain in Malaya such navaI, land and air forces
including a Common$¡ea1th Strategic Reserve for the fulfiI-
ment of Commonwealth and international obligations. rs 3 To

the ÀNzAM partnersr these ',obligations" obviously referred
to the SEÀTO commitments. Thus there was a de facto
Malaysian and Singapore association with SEATO. In 195g1

the Tungku had in fact admitted an "indirect SEATO link',,
but chose to focus on the area of commitment in ¡,¡hich Malaya

would be involved if one of the British Far East dependen-

cies (such as Singapore) vrere attacked because of British
involvement in a SEÀTO war.re4

ls 2 Commonwealth parliamentarv
Sept. l9, .1957 , p.52.

Debates, vol . tb,

rs3 Quoted in Chin, oÞ cit, p.32.
tsa llalale¡1 .- leqislative Council Debates,

Dec.11 ,1958, p.32 .
Vol. 2,
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Singapore's strategic importance to the ANZAM partners
was enhanced after AMDÀ vras formed. Singapore provided the
loophole through which units of the Commonvrealth Strategic
Reserve could be redeployed for SEATO purposes. The improv-
ing counter-insurgency situation in Malaya i-ed, in early
1959, to a shift in the emphasis of the CommonweaLth

Reservers role towards garrison duties, Às a s!rategic
reserve, its SEÀTO connections becane even more discernible,
Indeed at SEÀTO's founding conference, Britain pressed

strongly for the siting of SEÀTO headquarters in Singapore

as opposed to the Philippines's preference for Manila. 1 s s

Singapore's strategic importance gave Brit.ain a special
interest in the security of the bases there - an interest
reinforced by Singapore's internal unrest of the mid-50s

when communist agitation intensified along a broad front.
Às S. Lloyd, then the F.oreign Secretary of Britain, said at
the time: "We need Singapore now more than ever". te6

The deployment of the Commonwealth Strategic Reserve
(CSR) in anti-terrorist operations in Malaya were stationed
under the terms of AMDA. From the ANZAM' s point of view,
they generally tended to draw a SEÀTO connection. The

British were looking for a suitable site for training a

strategic reserve. FoJ.lowing an observation tour of North

ts5 G, -Modelski_(ed. ), S-EdIg, Canberra: Cheshire pty Ltd. r1962, P. 107 .

Quot.ed by À. MarshaIl, 
- Ei¡Sepo r-Ê LeqisLative Àssemblv

Debates ¡ vol..1, June 6, 1959, p.29, 
-

t96
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Borneo in early 1959 and discussions between the British F,ar

East Land Forces and the North Borneo government, lhe vast
undulating country in the Kota Be1ud district was confirmed
as a "training area for British army units stationed in
Malaya and Singapore',. 1e7 The first SEATO amphibious exer_
cises involving ÀNZAM and U.S. forces was conducted in June

1959 in Kota Be]ud. In 1961, sEATo exercises were again
held near Kota Belud, The extension to the Butter!¡orth run_
way and the reinforcement of the base by more Australian jet
bombers and fighters fitted into the SEATO oriented forward
defense postures of Àustralia and New Zealand. Às the
Commanding Officer of Canberra RAAF rather cautiousty told
Penang Rotarians in tøarch 1959, Àustralian air forces in
Butterworth were in immediate readiness to fuIfil SEATO

obligations. 1e I

The Laos crisis in ÀpriI 1961 amply demonstrated the sig_
nificance of AMDA's Article III, which v¡as deemed to provide
"the loophole of technical v¡ithdrawal', for the CSRrs rede-
ployment from Singapore at short notice for SEÀTO purposes,

Similar1y, during a further Laos crisis in May .l 962, CSR air
detachments were dispatched to Thairand which was threatened
by the proximity of communist forces and their operations in
neighbouring Laos. AI,4DÀ's ArticLe VIII in effect linked
Malaya indirectly with sEATo. It could operate because

rs7 ç9]9JBJ of North Borneo,
lss strait Times, March 12,

Ànnual ReÞort 1958 ¡ p. 1 .

1959, p.9.
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Britain retained control- over the Singapore bases.
Àccording to Chin, Singapore was, in the general pubJ.ic

view, though not in a strict technical sense, a "SEÀTO

base'', I s s Nev¡ Zealand's Defense Review clearly mentioned

SEATO as one area "of primary strategic interest" and

decLared that the ground elements of the CSR would assume

"the role v¡hich that implies - that of a contribution to a

standing force ready to counter communist aggression in
Southeast Asia".20o Indeed, the "international obligations"
which the CSR ¡las to fulfil ¡,¡ere then sufficient to give
Malaya and Singapore a SEATO association. Singapore was a

Western aligned country. Hence, it was beyond doubt that
the British-Malaysian-Singapore military link and then the
Five Power Defense Àrrangement were coincident \,rith the U.S.
Asian alliance policy and therefore, they ¡rere a part of the
western alLiance system against internationat communism in
Southeast Asiô. Thus, the U.S.'s three allies, Britai.n,
Australia and New Zealand, were taking the U.S. position as
protectors for Singapore-MaLaysia security.

199

200

Chin, 9p cit, p.53.

"Review of Defense Policy, 1961", in New ZealandJournal of t.he House of RepresentativeÐ VõI . î,
Ànnual

pp.4-6.
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4.2 NEUTRÀLITY IN OUESTION

In reality, there were few instances which had indicated
that Singapore vras nonaligned in the CoLd War context. Its
official declaration of pursuing a nonaligned foreign policy
and its attendence of the Summit Conference of Nonaligned

Countries, could onLy be counted as superficial commibments

to nonaJ.ignment. Other examples, such as accusat.ions

directed against the British and the Àmercians, ¿lid not
affect Singapore's relations with Britain and the United
S!ates. Moreover, Singapore's trade and diplomatic rela-
tions with communist countries did not particuJ.arly indicate
that she was nonaligned, since many of the aligned coun!ries
had also relations !¡ith the communist countries. The previ-
ous section indicaled that, militarily, Singapore aligned
vrith the West. In this section, the discussion wilL deal
with Singapore's policy and attitudes on CoId War issues
related to Singapore,s security and national interests. In
these terms as we1l, the argument will be that Singapore was

in fact not neutral at all but, instead, aligned with the
West.

' After gaining admission to the U.N. and the Commonwealth

and gaining better understanding of the difficulties in
dealing with external and internal affairs, pAp Ieaders
turned their attention to Singapore's economic situation,
namely trade relations and foreign investment. Since the
end of 1966, aE least three developments had caused the gov*
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ernment to mellow its so called "anti-Western" attitudes and

to change its "nonai_igned" attitude towards worLd affairs
professed during the early months of independence.

The first was the publication of the British Defense

Review in February 1966. The RevieÌ,, proposed a drastic
reduction of British overseas forces. Although it stated
that the bases ín Singapore and Malaysia wouLd be retained,
the government believed that the British presence would
probabLy not last beyond 1980.201 There was speculation that
the U.S. was the best available alternative in Singapore's
search for a new defense partner. During the visit of E.

Black, then a U.S. presidential Àdviserf to Singapore in
November 1966, Singapore had bartered support for future
U.S. aid,202 pressure on the government increased when the
British Labour Government announced in JuIy 1967 that
British military forces would be withdrawn completely by

mid-1970. Later the date of complete withdrawal was put
back to the end of 1971.2o3 tn addition to going to Britain
to request the British government to postpone the date of
complete withdrawal, Mr Lee went to Washington for the pur_
pose of "inviting American investment',. During his visit to
Washington, Lee gave ', unprec eden ted', support to the U.S.

201 H..Chan, Singapgre: The politics of Survival, Singapore:University of Singapore press, I ge0,-Þl-ì€-5.
2o2 Ibid.
203 

++Eg$€ n! on Defense Estimates, 1968, London: H.M.S.O.,Þt
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presence in Vietnam, He expressed the belief that ',sudden
U.S. r,¡ithdrawal- f rom Southeast Asia ¡rouLd be disastrous,,.2o4
He also said that the sensitive former coroniar countries of
Southeast Asia might very weII prefer a permanent American
military presence.2o5 Given the British intention !o with-
draw completely from Singapore, Lee's visit to the U.S. was

cLear).y an attempt to gauge the extent to which the U.S. was

prepared to advance political and economic aid t.o Singapore.

As a country which benefitted from the status quo,

Singapore preferred a strong American presence to deter
Chinese or other communist inroads in Southeast Àsia.2o6 One

of the Singapore's f or.eign policy objectives is to prevent
the domination of Southeast Asia by any communis! countries.
Thusr Singapore was clearly pursuing an aJ-ignment policy by

inviting an U.S. presence in the region to balance the com_

munist influence there. For example, Lee advocated a con_
tinuing American presence in Thailand,

Before the communists.could. get â communist MalayPeninsula, Thailand might either be communist, ;;wiLling to go atong wirh it. rr was i.mloiranlthat the Thais should be psychologically ,uã"sui"ãthey were not being abañdõned. - tf -there 
wereÀmerican presence in Thailand, the thais would-bèassured that the Nixon Doctrine of supplying ur^iand economic aid would apply to ¡¡.*. zõ? - -

Josey, gB cit, p.594.

Chan, 9p cit, p.196.

C. Morrison and À. Suhrke ILondon: Oxford University press,

The Mirror, 6 Nov. 1972, p,21 .

Stratçqies of Survival,
P. 184.

20 4

20 5
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Further evidence could be cited to show that Singapore
was pursuing a Western alignment foreign policy, According
to Singapore's Foreign Minister, Singapore and Thailand
agreed on the importance of a continuing Àmerican presence
in Thailand because "none of us snar.] countries courd defend
oursel-ves in an attack. we had to, therefore, have one or
the other big powers to be with usr'.208 Lee continued to
expound on the same theme in the U.S. - warning the
Americans that opting out of southeast Àsia meant opting out
of the Indian Ocean and Asia, and that her global influence
would shrink. Aside from the special concern of Thailand,
Lee desired a continued Western naval presence in the
Pacific and Indian Oceans. Singapore's leaders seemed opti_
mistic that the economic and strategíc int.erests of the U.S.
would sustain such a naval presence and that Japan at some

future time might also develop a navaL presence in the
area.2oe If Singapore was really a nonaligned country, it
should advocate the withdrawal of American presence in the
area. On the contrâry, Singapore supported such a presence.
This ís consistent with the pursuit of a Western alignment
poi-icy.

To understand Singapore's view of the U.S. role in the
vietnam I'lar, it was important to remember that first of arr-
Lee was anti-communist; second, he was a pragmatist.2to

208 Banokok post, 11 Jan. 19?3, p,3.
20s Far Eastern Economic Review, 13 Àug. 1973, p.6.
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Lee's understanding of how communists operated probably con_
vinced him that an early U,S. withdrawal- wouLd lead to a

communist victory in Vietnam and provide fresh encouragement

to locaL communist parties elsewhere in Southeast Asia. By

this time, it was clear that Singapore's foreign policy had

moved rapidly out of the nonaligned camp and Lee no longer
highlighted his speeches with anti-Àmerican criticisms. To

appreciate why Lee decided to make this Íunneutral', contri-
bution to the U.S. side in the Vietnam war, it is necessary
to examine Singapore's interests in the matter more c1ose1y.
One of Singapore's foreign poJ.icy main objectives was to
secure a strong and dependable defense partner. As we have

discussed before, Singapore failed to persuade the British
to drop their military withdrawal plan. Therefore, Lee

wanted the U.S. to stay in the region to defend against any
communist aggression.

Aside from security, economic benefits also encouraged
Singapore's leaders to support the American presence in
Vietnam. Singapore had made great economic profits, both
from a drastic increase of her trade with South Vietnam and
from tourism. In terms of trade between Singapore and South
Vietnam, Singapore was in the t$renty fifth position in 1963.

Àfter the escalation of the war in 1965, Singapore's posi_
tion jumped to the fourteenth. Two years 1ater, she was in
the fifth position. The irnportance of South vietnam in

2to chan, gp cit, p.44.
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Singapore's foreign markets jumped from the thirteenth
position in 1961 ho the seventh position in 1967.211 In
terms of balance of payments, Singaporers exports to South

Vieinam exceeded her imports from this country by SS bO.g

million in 1964, and by 1967 this figure had jumped to Sg

303.1 milJ.ion, 600% higher than it was three years before.
During Èhe period (1959- 1969), more than four fifths of
Singapore's exports to South vieLnam were petroleum prod-
ucts. Singapore's main imports from Vietnam were rice and

rubber before 1965, but after 1965, the Iatter not only
ceased to export rice but was importing 653,000 tons of rice
from her neighbours by 1968. Furthermore, South Vietnamese

rubber production had been reduced by more than two thirds
between 1964 and 1968.212 The main import during this period
vtas scrap iron. There is a direct relationship bet¡,reen

these aspects of Singapore's foreign trade and the escaLa_

tion of the Vietnam !{ar.

Another impact of the escalation of the lrar on

Singapore's economy was the increase of Àmerican tourists,
about 25 to 30s. of whom were Àmerican soldiers who came to
Singapore for vacation. In 1967, for instance, American

soldiers spent Sg 14 million in Singapore. The stage had

been set by Mr Lee's frank talks with w. Bundy, then the
U.S. Àssistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Àffairs,

C. Lim-, "Singapore Economy and Vietnam War", in Sin ChewJit Poh, Jan. 1, 1971, p.1 .

rbid.212
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on the Vietnam issue during his visit to Singapore in early
March 1966, During the talks, the tlro officials concluded
an agreement on the use of Singapore as a rest and recrea_
tion centre for U.S, troops stationed in vieÈnam. Based on

the above economic benefits, Singapore modified its nona_

1igned position by supporting the Àmerican presence in
Vietnam.

The third development which showed Singapore's Western
ali.gned poticy was a side effect of the British decision to
withdra!, militarily from the Singapore-Malaysian area. The

complete !¡ithdrawal of British forces, in an economic sense,
had two implícations. First, it meant that thousands of
people who worked directly or indirectly for British bases
faced unemployment within three or four years. Secondly, it
meant Singapore as a whole wouLd lose about Sg 480 miLlion a

year starting from 1968 as a result of the British pull out.
The city was a product of European coloniaLism, Iinked
strongly through the British Empire to the mother country
and to a system of international relations and a world econ_
omy in r¡hich Britain was for many years the preponderant
element.213 Às the centre of British civilisation, commerce

and power in Southeast Asiar Singapore depended upon free
access to the resources and markets of Britain for its eco_
nomic prosperity. The British military withdrawal and the
separation of Singapore from Malaysia left the city without

2r3 Morrison and Suhrke, oÞ cit, p..l 71
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an economic hinterland. The traditional pattern of
commodity movements became subject to the r,¡ills of other
countries of the region. tnasmuch as Singapore's neighbours
needed first of all to provide for their own economic

advancement, they were basically hostile to Singapore,s eco_
nomic role and interests in the region.

To soLve these prob).ems, Singapore acceleraLed the indus_
trialization process so as to create nev¡ jobs and to
increase the gross national income. To achieve this tárget,
singapore had to seek more foreign investment. Anti-western
attitudes and nonaligned poJ.icy lrere not practical, as for_
eign capiLal would obviously come from the West. Soviet
trade and aid ¡,¡ere not very attractive to Singapore since
Soviet goods and products ?rere not competitive enough in
guality or price as compared wit.h the western industriarized
countries such as the U.S. and ,lapan. Soviet repair and

maintenance services were not adeguate. Besides, Soviet aid
had too many political strings attached to it, and the
inconvertibility of Soviet rubLes into hard currency made

trade difficult. Another obstacLe of Soviet trade v¡as

Moscowrs refusaL to provide preferential access to socialist
bloc markets for Third Wor1d products. The USSR claimed
itself not to be responsible for third World poverty, and

there was thus no reason why it had to provide such a pref_
erence to the Third World. It was with these background
factors in mind that Mr Lee tried to moderate his
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anti-American attitude and gave support to the U.S. presence

in Vietnam before he went to New york, Chicago, Los Àngeles

and San Francisco to meet 150 businessmen in October
1967.214

ln order to look at Singapore's orientation, it might. be

also instructive to reaLize its massive economic links \.,ith
the West, At the beginning of the 1960s more than a third
of the gross domestic product was derived from the entrepot
trade and British miJ.itary spending. Hor.rever, during the
1960s, Singapore suffered three dramatic setbacks: the
Indonesian confrontation campaign of. 1963-1966¡ the separa-
tion from the Malaysian market in 1965; and the British gov-
ernment's decision in 1968 to withdra!¡ its forces from the
island. The Indonesian confrontation meant the official
suspension of trade with a major partner, as well as a gen_

eral decline in business confidence, Expulsion from
Malaysia dealt a fatal blow to many of the infant. manufac-

turing industries, notably motor-car assembJ.y, which had

been set up in Singapore on the assumption that they would

serve the pan-Malaysian market. 2 1 s The uncertainty which
followed over the financial relations between the two coun-
tries gave pause to investment. The British military with-
drawal meant an increase in unemployment and a reduction of
British spending in Singapore.

214 chan, sp cit, p.186.

2r5 D.__wi1son, The Future Role of SinqaÞore, N.y. ! praeger,
1975t P,77.
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In order to solve these economic probl-emsr a Bases

Economic Conversion Unit r¡as established, and every effort
vras made to see Èhat the physical facilities ¡,¡hich vrere

originaJ.ly designed for military purposes could be construc_
tively utilized for commericial opera!ions. For instance,
the Royal Naval Dockyard at Sembav¡ang became a government_

owned shipyard managed under contract by Swan Hunter, a

British businessman. The oiI boom v¡as an unexpected bonus
for the Singapore government at a time of great anxiety and
need. There came a sudden influx of Americans, both indi_
viduaLs and corporations, following the hunt for oi1 in
Southeast Àsian v¡âters. Betrreen l5O and 200 companies
involved in some aspect of the oil industry established
offices or appointed representatives in Singapore since
1969.2 r6 The size of the American community tripled in that
period.2rT Singapore had become a regional centre for more

than the oiì. company. Caterpillar tractors were stocked
there, with 70,000 component parts in a computerized inven_
tory for delivery to 19 countries ranging from India to
south Korea and New Zearand.2rB À number of Àmerican firms
folLowed suit in selecting Singapore as a base for commer_

cial purposes, and in 1968, a number of American and
European banks joined with some Local banks in forming the
Àsian Dollar market. Singapore aJ-so encouraged western

216 rbid. , p. go.

2 r 7 rbid.
2 r I Jbid.
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investment in advanced light industries. Investments by

such corporations as plessey, Beecham, Rolleiwerke, Siemens,

Ðutch PhiJ.ips, Ishikawajima-Harima Industries, Mitsubishi,
and GeneraL Electric ensured the production of 15,000 ton
Freedom ships, camaras, electric-apptiance manufacturing
equipment, telephones, Tv sets and similar high-technology
capital intensive goods,2ls A Swedish machinery exporter had

all its meters made in Singapore and f lo¡vn to Sweden for
insertion into the final product, À Dutch firm made all its
production machinery in Singapore for use in all its facto_
ries throughou! the wor1d, incJ.uding Holland itself. Broken
Hills Proprietary, the iron and steel corporation, assisted
Singapore's modest steeL milt in its expansion. À leading
Àustralian industrialist had been an active adviser to the
PAP government on its economic development. Singapore v¡as

also the first foreign country in which the Melbourne Herald
and Weekly Times group, one of the Iargest newspaper pub_

lishers in Àustralia, invested.22o Singaporeans had begun to
look as much to the U.S. as to Britain for higher education,
technical training, foreign aid, foreign investment, diplo_
matic understanding and support, while Àustralia was fav_
oured by Singaporeans for professional training, especially
in accountancy, engineering, medicine and dentistry.
Compared to the trade with the Western countries, the trade
between Singapore and the Eastern countries was negligible.

21e I bid.
220 I bid. I p.26.
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to Singapore from the communist
states were M$ 256 millions, but the imports from Western
countries v¡ere MS 3r907 miIIions.22 r The total exports to
communist states in the same year were Mg 331 miltions, but
the total exports to Western countries were much larger: MS

3,004 mi. IIions.222 Ln 1971, the total exports to communisL

countries were only S$ 390 millions, and the total imports
from communist states were S$ 723 millions.223 However, the
total exports to and imports from Western countríes were Sg

5,000 millions and Sg 8,010 millions respective1y.224 Thus,
in summary, singapore had a croser economic rerationships
with the Western countries than with the communist states.

The withdrawat of support for China,s admission to the
United Nations betrveen 1966 and 1g7O also reflected
singapore's alignment poricy wit.h the west. on the issue of
China's membership in the U.N., Singapore voted in favour of
Beijing's admission in .l 965 and abstained in each of the
foLlowing five years. The fl-uctuating policy of Singapore
on the China issue in the United Nations might no! be in
itself viewed as an unfriendly attitude towards China.
However, at least two sensitive events which had happened in
Singapore indicated that the abstention taken by Singapore

221 p. Boyce,
Diplomacv,

222 I bid.
223 wilson, gp

224 r bid.
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on China's seat in the U.N. might. not be a simple action.

First, in earty 1969, due to the cool response of
American businessmen in Singapore's search for foreign
investment, Mr Lee went to the U,S. again in order to
encourage American investment. During his visit, the pAp

government took legal action against the Bank of China and

ordered all other banks not to accept cheguing accounbs

transferred from the Bank of China, The dispute between the
Singapore government and the Bank of China was not sebtled
until after Mr Lee came back from the U.S.. Singapore's
action ¡,¡as viewed by the Headguarters of the Bank of China
in Beijing as an "unfriendly and hostile action".22s
However, poLitical observers in Singapore considered the
action against the Bank of China as a devíce "to creai_e
poLitical and bargaining capital during the prime Minister,s
trip to the United States't. 2 2 6

Second, in May 1971, the Singapore government appJ-ied the
InternaL security Àct to arrest without trial four newsmen

of Nanyanq Siano Pao, one of the two leading Chinese daity
nelrspapers in Singapore. The reason given by the pÀp gov_

ernment was t.hat this newspaper had reported in the past
several fnonÈhs too much news on China. zz? They were also
charged with deliberately trying to build up an image that

22s Radio Beijing
226 Chen Sien pao,

227 Ibid., May 13,

news broadcast in May, 1969.

May 8, 1969, p.12.

1971, p.8.
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the Chinese language and culture were fighting for survival
in Singapore. One of the offending editoriai-s argued that,

Southeast Asia in the future would be mainly ofChinars and Japan's sphere of inf l-uence. If therewere people stiIl dreaming about the 
"up.u^u"y oithe ^English language, they had betiei ;"k;' ;;now.228

À second editorial stated: "Since Singapore was too small a

naLionr the most important influence on its political market
quotation might be the v¡aters around it (China) instead of
itse1f". 2 2e The arrest of these editors Ìras forrowed immedi-
ately by accusations that communist money from Hong Kong was

behind the Eastern Sun. The senior staff immediately
resigned and the newspaper closed. Within a few days, an

attack was launched on the Sinqapore Herald, on information
supplied from abroad that foreign money was being put in to
control the newspaper through East Malaysia and Hong Kong.
These actions were viewed by observers as a move to pLease

the Àmericans.23o

It might be argued that these incidents were merely
Singapore's domestic affairs and that they had no interna_
tional significance. It seerned, however, that since the
timing of these incidents was coincidental with Singapore,s
pro-American policy, we could not sirnply consider them as
merely domestic affairs. These actions had obviously dam_

228 Quoted in Morrison and Suhrke, 9p cit, p.177.
22s I bid.
230 Chen Sien pao, May 20, 1971, p.6.
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aged Singapore's relations with China. In terms of its
pro-American policy, as discussed above, the Singapore gov_

ernment had expressed its support of the U.S. presence in
Vietnam and considered that the sudden withdrawal of the
U.S. forces from the area would be disastrous. This series
of pro-American and anti-China policies would no doubt dam_

age any possibirity of establishing normal relations between
singapore and china. In short, since these anti-china meas-
ures r.¡ere carried out at the same time as its pro_American
policy, it might be speculated that Singapore tried to
please the Americans in order to obtain more U.S, aid and
investment through Lee's visit of Washington.

Singapore's decision to establish diplomatic relations
with Israe] in 1968 was al-so viewed as a pro_western move.

It was hard to know exact1y why the government made such a

sensitive decision which lras no doubt regarded by the Arab
World as welL as Muslim Malaysia as a hostile action. Since
independence, singapore had maintained trade relations with,
and received technical and military assistance from Israel.
PAP leaders once compared Singapore's geographical and
political position with Israel.'s and considered that both
countries were facing a similar situation, that is, both
were small nations and were facing a huge ethnic popuJ.ation
which was basically hostile to them.23i In 1ate .1 965, at
Singapore's request, the Israeli government sent an expert

231 Josey, 9p g_!!, p.5Bz.
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in youth movements to Singapore, serving as the principaJ- of
the Youth Leadership Training Centre which was to train
youth l-eaders from the people's Àssociation and trade
unions' Àfter 1965, several instructors of the Àrmed Forces
Training Institute !¡ere sent to Israel for practical train_
ing, and after 1967, more than tÍro dozen Israeli military
advisers assisted military training at the Institute in
Singapore. Lee's tendency to visualize Singapore as Israel
in Southeast Asia suggests that Lee believed Singapore, like
IsraeL, needed strong U.S. backing to survive amidst its
ethnically host i 1e neighbours. zsz

Singapore al-so was not very enthusiastic about the ',neu_
tral i zat ion of Asia" idea. Singapore's att i tude was

reflected in the first president's speech in the parliament
soon after independence. "So many of our neighbours", he

said, "and we ourselves would not have had a separate exis_
tence if purely Àsian forces were to settle the shape of
decolonized Asia". 2 3 s ¡.¡u was referring to the 1963_65 con_
frontation with Indonesia, which without the opposition of
British arms could well have reduced Singapore to an adjunct
of Indonesia.23a The impJ.ication was that Singapore pre_
ferred the presence of foreign military power I namefy

British or Àmerican, in the region to protect Singapore,s

232 chan, oÞ cit, p.45,

233 The Times, London, 9 Dec. 1965, p.7.
234 wilson, e gi!, p.79.
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security and the regionts st.ability. Given that her need to
keep the more distant big powers in play in order to mini_
mize the risk of pressure by her immediate neighbours and
her highly pragmatic and business- oriented approach to dip_
lomacy, there was strong pressure for Singapore to react
skepticaJ.ly to Maraysia's proposar for the neutrarization of
Southeast Àsia. Singapore's reaction to the Malaysian pro_
posal echoed Indonesianrs in saying that the first priority
was for Southeast Asia to put its own house in order; and

only then coul-d the big powers be invited to formally recog_
nize the region's desire to be declared neutra1.235

Àccording to T. Koh, a former ambassador to the U.N., the
majority of the nations of Southeast Asia preferred to rely
on policies of alignment, of aLliance with powers outside
the region or on the potential maneuvers of dipJ.omacy. zso

The Indonesian Foreign Minister, MaIik, argued that there
were five preconditions for the realization of a neutral
Southeast Asia: (1) the countries in the area had to be

ready !o cooperate i (2) Èhey had to minimize conflicts and
differences; (3) they had to refrain from taking sides in
big power conflicts; (4) they should not invite external
powers into t.he region to solve internal disputes; (5) there
had to be national resilience and regional cohesion.2s?

'-- lbrcl.
2,u JIr. rimes, 19 Jan¡ 1972, p.10,
237 guoted in Wilson, 9p cit, p.gg.
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singapore's readers observed that the rast tÌro of these
conditions were targets rather than ',reaLities", and that
until they were realized, "neutralization" might remain
Iargely a topic of discussion and debate. 2 3 s Singapore's
view on neutralizâtion was simply expressed by its Foreign
Minister after the Kuala Lumpur Declaration: ',We are a1l
agreed on the concept itself. To be quite frank, we all
have different approaches to this goa1".2ss Singapore's
approach was almost always in favour of retent ion of
American military supporb in the region as opposed to neu_

tralization. In short, SingaporeanS v¡ere fundamentally
skepticar about neutrai-ization because the pre-conditions
for the successful reaLization of the proposal had been

absent in Southeâst Àsia. Although Singapore agreed with
the neutralization proposal in principle, she in reality
supported and advocated the American presence in the region.
The evidence clearly shows the pro-Western orientation in
Singapore's alignment foreign policy.

Further evidence could be cited to show Singapore,s
pro-Western alignment policy. The criteria set by the pre_
paratory meeting held in Cairo in 1961 as the basis for
inviting countries to the Belgrade Conference of Nonalighed
Countries, can be applied to Singapore to see whether it
guaJ.if ies as a nonaligned country. These criteria are

238 New Nation, Singapore , 24 OcL.
2ss Far Eastern Economic Review, 4

1973, p.14.

Dec . 1971 , p.26,
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appropriate because they Here set for the first nonaligned
conference to determine which countries should be invited
and also because t.his was the originai. idea of what nona-

lignment policy was in the minds of the nonaligned leaders
in the early 1960s. If our judgement was based on these
rules of conduct, Singapore should be disqualified as a

nonaligned country. Among these rules, the conduct of
Singapore's foreign affairs during 1965-71 had been incon-
sistent with two of them. First, Singapore was, as pointed
out in the previous section, aIIied militarily lrith the U.K.
and Malaysia between 1965 and 1971. Second, the Singapore
government had publicly expressed its support of the U.S.
involvement in Indochina and granted the American forces who

had been fighting in Vietnam the right to use Singapore as a

rest and vacation base. Lee had publicly st.ated that he

would like to see a continuing American involvement in this
region. Moreover, Singapore had been supplying annually
hundreds of millions of dollars of Har material for South

Vietnam, whereas she had no trade relations with North
vietnam. Singapore had indeed taken sides in the cold war -
even in a shooting vrar as it was in Indochina - and publicly
involved herself in East West. disputes. Furthermore, the
government not only permitted the presence of British bases

in its territory, but also invited the British, Àustralia
and New Zealand troops to be stationed in Singapore. Thus

the conduct of Singapore's foreign affairs during 1965-71

had indeed been in contradiction with the rules set by the
preparatory meeting of the 1961 Belgrade Conference.
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H. Teune and S. Synnestvedt have suggested that military
agreements' unweighted in terms of the amount of commiLment

they involve, are a pov¡erful discriminatory indicator of
alignment. They conLend that certain types of military
agreements, for example, bilateraJ. or multi_Ìateral, cen_
tralized or decentratized, might prove to be a more criticaL
test of alignment. 240 The presence of British military
bases, the extension of AMDA to the Five power Defense
Arrangement in which Singapore was a founding member, pro_
vided strong evidence that Singapore was a part of the
Western alLiance system in Southeas! Àsia against communism.

From a miJ.itary point of view, Singapore h,as an alLy of the
I.lest.

Teune and Synnestvedt also suggest

indicators of a nation's alignments (1)
(2) diplomatic recognition patternsi and

its by heads of states and of government

persons.

three other sets of
votes in the U.N.;

(3) dipLomatic vis-
and other impor tant

In the first category, official records of the U.N.
General AssembJ.y showed that Singapore was comparatively
inactive in the general debates. Relatively few speeches
were made by Singapore's representatives, even on some crit_
ical issues. For instance, the Singapore representative
made no speech on the Middle East Crisis in the sth

240 Teune and Synnestvedt I e cíL, p.32g.
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Emergency Session of the U.N. General Àssembly ín 1967,2a1

Nor did the Singapore representative speak out in the 23rd
session of the Generar Assembly which deart with the soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia.2a2 Furthermore, Singapore did
not join very often v¡ith other nations to initiate draft
resolut ions in the General Assembly. By and Iarge,
Singapore's position in the U.N, was in Iine v¡ith that of
the nonaligned nat i ons,

However, Singapore did not follow the nonaligned coun_

tries alL the time in the U.N.. For instance, Singapore was

absent when the General Assembly voted on December 21, i965
on the Resolut iôn of economic sanct ions aga inst South
Àfrican poi.icies of apartheid.243 She also abstained on the
December 18r 1965 Resolution denouncing the violation of the
fundamentaL rights and freedoms of the people of Tibet.
singapore arso abstained on bhe resorution which calred on

India and Pakistan to bring about a ceasefire and withdraw
their troops to their own borders. In these terms,
Singapore's behaviour in the U.N. did not provide a clear
indication of t.he tendency of her alignment.

24r U.N. General Assernbly, Official Records,
Sess ion, 1967 , p.45.

2 4 2 rbid. , 23rð session, .l 969, p. gO.

243 U.N. Year Book, 1965, Vol . 1, p.92.

5th Emergency
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In terms of diplomatic recognition patterns, trrelve coun_

tries were selected by Teune and Synnestvedt in this cat-
egory, There ¡,¡ere: The people's RepubJ.ic of China, Taiwan,

East Germany, West Germany, North Korea, South Koreâ, North
Vietnam, South Vietnam, yugoslavia, Cuba, IsraeI and South

Àfrica. Among these countries, Singapore had established
diplomatic relations with one communist state (yugoslavia)

and two non communist states (West Germany and Israel). She

had official trade relations ¡rith three communist states
(East Germany, North Korea and yugoslavia) and three non-
communist states (West Germany, South Vietnam and IsraeI),
Among these 12 countries, Singapore total trade exceeded Sg

50 million with one communist state (China) and three non_

communisÈ states (west Germany, south vietnam and south
Àfrica). There was a very slight Lendency to show t.hat
Singapore had a closer reLations with t.he noncommunist

states. But the main probLem with Teune and Synnestvedt's
criteria to decide a nation's alignment rras that the choice
of the "twelve countries', was very subjective. As these
twelve countries did not represent both the communist and

the Western blocs, the result of the finding might not be an

accurate indication of Singapore's alignment position.

Teune and Synnestvedt further suggest. that the frequency
of visits (by heads of state and of governnent and other
important persons) between the country concerned and the
U.S. or the USSR might indicate a nation's alignment.
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In the case of Singapore, there was evidence, although
not strong, in this category which showed that Singapore was

more alLied with the West than with the Easl. During the
period between 1965 and 1971, Singapore's prime Minister and

other important minissters had visited the U.S. and its
Western allies almost twice or much as they did the USSR and

its Eastern European allies. It is aJ.so important to recal-l
that during his visits to the U.S., expecially on trro occa_

sions, the Prime Minister of Singapore pubJ.icly expressed
his support of American involvement in Vietnam. Moreover,
he r¡ent to the U.S. mainly for the purpose of seeking
American investment. on the other handr his visit to Mosco!,

was merely a goodwill visit and it lacked an essential pur_
pose. In addition, no important Soviet official visited
Singapore. On the other hand, at least four Àmerican offi-
cial visits during 1965-71 had significance for
Singapore-American relations: (1) E. BIack, then the U.S.
Presidential Àdviser, visited Singapore in 1966 to discuss
vrith Lee about the future U.S. aid; (2) w. Bundy, then the
U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs,
came to Singpore in March 1966 and conferred with Mr Lee on

the Vietnam issue and negotiated for the use of the island
as a rest and recreation centre for U.S. troops stationed in
vietnan; (3) Vice president Agner¡ visit.ed Singapore in the
FaII of 1971 Eo discuss with Singapore leaders the future of
American political and military roles in the region; (4) an

American military delegation - consisting of five generals
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and two colonels - visited Singapore and conferred with
singapore' s Defense Minister in March 1gi1 to discuss
U.S.-Singapore defense relations. On bal-ance, the evidence
justifies the view that, dipJ_omaticaLly, Singapore's foreign
relations were more cLoser to the West than to the East.

with respect to the other countries' reactions towards
Singapore, generally the Western countries were warmer to
Singapore than were bhe communist states. Britain, its for_
mer coLonial master and aLly, supported Singapore instead of
Malaysia in the Malaysian- Singapore dispute. The British
Prime Min i ster said:

DifficuLties began to arise last August, whenSingapore was pushed out of the l¿åfuy"ï.nFederation without consultation with us, ;;-ir;i;;information being given us, and I thini ttat'-ãncåthis situation arises, there is always a suspiciãnon the part of the one party that vre are 1èaninqover in supporr of rhe olher-party (sinta;o;;t-ãïí
Thus Britain gave support to the pÀp government in
Singapore. Australia and New Zealand had been the tradi_
tional- military allies of Singapore. Australia supported
Singapore by saying that "we were determined to pLay our
part with all the other countries in continuing a cornmon

resistance to attacks upon the area, an area which would
still include Singapore, though it was no longer part of the
Federation of MaLaysia".24s The Àmericans also supported the
independence of Singapore by withholding alt aid to

2aa Parliamentarv
692, 28 June

2 a 5 International

_Ðeþates, House of Commons, Vol. 730, No.1966, p.72.

Affairs, Àug. 1965, p.504.
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Indonesia during the confrontation, The U,S. president said
in a Joint Communique that "The president reaffirmed the
support of the U.S. for the peaceful national independence

of Singapore".246 western European countries generaJ_1y gave

support to Singapore. The French representative at the U.N.

criticized Indonesia and st.ated that it did not have the
right to use force in order to threaten the existence of
Singapore,247

With regard to the comnunist countr i es, Singapore
received less support. China did not have official diplo_
matic relations with Singapore atthough they had numerous

trade agreements and unofficiat visits. Moreover, China had

in the past accused the Lee Kuan yew group of suppressing
peoplers liberties and democracy.248 Both China and the USSR

with its East European aIIies condemned the Malaysian
project as a neocoloniaL move to control the people of
Malaya and Singapore. Mr Khrushchev saíd:

The British imperialists and its lackeys inSingapore want to uphold onto their colonial'åomilnation in Southeast Àsiar and in creating itisState they are merely changing the label, sõ thatunder the new label they may-be able to continuétheir old policy in that parl of ¡¡" 
"or1¿.zaé

to' 4lg1o-american Conversations: Joint Communique, 13 Feb.1964, quoted in New york Times, .l 4 Feb. 1964; p',3. -

247 official Records, 1152nd meeting, 17 sept. 1964.
248 Pekinq Review, Àug. 12, 1966, p.26.
24s Official Records, 1.1 45th Meeting, 10 Sept. 1964, 9.92.
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Although the USSR did not give f u1l, scale support to the
communisls in Singapore, they sti]l had contact with them

and gave considerable moral support.2so They offered an

alternative to China's support aJ.though they refrained from
any large scale commitment. In 1969, the USSR sent a pro_
test to Singapore government concerning the arrest of sev_
eraL Barrison Socialist members and their detention wílhout
triaL. In short, Singapore received more support from the
Western counÈries than from the Eastern countries.

4.3 coNcLUsrON

While espousing nonalignment and agreeing in principle
with the concept of regional neutraLization, Singapore in
fact supported a continued powerful Western military pres_
ence in Southeast Asia.25r The goals of Singapore,s leader_
ship - security buttressed in some fashion by outside com_

mitment, economic growth based upon close integration with
world markets, and a domestic society supportive of contin_
ued rure by a multi-curtural and !,restern-oriented J.eadership
- were quite clear.2s2 ¡¡ conclusion, our findings can be

sumrned up in the following:

250 H. Chan, gp cit, p.32.
2s r Morrison and Suhrke, 9-p g_!!, p.172,
252 I bid.
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( 1 ) MiliLarily, Singapore should not be regarded as a

nonaLigned country. In fact, it had been allied wibh the
West ever since independence. Singapore's military J_inks

v¡ith Britain, Australia, Nelr Zealand and Malaysia made her
part of the Western alliance syslem.

(2) Diplomaticalty, Singapore took sides with the U.S. in
btoc conflicts. ÀJ.though on sonie issues such as voting in
the U.N. and diplomatic recognitionsr Singapore sho!.red a

more independent position, there was strong evidence to
indicate that Singapore had been maintaining cl-oser rela-
tions with t.he west than the East..

For the purpose of this thesis, the most important task
rias to determine whether Singapore "was" an aligned country.
The degree of diplomatic alignment should be the second

important problem. In the previous analysis, we have

al-ready argued that Singapore was not nonaligned but rather,
she was in fact a western aLigned country during 1965-1971,

Diplornatically, Singapore had taken sides in cold war dis-
putes and had maintained close relations with the l.test. The

government's position of "nonalignment" had been to a large
extent compromised by the presence of foreign bases and

armed forces. In summary, our proposition - that Singapore

advertised itself as a nonaligned state, but its capacity to
implemenÈ and to impress others that it was nonaligned dur-
ing 1965-1971 had been inhibired by the foreign military
presence - is valid.



Chapter V

CONCLUSION

This thesis attempted to show thaL Singapore in reality
was a Western-oriented, aLigned country during 1965_1971,

although it officially declared an independent and nona_

ligned foreign poLicy after its independence, On many offi_
cial and formal occasions, Lee Kuan yeH declared that
Singapore would adopt nona).ignment as the major principJ.e of
its foreign policy and it would not take sides in broc con-
fLicts. There were severat motives that make the Singapore
Ieaders declare a nonaligned foreign poticy. The first one
was due to nationalism. Singapore was a British colony for
over 100 years. It became independent in .f 965. After the
Second World War, nationalism Ì,ra s a strong force among the
Àfro-Àsian colonies. They struggled fiercely against their
colonial masters for freedom and independence. The colonial
and imperial countries gave up their colonies gradually as a

result of the strong sense of nationhood among the colonies
and of the wortd public opinion pressure. After indepen_
dence in 1965, Singapore did not want to be regarded or
treated as a lackey of Britain. Therefore the Singapore
Leaders declared a nonaligned foreign poJ.icy in order to
sho¡v to the world that Singapore r,¡as now a new, independent
state. They would not participate in bloc conflicts, and

- 151 -
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vrould not involve themselves in mii-itary alliance with any
great po\,¡er.

Moreover, in the 1950s and 1960s, many Afro_Asian colo_
nies were Iiberated from their former colonial masters,
After they became independent, they a1I declared a foreign
policy of nonalignment. Singapore, as an Afro-Asian state,
Shared the same âttitude as its Àfro-Àsian counterparts.
Singapore did not !¡ant to be isolated from the Afro_Asian
World. Thus, to declare a foreign policy of nonalignmenL

could prevent the isolation of Singapore from the Àfro_Asian
Wor ld.

In addition, in declaring a foreign policy of nonal.ign-
ment, Singapore hoped to get moral and political support
from the Àfro-Asiân World. In the first month of indepen_
dence, less than half of the Afro-Àsian nations recognized
Singapore. Basicaì.1y, !here ¡,¡ere two factors which caused
the delay of lhe recognition of Singapore by the Àfro_Asian
nations. First, they suspected that Singapore was not
rea1ly independent due to the ambiguity of the Separation
Agreement and its military links with Britain and Malaysia.
The second reason for the delay was the hostile attitude of
Indonesia towards Singapore's independence. Indonesia,
under Sukarnor regarded Singapore,s independence as another
neocoLonialist move against Indonesia. Besides, Indonesia
feared thaÈ the merger would pose serious politicat and eco_

nomic challenges to Indonesian's role i.n the region.
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Therefore, from the very beginning, Singapore's independence

was not recognized by many Àfro-Àsian nations. To tackle
this problem, Singapore had to show to the world that it was

really a sovereign, independent stâte. In order to prove
that, the Singapore leaders declared that it was executing a

nonalignment foreign policy, The desire to get moraL and
political support for ils independence required the
Singapore leaders to declare a nonaligned foreign policy.

However, there is evidence to show t.hat Singapore to cer_
tain degree was a arigned state with crose rerations to the
l.lest, especially with Britain and the United states. First
of alL, Ie! us conclude the factors that forced the
Singapore leaders to compromise their nonaligned posi!ion.
Historical developments in Singapore had had a great impact
on its foreign policies. First, the demand for industrial
and economic development forced Singapore to invite and

attract foreign investment. Since most capital investment
came from the !,test, it was naturaL that Singapore sought
cLoser relations with the western countries in absorbing
foreign investments and aid. Second, its predominantly
Chinese migrant population was a result of the early tin
minÍng boom in Malaya. This population was the focus of
external threats because it r¡as surrounded by
Ma1ay-dominated, anti-Chinese neighbours - Malaysia, the
Philippines and Indonesia. Third, communist activities and
infLuence had been strong in Singapore. Before the split of
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the PÀP, the Ieftists inside the party were influencial.
Even af t.er the spl-it. of the pAp, the Barrison Socialist
coul-d also command a Iarge degree of support from lower
class Chinese in Singapore. Fourth, political differences
and economic competition ¡{ere additional sources of
S i ngapo r e-Ma J-ays i an and Singapore-Indonesian confrontations,
Singapore was highly vuÌnerable in that it had small mili-
tary and security forces, and it had few resources and unfa_
vourabLe topography. These factors forced Singapore's Lead_

ers to soften and compromise their nonaligned position
because they had to depend on the British and the Àmericans

for their economic development and security concerns.

Therefore Singapore tvas not nonaligned, but rather it was

an aligned country with military pact with the Western pow_

ers. It also maintained close diplomatic and economic rela_
tions with the West. Its capacity to implement and to
impress others that it was nonaligned were inhibited by the
foreign military presence and its close diplomatic relations
with the West. Economic developments and external security
required the Singapore government to modify its nonaJ.igned

commitment. In the 1970s and 1990s, Singapore's foreign
po].icy posture remained the same. It should be clear that
there is a very close connection between Singapore's domes-

tic and foreign pol-icies, a connection which reflects
Singapore's ethnic characteristics as weLÌ as the complex of
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factors conneched with its snall size.2s3 Given that its
domestic, ethnic, sociaL, political, economic and geographi_
cal structures impose relatively narrow Iimits on

Singapore's foreign poticies, there are not many aì.terna_
tives for it to achieve both economic prosperity and exter_
na ì. secur i ty,

The possibility of allying rvith the Soviet Union is guite
límited. Rather bhan perceiving the Soviets as potentiaL
aLly, Singapore's leaders regard them as the most dangerous
enemy in the region. At present, Singapore,s security is
directry under the threat of the soviet backed vietnamese
expansion in Indochina. Compared with China, Singapore's
leaders perceive the Soviet Union as posing a more serious
Lhreat to the region's stability. pAp leaders refuse to
aIly with the Soviet Union, fearing that they will lose
their autonomy and become a puppet regime of the Soviet
Union. The Soviet's high-handed external policy in
Àfghanistan and Kampuchea does not impress Singapore,s Lead_

ers, It instead arouses Singapore's suspicion and fear of
the Soviet Union. Ideology is also a major obstacle between

the two countries, since Lee Kuan yew and his close pAp col_
leagues are anti-communists. Lee is a firm believer in a

domino theory which assumes that a communist victory in one

country will greatly strengthen the communist movement in
the next. He is very deterrnined to rvipe out any communist

2s3 Morrison and Suhrke, 9p Çj-È, p.1g2.
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influence in Singapore as he launched several anti-communist
movements in the past. Cultural differences make mutual
understandings and communications difficult, Moreover, eco_
nomic transactions and aid from the Soviet Union are less
favoured compared with the West. Thus the possibility of
allying with the Soviet Union is quite low.

With regard to China, to have official diplomatic rela_
tions with China wítl certainly both provoke its MaIay
neighbours and give propaganda varue to the communist insur-
gent movements, let alone to have any rnilitary or political.
aÌliance with China. À third alternative is to join the
Malaysia Federation. It has been already a failure since
Singapore was expeLled from the Federation in 1965. The

outcome is inevitable due to their immense political differ_
ences and economic competition, coupled with personal rival_
ries. The iourth alternative is nonalignment. Holrever,
throughout this thesis, it is emphasized that nonaLignment
is not a practical policy to bring Singapore economic pros_
perity and internal as welL as external security. The fifth
alternative is to promote the Àssocíation of the South East
Àsian Nations (aSpeN) into a supranationaJ. organization with
integrated political, economic, social and military struc_
tures. But this wouJ.d prove to be a very difficult task.
Mutual distrust., territorial disputes, economic competition
and racial- conflicts pose serious obstacles to such develop_
ment .
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The only alternative left is to align wit.h the West.

Through western capital investments and transaction,
Singapore hopes to build up its own economic infrastructure
and to become a commercial centre in Southeast Asia. The

Singapore government's feelings of helplessness in security
reinforced its desire to maint.ain some form of British or
Commonwealth commibment to its own security or, at least, a

stabilizing influence throughout the region as a whole, as

it believes is provided to some extent by the Àmerican pres-
ence.2s4 In the 1980s, the conditions that direct
Singapore's external policies in the past remain the same.

Communist insurgent movements still exist; racial dis_har-
mony continues between Singapore and its neighbours; politi-
cal and economic competition bet!¡een thern is stiIl keen; its
leaders remain lhe same; and Singapore continues to be an

island state depending on entrepot trade and tertiary indus-
tries. À1I these reguire Singapore to modify its nonalign-
ment position. There wiIl be no abrupt changes in
Singapore's external policies in the near future. Indeed,
this policy is a successful one which brings prosperity and

st.ability lo Singapore. In the 1980s, Singapore and Hong

Kong become commerical centres in Southeast Àsia. In con-
cLusion, Singapore is an aligned country. It remains and

will remain aligned with the west given its unigue charac-
teristics. Singapore's commitment to nonalignment is noth-
ing but rhetorical. Given the facts that Singapore is pur-

2sa Morrison and Suhrke, .gp g.iL, p. 1gO.
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suing an aligned external policy, and that it is a member of
the Five Power Defense Àrrangement, Singapore derives a lot
of benefits from such arrangements. But the Defense

Arrangement since .l 971 has not been put into serious test_
ing. In the event of real threat to Singapore, is the
Defense Arrangement effective enough to protect Singapore,s
security? will its alIies save Singapore by every means?

This has yet to be seen.
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